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Abstract
Disasters are human creations, whether they originate from natural or technological hazards. The type
of hazard that originates the disaster shapes how a community or group responds to or is affected by it.
The time and speed of onset of the hazard also plays a critical role in the disaster that finally ensues.
Disasters are complex events from the point of view of their conceptualization. The level of
development and the vulnerability of a community is a critical factor in how a disaster eventually plays
out. Disasters especially technological ones create a lot of uncertainties in communities that have been
impacted by them. They also result in what experts refer to as corrosive communities. Technological
disasters occur when a community is exposed to toxic substances in its environment aggravated by
other elements. This research set out to investigate the Ogoni oil spill disaster, against these backdrops,
to understand the social, cultural, environmental, institutional, policy, economic, and political contexts.
How these contextual elements played out and shaped the susceptibility of the Ogoni people, how the
Ogoni people were able to cope, and how the duration and the management of the disaster influenced
their response. This research explored the historical perspectives, the social, cultural, and political life of
the Ogoni people to determine how the livelihood of the community has been affected by slow onset oil
spill disaster. From the lived experience of the Ogoni community, the study used a qualitative case study
approach to develop an understanding of oil spill disaster in Ogoniland, in the Niger Delta area of
Nigeria. The findings from this study are consistent with existing knowledge on Technological Disaster
that have been researched in different environments.
Keywords: Oil Spill, Disaster, Natural, Technological, Hazards, Social and Cultural, Environmental,
Political, Institutional, Community, Ogoni.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Introduction and Context
Disasters are human creations, whether they originate from natural hazards (e.g., hurricanes, floods,
droughts) or technological (e.g., chemical, oil spills, or nuclear accidents). As controversial as this may
sound, current research is pointing in this direction. For example, as some researchers explain,
"disasters and the hazards leading to them were re-evaluated and redefined as basic, often chronic
elements of environments and more significantly, as happenings which humans themselves, to some
degree, construct." (Oliver-Smith & Hoffman, 1999, p. 1). This research titled, "Oil Spills Disaster in
Ogoniland: Social and Cultural Perspectives” is mainly about understanding the extent to which the oil
spills event in Ogoniland, a community in the Niger Delta area of Nigeria, agrees with this statement
from a social and cultural perspective.
When researchers first became interested in disaster research during the early twentieth century,
the concentration was on the physical agents of disaster (Oliver-Smith & Hoffman, 1999, p. 1). This
focus, the authors continue, has gradually given way to a new position whereby disasters are now seen
as socially and culturally constructed events (p. 73). This changing focus places emphasis on "an event, a
construction, a political position, or an occasion with particular social characteristics." (Quarantelli,
1985, p. 44). Seeing a disaster from a social and cultural perspective reveals its complexity and
multidimensionality—a complexity not visible from a physical perspective.
Disaster is also complex from the point of view of its conceptualization. For example, it has been
challenging to reach a definitional consensus on the concept of disaster (Oliver-Smith & Hoffman, 1999;
WHO, 1992). This lack of agreement may relate to the term disaster as it is used in ordinary parlance. In
the word's ordinary usage, people will refer to many events as "disasters." It could be a failure to meet a
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crucial appointment, expectations, or physical events like floods or tsunamis. That means that a
misfortune, mistake, or an unplanned accident that costs money, lives, or widespread damage or
suffering is a disaster. There are many definitions of disaster in literature – more than forty (WHO, 1992,
p. 7).
Disasters also differ, regarding speed, as they may have a sudden or slow onset. This research
examines the case of oil spills in Ogoniland; an event referred to here as a slow onset technological
disaster. Because it evolved "over a longer period," it took "months, years or even decades to unfold."
(Van Riet and Templehoff, 2009, p. 37). Slow Violence is a term used by Nixon (2011) to describe
disasters that “are slow moving, that are long in the making…unfolding over years, decades even
centuries” ….: (p. 3). These are “calamities that patiently dispense their devastation while remaining
outside our flickering attention spans.” Nixon’s point is from the perspective of the attention given to
spectacular and unspectacular time. For example, he points out that chemical violence is pushed
inwards and relegated to the background such that they remain largely unobserved, undiagnosed, and
untreated in the lives of the poor (p. 6).
Disasters, like the Ogoniland oil spills, are all-encompassing. They are produced by a "variety of
forces," resulting in a variety of effects on all aspects of human life: "environmental, biological and
socio-cultural" (Oliver-Smith & Hoffman, 1999, pp. 1, 17). The all-encompassing nature of disasters, like
the one in Ogoniland, requires research to understand their construction and impact on the community.
The centrality of humans (individuals and groups) concerning disaster occurrences means that disasters
are understood from a phenomenological perspective. Phenomenology is a "theoretical point of view
advocating" the study of human behaviour shaped by the phenomena of individual and collective
experiences rather than objective realities external to the individual (Sloan & Bowe, 2014, p. 1292).
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Phenomenology is a philosophy and a methodology or an approach to study or research. As a
philosophy:
Phenomenology is complex, and it focuses on; consciousness and the content of conscious
experiences, such as judgments, perceptions, and emotions; humans as embodied beings, meaning
they experience life through their physical bodies; and knowing what the experience was like to live
it, not just the person’s reaction to the experience (Connelly, 2010, p. 127).
The concept of disaster as a phenomenon lends itself to methodological exploration through
studying the experiences of those impacted by it. Understanding disaster from the experience of
disaster victims gives us an insight into the phenomenon not just from the physical but also from a social
and cultural perspective. Recent work by phenomenological researchers of disaster has provided us with
great insights into the phenomena. However, there is still room to learn more from new disasters
around us because no two disasters play out the same. Disaster in one community might not necessarily
be considered a disaster in another (WHO, 1992, p.7). Therefore, conducting research is significant to
understanding the community's perspectives involved in an event.
Reflecting on the complexity of disasters, Oliver-Smith and Hoffmann (1999) explain that disasters
form a family, in that what emerges from a consideration of their vast array of phenomena is a
complicated network of similarities, overlapping and crisscrossing - sometimes overall similarities,
sometimes similarities of detail (p. 18). The authors likened it to the metaphor of "spinning a thread in
which there is a continuous overlapping, but no fibre runs through the entire thread." (p. 20). There are
several phrases used to describe disaster, for example, "concept with blurred edges" …, "totalizing
events" …, dimensions that express "consistencies and inconsistencies" …, "coherence and
contradictions" …, "cooperation and conflicts" ..., "hegemony and resistance" … (p. 20). The authors say
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the complexity is embodied in the multiplicity of perspectives that is as varied as the individuals and
groups impacted or participating in the event and process” (p. 21).
Another interesting perspective that contemporary research has revealed about disasters is that they
can also be beneficial or positive rather than a negative phenomenon. The transformative effects of
disaster make it a positive turn from something that seems harmful when it happens. This perspective
also tends to convey the temporal nature of the disaster. For example, San Francisco went through a
devastating earthquake in 1906, and London went through a massive fire in 1666. However, both came
out better (Puleo & Sivak, 2013, p. 458). These testimonies give the impression that good can come out
of disruption like a disaster. The changes in these cities are catalyzed by the catastrophe they went
through (Puleo & Sivak, 2013, p. 459). O’Mathuna et al. (2018) confirm Puleo and Sivak's views.
Disasters typically are overwhelmingly adverse events. However, a thorough analysis reveals that
they do not always have exclusively negative consequences. Disasters can provide the impetus for
change that brings positive outcomes, such as changes in building practices or regulations when
previous ones are inadequate. Disasters can expose injustice and be the stimulus for reform. They
can trigger deeper philosophical and societal reflection that has a positive impact. Rebuilding after
destruction can have long-term gains. The 1931 earthquake in Napier, New Zealand, led to Art Deco
architecture that contemporary tourists enjoy. (p. 2).
It is becoming more apparent that disasters can provide the environment where new organizations
emerge. The concept of emergence is not restricted to new organizations and groups alone but
"involves the development of norms, social practices” … (Tierney, 2019, p. 87). During the process of
post-disaster, the situation is such that norms, roles and practices become unclear or ambiguous,
leading to workers improvising. It leads to emergence, described as a rising of something out of what
was not there (Gardner, 2013, p. 237). Gardner refers to the "emergent citizen groups," which describes
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the nascent organization of private citizens coming together to carry out essential disaster tasks. (pp.
238, 241). These groups of people are "collectives of individuals who use nonroutine resources and
activities to apply nonroutine domains and tasks to nonroutine organizational arrangements." (p. 241).
Disasters reveal patterns in community livelihood that otherwise might have continued unchanged. A
look into the lived experience of communities affected by disaster and the reconstruction that followed;
provides a better understanding of the varied situations that constitutes a disaster than could have been
ordinarily anticipated (Jung, 2012, pp. 39-40). Gardner (2013) refers to the case of informal groups of
grassroots relief workers that emerge through an interactive collaboration process during the 2005 and
2008 Gulf Coast hurricanes (p. 238). These are not planned processes but based on the community or
groups rising to the challenges created by the gaps in disaster response.
Apart from stressing the community, disasters also stress Government policy, revealing gaps in
emergency preparedness and support efforts from Government. Despite the challenges with the
recovery process, disasters have been responsible for revealing weaknesses in political and other lapses
that impact the mitigation process (Fisker-Nielsen, 2012, p. 19). For example, the role of Government
organs in disaster response and mitigation is one of the primary sources of uncertainties during disaster
response. The Government is downplaying community/public concerns by covering up facts or working
with corporate organizations to create narratives that overwhelm public interest (Button, 2010, chp. 9,
par. 6).
Disasters and the aftermath reveal how resilient the affected populations have been and the
enormous strength of community support networks. Contemporary researchers (Colten et al., 2015;
Elliot and Pais, 2010; Jung, 2012; Fisker-Nielsen, 2012) all attest to community resilience in the face of
disaster. For example, in the Japan Tohoku earthquake of 11th March 2011, the Central Government
failed to meet the immediate needs of disaster victims several months after the catastrophe. Research
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carried out later by Jin Sato, from the Institute of Advanced study of Asia, identified that the
community's ability to draw from inherent knowledge and capacities provided for the immediate needs
of the disaster victims (Fisker-Nielsen, 2012, p. 16).
However, the perspectives to disaster mentioned should not be the not-so-palatable experiences
communities, and individuals have with disasters. The statement below vividly reveals the extent of
damage that a disaster can cause to communities and the environment.
The spill's impact far exceeded any harm previously inflicted by an oil spill in U.S. waters. The impact
on the environment was massive. More than 350,000 sea birds were killed, along with 144 bald
eagles, 5,500 sea otters, thirty seals, and twenty-two whales. These mortality statistics are based
only on the animal corpses recovered. Some scientists suspect that nearly half the corpses of marine
mammals were lost at sea and never recovered. Sharp declines in pink salmon and herring in Prince
William Sound are associated with the marine habitat's devastation. The economic and socio-cultural
impacts were also severe. Short- and long-term harm was inflicted on individuals, families,
businesses, local governments, and native Alaskan communities. They frequently reported spillrelated social conflict and spill-related disruption of social routines. Threats to traditional subsistence
and cultures were most common in native communities. "One major study reported that "because of
how the clean-up was organized and because of how the money was spent, the socioeconomic and
psychological damage to the communities worsened" (Button 2010, chapter 1, par. 3).
As an all-encompassing occurrence, disaster affects everyone in a community, including children and
women. Children and the young, especially those living in poverty, are at significantly greater risk for
adverse outcomes during and following disasters. Many children and young people have experienced
considerable disruption to their living situations. This disruption is mainly due to the inability of children
to move around in the city due to road damage, road closures, and changes to public transport, which
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impacted the children and their families. In addition, children also have to cope with financial hardships
arising from disruption to parents' work and businesses (Freeman et al., 2015, pp. 105-107). Women are
impacted more by the disaster because of gender inequities that have fabricated a complex web of
female vulnerability to natural disasters. In Bangladesh, for example, the natural disaster mortality rate
is higher for women (Juran and Trivedi, 2015, pp. 602 – 603). Disasters by their construction can create
situations of inequity; as Tierney (2019) explains, the impact of disaster events and the losses that go
with them are not random. They are also not borne equally by everyone affected (p. 2). According to the
author, it falls "most heavily on those who are most vulnerable: the poor, ethnic, racial minorities, and
other marginalized groups." (p. 2). Current sociological research on disasters focuses on understanding
how the different areas of inequality and other aspects of social stratifications contribute to disaster
victimization and recovery, Tierney further explained (p. 2).
The extent to which the community, organizations and environment are affected by disaster depends
on the type of hazard, vulnerability, and resilience closely related to the adaptive capacity. These
elements determine the extent of risks a community or a group is exposed to. Without examining how
these elements contribute, we cannot fully comprehend the disaster phenomenon. The role these
elements play in creating disaster contributes to the complexity of disaster as a phenomenon. Because
of the importance of these elements, definitions of disaster must consider trends in increased hazards
and vulnerability (Oliver-Smith & Hoffman, 1999, p. 17).
Vulnerability, a vital element in the creation of disaster, has been defined as "the degree of loss
resulting from a potentially damaging phenomenon or insecurity of the wellbeing of individuals or
communities in the face of a changing environment." (Oluoko-Odingo, 2011, p. 6). This definition of
vulnerability is from the perspective of risk and insecurity. It may not convey the complexity involved in
the concept of vulnerability itself. This way, vulnerability conveys the impression that crises or
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catastrophes are physical. However, the "degree of loss" suggests that damage from a phenomenon can
vary. This variability is significant and is at the heart of understanding vulnerability in a group or
community, which determines how much a group or community withstands natural and technological
catastrophe when it happens. Vulnerability is "a concept linking people's relationship with their
environment to the social forces, institutions and the cultural values that sustain and contest them."
(Oni & Okanlawan, 2013, p. 195). It points to the multidimensionality of disasters. The link between
disaster, vulnerability and social forces is crucial. Even though seen as physical, disasters are also socially
and culturally constructed. A disaster occurs when a destructive force intersects with a community in a
socially configured pattern of vulnerability. A vulnerability arises from location, sociopolitical structure,
production patterns, and ideology (Oliver-Smith and Hoffman, 1999, p.73).
Inherent in the concept of vulnerability is resilience. For example, vulnerability can not be defined or
measured without reference to the capacity to absorb, respond and recover from the impact of events
(Bankoff et al., 2004, p. 43). Resilience (and vulnerability), are described in several ways as "opposite
sides of the same coin" (Manyena et al., 2011, p. 417); it derives from a web of social interactions that
could be complex with characteristics and capacities that allows a community to live with the hazards
(Puleo and Sivak, 2013, p. 460); and "the ability of a society to absorb the impacts of an external
disturbance, to recover and rebuild itself to a functional state" (Colten et al., 2015, p. 391). This external
disturbance can be natural (e.g., floods, hurricanes) or man-made (e.g., chemical or oil spill). Irrespective
of whatever the hazard is, resilience is about the adaptive capacity of the community or group to go
through a catastrophe and still return to normal. Resilience can be inherent or formal. Inherent
resilience is community-based practices that are place-based. i.e., capacities that reside in social
memory and communities draw on them when needed, such as during extreme events or crises. On the
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other hand, formal resilience is top-down and is external to the community, for example, support from
Government (Colten et al., 2015, p. 392).
However, the notion or concept of return to normalcy (seen as inherent in resilience) is in contest.
There is substantial disagreement on the notion of normalcy as "bounce back," which before now has
been the general concept around resilience. The argument is that resilience is the ability to "bounce
forward" and move on following a disaster (Manyena et al., 2011, p. 417). The bounce forward concept
revolves around change, which is inevitable in disaster recovery. No community or environment returns
to exactly where it was before the disaster occurred, environmentally, socially, and economically.
The concept of hazard is another critical element implicated in disaster management and mitigation.
Hazards refer to extreme natural events which may affect different places singly or in combination at
different times (Blaikie et al., 2005, p. 502). Disasters are of interest from the point of view of a
potentially physical damaging event, a phenomenon or activity that may result in loss of life or injury,
property damage, social and economic disruption, or environmental degradation, disasters are
interesting (Zou & Thomalla, 2008, p. 14). It is erroneous to conclude that hazards are outrightly
responsible for disaster from the preceding. It is essential to clarify the place of hazards in creating
disaster to understand how the social, political, and economic environment influences how hazards
affect people. This understanding will help shift focus from seeing hazards as the leading cause of
disasters. This concept will be discussed more in chapter two.
People's risk is connected to how vulnerable they are to hazards. People's susceptibility to hazards
influences the social, economic, and political setting. Therefore, the social, economic, and political
environment can not be separated from the hazards in analyzing disasters. In developing mitigation for
disaster risk, it is not enough to deal with the hazard threat alone but to look beyond the social and
political environment, which might catalyze disaster. It does not mean that natural hazards can not
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trigger disasters. However, there is a need to investigate how society plays a role in creating the
conditions in which people face disaster. It is, therefore, important that "disaster research and policy
account for the connections in society that cause vulnerability as well as the hazards" (Blaikie et al.,
2005, 673). Unlike hazard, vulnerability is constructed, accumulates over time, and remains over time, is
closely linked to social aspects and the level of the development of the communities (Bankoff et al.,
2004, p. 39).
Risk, another essential element in the disaster discourse, can be understood in vulnerability analysis
in specific hazard situations. The probability of harmful consequences or losses that are expected
resulting from natural or human-induced hazards and vulnerable conditions is referred to as risk (Zou &
Thomalla, 2008, p. 14). The authors continue, in some aspects, vulnerability refers to risk directly.
Vulnerability is not a risk but associated with hazard, it leads to risk. Conventionally, risk is = Hazards X
Vulnerability (p. 14). However, it is essential to emphasize that vulnerability and risk are related
concepts that cannot be separated.
This study examines the oil spill phenomenon in Ogoniland, focusing on Bodo city. This is against the
context discussed so far to understand how it has played out in the focused area and what we can learn
from their experience.

The Focus of the Research
Ogoniland, the focus of this research, is a community in the riverine area of the Niger Delta of
Nigeria, covering 1,000 square kilometres of the land surface in the South of Nigeria, with a population
of 832,000 people (UNEP, 2011, p. 22). The territory is in River State on the coast of the Gulf of Guinea,
East of the city of Port Harcourt. The Ogoni community consists of four Local Government Areas (LGAs):
Eleme, Gokana, Khana, and Tai. Shell Petroleum Development Corporation (SPDC) is the leading oil
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company operating in Ogoniland. SPDC flow stations are in Bomu (K – Dere) – 1, Bomu (K-Dere) – 2,
Ebubu, Bodo West, Korokoro, Yorla and Onne in Ogoniland. Even though Ogoniland, in general, is the
focus, this study will zero in on Bodo village.
As the inhabitants call it, Bodo village or Bodo city is one of the major villages in Ogoniland. Bodo city
sits on the coast of the Niger Delta. It is said to be one of the influential villages in Ogoniland.
Stakeholder Democracy Network (SDN), in a case study they carried out in Bodo in 2013, provides the
following description of the village.
The Bodo population is estimated to be 65,000 people. The majority of these people are farmers and
fishermen. Bodo is bordered by the Gokana communities of Kpor, Mogho, and Gbe on the North, by
Andoni speaking people of Rivers State on the East, by the four communities of the Okrika Ijaw
Kingdom on the West. It shares borders with Ibani (Ijaw) speaking people of the Bonny Kingdom in
the South. It also borders the Atlantic Ocean. The sea and the rivers play a significant part in the
development of the community, which occupies a landmass of approximately one hundred thousand
hectares. The community is within 56 kilometres from Port Harcourt, the capital of Rivers State. It is
between latitude 40 36’ N and Longitude 70 21’ E (p. 15).
This village makes a good case study, by what it passed through and its firsthand experience of the oil
spills that ravaged Ogoniland. It also makes a good case study by the location of a vital oil facility in
Bodo West and its firsthand experience with engaging SPDC in court. This study, therefore, decided to
closely explore the experience of the people of Bodo as a typical Ogoni village.
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Contextualization and Definition of the Problem
Disasters happen when vulnerable communities are exposed to natural or technological hazards.
When this happens, the community's vulnerability determines how it can cope and how quickly it can
recover from the disaster.
Developing economies have many negative environmental impacts, including lack of development,
livelihood challenges, neglect, and poverty. Such communities are already struggling to adapt and cope
with these challenges. These situations have already put the communities in a vulnerable position. As
Bankoff and Hilhorst (2004) explain, poverty, resource depletion, marginalization, and the risk generated
from the interplay between global and local processes and coping make groups or communities
vulnerable (p.1). This vulnerability creates social order, putting the community in a high-risk position.
Over the years, many communities facing such challenges have resigned to their fate when efforts to
adjust and take charge of or cope with their situation became futile without any external stimulus or
support.
Things get worse when vulnerable communities or groups encounter natural (hurricane,
earthquakes, floods) or technological (oil spills, chemical plant failures) hazards. A natural hazard is any
natural process or phenomenon that causes loss of life, injury, health impacts, property damage, loss of
livelihoods, social services, economic disruption, or environmental damage (Smith, 2013, p. 2). The same
author-defined technological hazard.
As hazards specifically beginning from technological or industrial conditions, that includes accidents,
dangerous procedures, failures of infrastructure or specific human activities, causing loss of life,
illness, injury, other health impacts, damage to property, livelihoods loss, social and economic
disruption, or damage to the environmental. (p.5).
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The point at which a hazard meets a vulnerable group or community is what results in a disaster, that
is “a disaster occurs when a significant number of vulnerable people experience a hazard and suffer
severe damage and disruption of their livelihood system in such a way that recovery is unlikely without
external aid." (Blaikie et al., 2005, chp. 2, Two Models: par. 3)
Disasters are produced by social, cultural, political, and economic environments aside from hazards'
roles. Tierney (2019) confirms this saying.
Disasters and their impacts are, to a much greater extent, products through the workings of social
forces…. those societal forces constitute how disasters take their toll on human lives and livelihoods.
The root causes of disasters are in the social order itself, in social arrangements that contribute to
the buildup of risk and vulnerability. (p.12).
Some communities recover from the disaster quickly and can return to some semblance of normalcy.
In contrast, others can not come out of it without external help. How much external support a
community or group needs to recover depends on their inherent resilience.
The Ogoni community in the Niger Delta area of Nigeria was vulnerable even before oil production in
the 1950s. The Ogoni people are a purely agricultural and fishing community in occupation. Agriculture
and fishing are their primary source of livelihood. Other activities like tapping and distillation of palm
wine into local brands of dry gin, boat building, blacksmith, mat, and pottery making were also widely
practiced. The people were also traders. Ogoniland was once the food basket of the Niger Delta area.
The Ogoni people produced their food, and people outside the community came to buy food. Since
then, the Ogoni people have settled on this territory as farmers and fishers. They had established a wellorganized social system before the British invaded them in 1901 (Amanyie, 2001, p.1).
The Ogoni people's refusal to sign the treaties, Amanyie continued, resulted in engagements
between the British forces and the Ogoni people between 1901 and 1913 (p.10). As the author
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explained further, within 13 years from 1901, the British forces had destroyed the fabric of Ogoni
society. These encounters impacted Ogoniland and made it more vulnerable. The community
(Ogoniland) was no longer controlling its development and progress. The autonomy hitherto
experienced by the Ogoni community disappeared as the community integrated into the “new nation.”
Moreover, at the end of the colonial era, the British forces left behind a loosely held together
community in conflict. Force and violence were the only way of maintaining it. As a result, "the interest
of a few weak" communities like Ogoni suffered (p.11).
That was the state of Ogoniland when the multinational oil company discovered oil in 1958.
Unfortunately, the discovery of oil did not bring the much-desired development to Ogoniland, a central
oil-producing community in the Niger Delta. Instead, the community experienced the gradual pollution
of their farmland and the waterways, which were their source of livelihood. As Amnesty International
(2005) describes it,
Oil exploration has turned Ogoni into a wasteland: lands, streams, and creeks are totally and
continually polluted; the atmosphere has been poisoned, charged as it is with hydrocarbon vapours,
methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and soot emitted by gas which has been flared 24 hours
a day for 33 years in very close proximity to human habitation (Amnesty International, 2005, p. 2). In
addition, acid rain, oil spillage and oil blowouts have devastated Ogoni Territory. High-pressure oil
pipelines crisscross the surface of Ogoni farmlands and villages dangerously. (GIA Project Foundation,
2018, pp. 5)
In 2011, the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) carried out a large-scale and detailed
Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland. Key objectives of that study are:
1. Undertake a comprehensive assessment of all environmental issues associated with the oilfieldrelated activities in Ogoniland, including the quantification of impacts (UNEP, 2011, p. 52)
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2. Provide recommendations for responding to future environmental contamination from oil field
operations. (UNEP, 2011, p. 52)
The scope of the investigation covered the areas in and around Ogoniland, with a specific focus on
the four Ogoniland local government areas (Eleme, Gokana, Khana and Tai) (UNEP, 2011, p. 52). The
summary of UNEP (2011) findings outlined the following facts:
•

Oil contamination in Ogoniland is widespread and severely impacting many components of the
environment (P. 9)

•

When oil reaches the root zone, crops and other plants begin to experience stress and die (p. 9)

•

Pollution of soil by petroleum hydrocarbons in Ogoniland is extensive in inland areas, sediments,
and swampland (p. 9)

•

At two-thirds of the contaminated land sites close to oil industry facilities which assessed in
detail, the soil contamination exceeds Nigerian national standards, as set out in the
Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industries in Nigeria (p. 9)

•

At 41 sites, the hydrocarbon pollution has reached the groundwater at levels above the Nigerian
standards as per the EGASPIN legislation (p. 10)

•

Oil pollution in many intertidal creeks has left mangroves denuding leaves and stems, leaving
roots coated in a bitumen-like substance sometimes 1 cm or thicker. Mangroves are spawning
areas for fish and nurseries for juvenile fish, and the extensive pollution of these areas are
impacting the fish lifecycle (p. 10)

•

Crops in areas directly impacted by oil spills will be damaged, and root crops like cassava will
become unusable. When farming recommences, plants generally show signs of stress, and yields
are reportedly lower than in non-impacted areas (p. 10)
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•

In Bodo West, in Bonny LGA, an increase in artisanal refining between 2007 and 2011 has been
accompanied by a 10% loss of healthy mangrove cover or 307,381 m2. If left unchecked, this
may lead to irreversible loss of mangrove habitat in this area (p. 10)

•

The UNEP investigation found that the surface water throughout the creeks contains
hydrocarbon (p. 10)

•

Fish tend to leave polluted areas in search of cleaner water, and fishers must therefore also
move to less contaminated areas in search of fish (p. 10)

•

Where some entrepreneurs had set up fish farms in or close to the creeks, their businesses, an
ever-present layer of floating oil ruined them (p. 10)

•

The wetlands around Ogoniland are highly degraded and face disintegration. The UNEP study
concludes that while it is technically feasible to restore effective ecosystem functioning of the
wetlands, this will only be possible if they adopt technical and political initiatives (p. 10)

•

Exposed to petroleum hydrocarbons in outdoor air and drinking water, sometimes the Ogoni
community experience elevated concentrations. The exposure is also through dermal contacts
from contaminated soil, sediments, and surface water (p. 10)

•

Since the average life expectancy in Nigeria is less than 50 years, it is a fair assumption that most
members of the current Ogoniland community have lived with chronic oil pollution throughout
their lives (p. 10)

•

Of most immediate concern, community members at Nisisioken Ogale are drinking water from
wells contaminated with Benzene, a known carcinogen, at levels over 900 times above the
World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines (p. 11)

•

They found hydrocarbon contamination in water taken from 28 wells at ten communities
adjacent to contaminated sites. At seven wells, the samples are at least 1,000 times higher than
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the Nigerian drinking water standard of 3 μg/l. Local communities are aware of the pollution
and its dangers but state that they continue to use the water for drinking, bathing, washing, and
cooking as they have no alternative (p. 11)
•

They detected Benzene in all air samples at concentrations ranging from 0.155 to 48.2 μg/m3.
Approximately 10 percent of detected benzene concentrations in Ogoniland were higher than
the concentrations WHO and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
report as corresponding to a 1 in 10,000 cancer risk. Many of the benzene concentrations
detected in Ogoniland were similar to those measured elsewhere in the world, given the
prevalence of fuel use and other sources of Benzene. However, the findings show that some
benzene concentrations in Ogoniland were higher than those measured in more economically
developed regions where benzene concentrations are declining because of efforts to reduce
Benzene exposure (p. 11)

•

First issued in 1992, the EGASPIN formed the operational basis for environmental regulation of
the oil industry in Nigeria. However, this critical legislation is internally inconsistent concerning
one of the essential criteria for oil spill and contaminated site management – precisely the
criteria which trigger remediation or indicate its closure (called the 'intervention' and 'target'
values, respectively) (p. 11)

•

The study found that the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR) and the National Oil Spill
Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA) have differing interpretations of EGASPIN. It enables
the oil industry to close the remediation process well before contamination has been eliminated
and soil quality restored to achieve functionality for human, animal, and plant life (p. 12)

•

The Nigerian Government agencies concerned lack qualified technical experts and resources. In
the five years since NOSDRA came on board, so few resources have been allocated that the
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agency has no proactive capacity for oil-spill detection. In planning their inspection visits to
some oil spill sites, the regulatory authority is wholly reliant on the oil industry for logistical
support (p. 12)
•

The oilfield in Ogoniland is interwoven with the Ogoni community. The fact that communities
have set up houses and farms along rights of way is one indicator of the loss of control on the
part of the pipeline operator and the government regulator (p. 12)

•

The study concludes that Ogoniland's oilfield infrastructure's control, maintenance, and
decommissioning are inadequate. Industry best practices and SPDC's procedures have not been
applied, creating public safety issues (p. 12)

•

Ten out of the 15 investigated sites which SPDC records show as having completed remediation
still have pollution exceeding the SPDC (and government) remediation closure values. The study
found that the contamination at eight of these sites has migrated to the groundwater (p. 12)

The above information from the UNEP summary findings outlines the extent of the problem created
because of the oil spill occurrence in Ogoniland. It shows that the problem in Ogoniland cuts across
environmental, health, loss of livelihood, and institutional/political issues.
For the past sixty-two (62) years (1958 – 2020), the Ogoni community, their farmlands and
waterways have been subjected to one oil spill after another and gas flaring. As the UNEP (2011) report
insinuates, they have lived under oil spills all their lives (p. 10).
The history of pollution in Ogoniland, based on the oil spill, has been described as tragic because it
has put the people of the land at odds with Government and Industry, leading to a lack of trust between
the parties. The Ogoni community is at the receiving end of the confusion and stalemate that has
ensued because of the issues related to the oil spill in Ogoniland.
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All efforts to reconcile the communities with the oil industry, which is Shell Petroleum Development
Company Nigeria (SPDC) Ltd, by the Government at the national level have not yielded positive results.
As a result of the politics, lack of trust and suspicion, Ogoniland continues to live in neglect,
underdevelopment, and abject poverty, complicated by oil spills' degradation of the environment. There
are severe threats to community livelihood sources, threats to human health from contaminated
drinking water, and "concerns over the viability and productivity of ecosystems" (UNEP, 2011, pp. 6, 8).
The people of Ogoniland tried to respond in their way. Rather than mitigate the situation, it deepened
the confusion (through militant actions of the youths and kidnapping) and also increased the pollution
issues (through the youths engaging in illegal refining activities referred to as "Kpo fire”).
There is no solution in sight. Apart from the proposed clean-up as recommended by the UNEP report,
there is no concrete plan to rehabilitate the Ogoni people. There is total neglect of the community by
the Government and the oil companies. Left to fend for itself, the community is looking for ways out of
the dilemma it has found itself. However, the community lacks the internal capacity (in terms of
resources, unity of purpose, networks) to help itself without any support from outside.
Aside from the oil spill hazard, different elements (social, cultural, environmental, economic,
political, policy, and institutional) shape a disaster. How many of these elements were at play during the
disaster of the Ogoni oil spills? How did they interact to create the Ogoni oil spills disaster? This research
seeks to understand the social, cultural, environmental, economic, institutional, and political contexts of
the Ogoniland oil spill disaster how these shaped the susceptibility of the Ogoni people. How do the
Ogoni people cope, and how does the duration of the disaster influence their response?
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Research Questions
This research work seeks to provide answers to the following questions from the case of the Ogoni
people.
•

What is the social, cultural, environmental, and political context in Ogoniland between 1958 and
2020 and how has this context shaped the susceptibility of the Ogoni people to slow-onset oil
spill disasters?

•

How have the Ogoni people coped with this extended recurring oil spill situation?

•

How did the community respond to mitigate the oil spill disaster, and how did the duration of
the disaster affect the type of response from the community?

•

What types of risks did the oil spill pose to the Ogoni people, and how did their vulnerability
status contribute or have been influenced by the types and level of risks?

Research Objectives and Approach
This research explores the social, cultural, environmental, and political elements that have come
together to produce the disaster resulting from the frequent oil spills over the years in Ogoniland.
Moreover, how has the community responded? How has the community coped through this period?
What role did vulnerability, underdevelopment, neglect, and politics play in the context of the oil spills
in Ogoniland?
This research will explore the lived experience of the community of Ogoni from the perspective of
the recurring oil spill events in the last 62 years. Specifically, it will:
•

Explore the historical perspectives of the oil spills in Ogoniland.

•

Explore the social, cultural, and political life of the Ogoni people and understand how it might
have been affected by oil spill events in the Ogoni community.

•

Determine how the livelihood of the community has been affected by the oil spills and

•

Explore how the people of Ogoni have coped through slow-onset oil spills in the last 62 years.

In presenting the findings of this study I deliberately chose to deviate from the traditional approach
of academic writing and adopted the public ethnography writing style. This refers to ethnographic or
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detailed interview-focused qualitative study that strategically and consciously engages styles of
communication with an intention of reaching non-academic audiences (Vannini, 2019, p. 16). Adopting
this approach enabled me to write in a style that is more attractive and appealing to the non-academic
audience by animating rather than mimicking, rupture rather than just taking account and to evoke
rather than just report (Vannini, 2019, p. 10) and I hope I was able to achieve that.

Significance of the Study
In 2009, the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) carried out a detailed survey of the oil
spills situation in Ogoniland at the invitation of the Federal Government of Nigeria. The two-year-long
survey report released in 2011 did not carry out any serious social or cultural evaluation, except
community town hall meetings, nor did it use individual interviews. However, the report was very
detailed in its technical assessment of the oil spills and the damage done to the environment. It
produced vivid descriptions of the damage and comprehensively recommended how it might be
remediated and "sanity" restored to Ogoniland. "Sanity," as used here, this writer believes, is referring
to the state of the environment. It does not refer to the people's psychological, health, cultural, and
socioeconomic wellbeing. It presents a gap in understanding the fundamental problems of the Ogoni
people because of the social and cultural losses they have experienced and how this has impacted their
wellbeing in the face of what they have been exposed to in the last 62 years. This study seeks to develop
a good understanding of social and cultural issues that contributed to the situation of the Ogoni people
and how it has impacted their socioeconomic wellbeing.
The report concluded that it would take between 25 to 30 years to clean up Ogoniland. The Federal
Government of Nigeria has decided to go ahead with the clean-up exercise. This decision was officially
announced in 2016, five years after the report was released. Actual clean-up activity did not start,
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however, until about 2019. The first phase of cleanly-up is said to have been completed as of the time of
this report.
Going by the definition of disaster discussed earlier, the events in Ogoniland, in the Niger Delta area
of Nigeria, the outcome, as described by UNEP (2011) report, can be described as a technological
disaster. The type of disaster (slow onset or rapid onset) is open to close phenomenological
investigation to understand the social, cultural, political, economic, and environmental elements that
contributed to its occurrence. How it has impacted the community's livelihood and the strategies the
community adopted in coping with the events can only be understood from the lived experience of the
communities themselves. It is also the focus of this research. Moreover, the UNEP report did not say
what should be done to restore the social order, eliminate the trauma that accompanies disasters of this
nature, nor address how the lost of livelihood, economic status and wellbeing of the Ogoni people could
be restored. This research will learn from the experience of the Ogoni people in this disaster and similar
studies in this area of research, make recommendations that can help restore some level of sanity and
wellbeing amongst the Ogoni community.
Much research of this nature, focused on oil spills, has bordered around occurrences that can be
easily classified as sudden. However, the oil spill situation in Ogoniland does not lend itself entirely to
the definition of a sudden onset disaster because the spills have occurred for about 62 years and have
accumulated gradually. It might explain why even though there is a National level Institution mandated
to intervene in disasters, they have not played any role in the situation. Probably they do not see what
has transpired in Ogoniland in the last 62 years as a disaster. As a result, there has been no form of
rehabilitation for the Ogoni people like you would typically see in cases of floods, community clashes,
inter-tribal conflict occurrences because of their sudden nature. Even slow onset occurrences like
droughts and famines in Nigeria receive the attention and prompt interventions of the Nigeria
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Emergency Management Authority (NEMA). This study investigates the barriers faced by emergency
institutions and other stakeholders in Nigeria to understand how they have impacted their capacity and
capabilities to fulfill their statutory responsibilities, especially the Ogoni oil spill disaster. This study also
set out to understand how the experiences from this disaster in Ogoni agree with or differ from existing
findings from other research in the area of oil spills disaster. This research will add new knowledge to
the existing knowledge in slow onset or slow-motion technological disasters in developing economies.
Events like the Oil Spill situation in Ogoniland that have lingered for a long time without any solution
create uncertainties. Button (2010) explains that disaster is filled with uncertainty (Introduction, par. 1).
For example, many farmers in Ogoni lost farmlands, and fishers can no longer catch fish because the
water bodies and land are badly polluted. Also, the majority of the Ogoni people have lived under
continuous gas flaring and drinking polluted water for so long. With the poor health facilities in the
communities, they are all not sure of what the future holds for them. The future for them is uncertain.
Uncertainty produces stress in the lives of the communities that experience the disaster.
This research explores the disaster in Ogoniland to understand how it is in the Nigeria context, what
roles various institutions played to determine the strengths and weaknesses of current practices in
disaster preparedness, mitigation and management in Nigeria and make recommendations to the
Nigeria Government on how its current practices can be improved to forestall future disasters of this
nature.

Limitations of the Study
Ogoniland, the focus area of this research, has been a centre of clashes and militant actions at the
time of this study. Youths of the land are protesting the wanton devastation of their land because of oil
spillage that has left the farmlands and the mangroves (both central to their livelihoods) destroyed. The
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farmlands are no longer yielding crops, and fishers can no longer find fishes and other seafood that have
hitherto lined their dishes, brought in earnings for them, and enabled them to make ends meet. The lack
of support from the Government and the Oil Company, SPDC, has frustrated the people of the land.
They feel neglected and marginalized. They feel that even though most of the nation's wealth comes
from their land, they can not see the benefit and commensurate lifestyle.
The Youths, therefore, decided to take laws into their hands and declared a kind of war against SPDC,
Government and outsiders whom they concluded were exploiting their lands to their detriment. When
this research came up in 2016/2017, it was still possible to go into Ogoniland to collect data with a
heavy escort. However, when this researcher was ready to collect data in 2019, the situation had
degenerated badly. People were afraid to be seen openly talking with outsiders because of
repercussions from the angry militant youths of the community. The kidnapping had become rampant,
especially for people from outside the country. Security was no longer guaranteed, and I was strongly
advised not to go into the community in person as my safety could not be guaranteed. After further
consultation with my supervisor, we agreed to conduct phone interviews.
This change in data gathering strategy impacted my data collection approach and methodology. The
study had initially proposed a combination of two methodologies – Ethnography and Case Study.
However, with the limitation of not having physical access to the community, a critical and essential
component of ethnography, observation through interaction with the community, could not be carried
out. That left the case study approach as the only viable qualitative methodology. As it was no longer
possible to use community-level guides, I had to identify people outside the community to contact
possible research participants in the community. As a result of the difficulty in finding people from Ogoni
outside the community, I had to limit my focus to Bodo village, a central oil-producing community in
Gokana Local Government Area (LGA), for my case study.
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Another limitation is the inability to interview anyone working in SPDC during the field data
gathering. This is because of the bureaucratic bottleneck created by the Department of Petroleum
(DPR), the Federal Government agency that works with SPDC in Ogoniland and has oversight
responsibility over the organization. DPR's regulation is that SPDC can not interact with anyone or group
on their work in Nigeria without DPR permission. All efforts made to get the approval of DPR to allow
me to interview SPDC staff failed. Despite sending in an application and talking with the Desk Officer in
DPR, this researcher still did not receive approval to interview SPDC.

Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation report contains eight (8) chapters. Chapter one provides a detailed introduction to
the research work, laying out the context and background of the study. It provides the audience with a
high-level summary of the issues addressed in the study, outlines the objectives and main questions the
study addresses, defines the problem the study set out to address, briefly describes the study focus
area, the significance, and the limitations of the study. Chapter two does a detailed review of disasterrelated literature in general. It summarizes the academic sources used for this research, and analyses,
interpret and assesses them to determine the gaps and differences in opinions, judgments, themes, and
developments. The review further elaborates the existing knowledge concerning the questions asked in
this research and provides a strong background for interpreting the findings from the research. In works
of this nature, it is essential to develop a link between this research and the existing literature on my
topic, which was in chapter two. Chapter three of this report describes the epistemological
considerations for this study. The essence is to situate this work within certain paradigms that help to
define my epistemology. Through paradigms, researchers can establish a frame of reference that can
also "function as maps or guides for research communities, whether in the natural or the social
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sciences" (Usher, 1997, p. 6). The chapter also describes, in detail, the methodology adopted for this
research. It also describes how data was collected and the analysis consideration and justification.
Chapters four to seven deal with the research findings. In these chapters, I clearly articulate the findings
from the research, showing the gaps and presenting an interpretation of results concerning my topic of
study. Chapter eight presents the recommendations and conclusions of the study.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Scope of the Literature Review
Disaster, as described in the first chapter, is a complex phenomenon. The definition of the term, the
types, its occurrence, the elements that contribute to it, the causes, the impact, and the various actors
involved all contribute to the complexity. This literature review sets out the context for this study, the
issues, and elements to construct a picture of the phenomenon. While natural disasters are mentioned
and cited in some instances in examples, the main focus is on understanding technological or man-made
disasters as slow onset or slow-motion occurrences and how they interact with communities in their social
and cultural setting.

Definitional Perspectives
Defining a crisis is vital for defining appropriate strategies for resolving them. It can help with
appropriately communicating the event in ways that can have fewer political consequences (Webb, 2018,
pp. 113 – 114). In researching into or discussing the consequences of any phenomenon, it is essential to
have a good understanding of what the phenomenon is all about (Quarantelli, 1985, p. 41). That is the
underlying reason, in this research, to delve a little into the conceptual aspect of disaster to situate this
study within a frame and meaning from which this research is approached.
Definitions of disaster are numerous, and not every conceivable definition can be put in a literature
review like this one. However, to establish a definitional position that supports this work from a
sociocultural perspective, the following section attempts to lay out a definition from the social
perspective.
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Socio-Cultural Perspective of Disaster
Disasters have become increasingly viewed as social events. It significantly departs from the initial
attempts to view them as physical events. A definition of significance, one that supports the focus of
this study, describes disaster as "a social disruption that originates in the interruption of the social
system and social relation" (Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 11). Providing further clarity, the authors
characterized it as a social event arising out of the failure of a sociocultural system to shield its people
from being vulnerable, whether internally or externally, resulting in a disruption of the social
requirements that they need for surviving, for social order and for having meaning (p. 11). Disaster can
also be seen as "severe disruptions, ecological and psychological, which greatly exceed the coping
capacity of the affected community" (WHO, 1992, p. 7).

Disaster Types
Disasters are classified as natural and technological. However, there are situations where both can
occur at the same time. For example, a natural event like a hurricane flood can affect a chemical plant,
triggering a technological disaster. This disaster type is referred to as "natech." There are also situations
where technological activities have resulted in natural events, such as seismic occurrences. This type is
referred to as "techna.” Both types of disasters “challenge traditional perspectives on blame and
responsibility” (Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 55).
Disasters can also be characterized as sudden or rapid onset and slow onset. Rapid onset refers to a
single but discrete event that can occur within a short space of time (hours or days). Slow onset,
however, evolves gradually and can result from incremental changes happening over a long time or from
increases in how frequent or intense an event is (Balogun, 2013, p. 5). A key feature of slow onset
disasters is their cumulative impact due to several recurring or past events. Where there are cumulative
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impacts, involved communities can be pushed over the edge if their livelihoods are not restored or
strengthened through recovery and development activities (Ocha, 2011, p. 3).

Technological Disasters
A simple rule of thumb for distinguishing disasters as either natural or technological is to look at the
triggering event. Without any ambiguity, if the triggering event could have still occurred without any
humans or dwellings; the ensuing disaster is categorized as natural. If, however, the event's trigger can be
linked to human actions, the disaster that ensues can appropriately be categorized as technological
(Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 40).

Technological Disaster Definition
Technological disaster occurs when a community is exposed to toxic substances, resulting in safety and
health situations resulting from the failure of relevant authorities to take necessary actions to protect
people from being exposed to the risk from the technological activity (Orom et al., 2012, p. 1300). The key
elements that characterize technological disasters are exposure to toxic substances, safety concerns or
lack of it, health-threatening situations, and the failure to take adequate steps to safeguard people from
risks. In describing technological disasters, Cline et al. (2010) mention two dimensions that distinguish a
technological disaster as human-induced and the timing. For them, technological disasters are made by
humans' acts that involve accidents and other forms of failures (p. 2).
Inherent in technological disaster discussions are some distinguishing attributes that introduce
dimensions that set it apart from a natural disaster. An exciting dimension in the description of
technological disaster portrays it as a loss of control of what at one time had been under control. This
"loss of control" reflects breaking an unwritten social contract between people and corporations (Shing
et al., 2016, p. 1290). Put another way, technological disasters can imply a failure to control processes
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firmly under control. The result is that parties are identified to take the blame and to be held accountable
leading to affected groups or communities seeking legal redress and compensation (Gill & Picou, 2008, p.
796). The agents that cause technological disasters are often concrete and can be identified (Shing et al.,
2016, p. 1292).
Most times, technological disaster creates uncertainty related to long-term fear of exposure and
impacts resources, property, and even health. In addition, this uncertainty includes concerns of
restoration and recovery compelling individuals involved to try to generate their perception of realities.
As a result, disputes usually emerge between those exposed to the contamination regarding the existence
of a problem. Victims may go as far as engaging the services of experts just to state their case (Gill & Picou,
2008, p. 796).
Technological disasters lead to “a deterioration of social relationships, resulting from fear, anger,
apprehension, confusion, conflict, and stress that characterize a social milieu of uncertainty” (Gill & Picou,
2008, p. 797). It leads to a corrosive community that finds it difficult to reach a consensus regarding
whether a disaster exists and its nature.

Sudden and Slow Onset Technological Disasters
Disasters show a marked difference in the speed at which they manifest, which in turn influences
how they are seen or interpreted by those who respond to them (Delgado, 2019, p. 2). The fastoccurring disasters are sudden onset, and the slow or gradual moving ones are referred to in different
ways, as slow onset, creeping, and slow-motion. Some slow-motion technological disasters are
characterized by the absence of clear-cut starting and ending points. However, there are cases where
the beginning is clear, like in the case of the Bhopal accident in India, in December of 1984, while in
other instances, they can be going on for years before they are noticed (Cline et al., 2010 p. 2).
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Community responses in slow-motion technological disasters differ from those from a natural
disaster. For example, some victims of the slow-motion technological disaster have been found not to
get the desired social support. However, it is also argued that even though people disagree on important
issues, they still provide social support to each other at times of crisis (Cline et al., 2010, p. 3, 4). This
argument is significant, and this research hopes to pay close attention to it in its findings because the
type of disaster it addresses may qualify as a slow-motion technological disaster.

Oil Spills Disaster
From the discussion in the sections on technological disasters, it is safe to conclude that oil spills
disasters fall into this category, mainly because they are toxic substances hence have health
consequences, they are industrial, they are under the control of the humans who are involved in their
operations, but outside the control of the victims or those exposed to its effects. Importantly, they
produce uncertainties, and they can easily result in a lack of trust between the communities affected
and the organizations implicated, resulting in conflicts. They can contaminate ecosystems and the
general environment, thereby threatening community livelihood.

History of Oil Spills
Oil spills, whether they result in disaster or not has a long history. However, the history of oil spills is
not well documented. More spills of a more significant proportion continue to occur in the current time
than in the past. Data provided by International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation (ITOPF) show a
significant downward trend in spills from tankers. ITOPF says its dataset covers over four decades, 1970
to 2018. A 2021 report from the organization shows that "the average number of spills greater than 7
tonnes per year in the 1970s was about 79, but this has decreased by over 90% to just 6 in the last
decade" (ITOPF, 2021, par. 4). The occurrence of spills more significant than 700 tonnes in the last half-
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century is infrequent. For example, in 2020, there was no spill greater than 700 tonnes. The three spills
that did happen were between 7 – 700 tonnes, each in Europe, Africa, and Asia (ITOP, 2021 par. 2, 3).
These figures are only for tankers and not for non-tanker transport. It indicates that efforts to ensure
that tankers arrive at their destinations safely are paying off. For example, in 2020, only 100MT of oil
was lost out of about 3 billion tonnes transported. This downward trend in oil spills is supported by a
report that the rate of spills has reduced in the last 20 years, especially in the case of tanker accidents at
sea. The reason for this decrease is due to the efforts of Government and Industry working to reduce
spills through new legislation and strict operational codes in addition to invoking many operating and
maintenance procedures and training programs to reduce the "potential for human errors" (Michel &
Fingas, 2015, p. 160).

Causes of Oil Spills
Oil spill experts estimate that "30% to 50% of oil spills are either directly or indirectly caused by
human error, with 20% to 40% of all spills caused by equipment failure or malfunction" (Konu, 2021, p.
21-22). In 1997 spills from pipelines were more than twice the spills recorded from tankers. Nearly 50%
of the pipeline spills recorded were caused by structural problems resulting from corrosion. Pipelines in
many countries are ageing and are suffering from corrosion problems resulting in slow leaks or
catastrophic bursting. In the last several years, many pipelines that have spilled were either constructed
at least 30 or 40 years ago or even as long as 60 or 70 years ago (Etkin, 1999, p. 7).
A fundamental explanation for the causes of oil spills is traced to moving petroleum from the oil
fields to the consumers. This transfer process involves tankers, pipelines, railcars, and tank trucks. For
example, in Canada and the United States, most of the oil spilled was on land through pipelines and
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happened at the production facilities, wells, production collection facilities, and battery sites (Michel &
Fingas, 2015, pp. 159, 161).

Impact of Oil Spills
Oil spilled on either land or water has consequences to the environment which can be extensive.
These could include the destruction of wildlife, biodiversity, fertile soil, air pollution, drinking water
pollution, farmland degradation, and damage to aquatic ecosystems (Salako et al., 2012, p. 146). The
impact can also be on marine plants made up of a broad spectrum of species like Intertidal algae,
macroalgae, and seagrasses which are essential when oil spills in a marine environment. These Intertidal
algae, for example, are a source of food for the intertidal fauna, which are greatly affected by oil spills
(Michel & Fingas, 2015, p. 179). Within the marine environment, Mashes and Mangroves are also of
great interest. They support a "rich and diverse flora and fauna" which act as an "important nesting,
breeding, spawning, rearing, and feeding habitats for many species of birds, mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, fish, shellfish, and other invertebrates." Marshes are also very useful as food-web support
amongst other essential functions (Michel & Fingas, 2015, p. 180). Mangroves consist of trees and
shrubs growing on the shorelines of the tropics. They are a suitable habitat and food source for many
faunas, maintain water quality, and protect the coastal zone from storm damage. In addition, animals
supported by mangrove forests are affected. After all, they can no longer be habitat and become
degraded because they are susceptible to spilled oil. Not only that, but Mangroves have slow recovery
rates (Michel & Fingas, 2015, pp. 182, 183).
When oil is spilled on land, it does not spread like water. The effects are mostly limited to the area of
the spill. A significant portion of the oil spilled on the land gets very deep into the soil and impacts
organisms in the soil. However, the degree of penetration varies with the area's geology and depends on
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the oil's ability to permeate and adhere to the soil. Hydrocarbon can enter the body of humans "when
they breathe air, bathe, eat fish, drink water or accidentally eat or touch soil or sediment contaminated
with oil" (Michel & Fingas, 2015, p. 167).
Oil spill impacts the social and cultural lives of people who experience them. Organizations' activities
produce changes that invariably impact the wellbeing of the communities where they are carrying out
their activities. Oil spilled near or in vulnerable communities has been known to have impacted not just
the environment but the "culture, traditions, local economy, norms, values and ways of life among
communities" (Albert et al., 2018, p. 1056). Oil spills have also caused violence and restiveness among
the youths and other people of a community.

Contextual Elements in Disasters
One major challenge with defining disaster is its complexity. Disasters are complex because various
external and internal forces generate them. The internal complexity is seen from the perspective in
which a collectivity of intersecting processes and events like social, environmental, cultural, political,
economic, physical, technological transpiring over varying lengths of time are focused (Oliver-Smith,
1999, p. 20).
Clearly understanding the context of how these intersecting processes and events function within the
disaster environment or how they contribute to creating a disaster is central to understanding disasters
of every type. As I refer to them, these “elements” are present in every disaster, whether natural or
technological, sudden onset or slow-motion types, though how they interact may differ. In the following
sections, I discuss these contextual elements and highlight how they create disasters.
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Institutional Context
Institutions refer to those organizations within a society that play a critical and vital role in disaster
management. The types of institutions involved in every society and what they call them may vary from
one society to another. In most countries, however, institutions involved in disaster management are
found at Federal, State, Local Government and Community levels. Others are private sector
organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). Some international organizations do not
fall into any of these categories but play a critical role in supporting disaster management in countries.
These are usually outside organizations that support and work with the in-country institutions.

Role of Institutions
The role institutions play in managing disasters in any society is very critical. The success of the
disaster management activities depends mainly on how the policy strategies and legal provisions are
formulated. It also depends on the institutions and how they deal with disasters. The focus is
recognizing that "institutions and their roles and responsibilities" are essential in disaster management.
Where there is no adequately constituted institutional structure that is well-articulated, this can create
obstacles to effective coordination of disaster response activities. That is because the responsibilities of
institutions responsible for managing disasters are fragmented. It is a clear indication of the
ineffectiveness of the institutional structure for managing and mitigating disaster (Nepal et al., 2018, p.
2).
This situation reflects the capability of the institutions in effectively managing disasters. The concept
of capability points to resources and assets that an institution or a people or community can access to
cope with the shock they have experienced and to be able to recover from the disaster. This capability is
from the point of view of vital elements like Institutions, human resources, policy for effective
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implementation, financial, technical resources, and leadership (Kusumasari & Alam, 2011, p. 761).
Institutions, therefore, play an essential role in influencing how societies respond to hazards and
environmental stress. Ensuring that we understand the role institutions play within the complex system
of disaster management lays the pathway to a more sustainable future (Berman et al., 2012, p. 92).

Systemic Failures and Disasters
The word systemic is multifaceted. It is not the intention of this review to go into concept definition.
However, to contextualize it, an attempt is made here to explain what is systemic as is related to risk
management. Within the context of risk, the concept of systemic takes on a systems perspective,
suggesting a link within elements that make up the system so that a failure that happens in one sub-unit
of the system gives rise to cascading events in other systems units. The effect of such cascading events
can cause significant disturbance or complete failure of the whole system (Schweizer & Renn, 2019, p.
863).
This understanding that there is a connection between elements in a system and that a failure in one
part of the system can trigger a cascading event in other parts of the system explains systemic failure. I,
therefore, define systemic failure, from the point of view of society, as a failure of elements or
components of a society that, through a cascading effect, can cause failures in other components or
elements of that same society, eventually allowing disasters to have a severe impact on the inhabitants
of the society. In this case, the impact on the inhabitants of the society is the disaster, and the situation
it creates and the failure in the components or elements can refer to failures in institutions, policies, and
communication as it concerns managing disasters. For example, the likelihood of a technological disaster
can be traced to a failure in the institution. Building institutions to improve governance is necessary to
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decrease the risk of disaster. Even though there is a strong link between institutional failure and
susceptibility to disaster, this is not the only important issue impacting disaster management.
Underdevelopment also enhances the effects of disasters due to inadequate governance structure.
This governance structure is an institutional matrix that involves how individual actors, firms, social
groups, and civic organizations interact. If a governance structure is inadequate to meet its demands, it
causes underdevelopment. Its also equally valid that a failure of institutions, which in the broader
context, also means the failure of governance, depends on failures of its components or elements
constituting a systemic failure, and these failures can enhance the creation of disasters, mainly manmade or technological disasters (Ahrens & Rudolph, 2006, p. 209).

Political Context
The political context plays a central role in managing a disaster, whether natural or man-made. It is
so because the politicians are the leaders and the decision-makers in society. How they respond in a
disaster situation makes a huge difference in the general outcome of the disaster. Government plays an
essential role in disaster relief. Managing disasters can be an integral part of a government's
responsibility within political systems. When a disaster occurs, citizens or communities expect
government agencies to distribute resources and essential services to the needy. In such circumstances,
people will usually turn to their government because it has the necessary resources to address their
needs. Indeed, people will always look to their political leaders to help them understand the disaster
situations and guide them on how they can deal with them. Therefore, how the political leaders and
government organizations respond is critical to how the community or groups recover from the disaster
(Schneider, 2018, pp. 551, 552). Researchers (Schneider, 2018; DeLeo, 2018; Klinenberg, 2015) all agree
that disasters are political events because they attract the attention of political leaders.
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Politics and Disasters
Politics is about the different values in a society and the struggle over them, about costs and benefits
(whether economic or otherwise) and how they are distributed (Handmer & Dovers, 2013, p. 50). From
this perspective, it would seem like politics connotes a positive thing.
The link between government and the damage that takes place after disasters is one that scholars,
public officials, the general public and the media have recognized (DeLeo 2018, p. 69). In Chicago, the
government failed to protect its inhabitants from dying from the effects of the heatwave that engulfed
his city. Rather than owning up, the city's mayor embarked on using publicity to try and deflect from
taking responsibility for the failure that resulted in preventable death (Klinenberg, 2015, p. 169).
Governments' role in a disaster, especially as it concerns the distribution of resources before, during and
even after disaster events, becomes a strong determinant of whether a hazard translates to disaster or
even a catastrophe. Especially since the communities look up to their political leaders to help determine
between hazards categorized as unavoidable but still as tragic and those regarded as a result of error of
humans (DeLeo, 2018, p. 70).
Not everyone sees politics from a negative perspective, however. Olson argues that disasters are
political occasions. He believes that ignoring the political perspective of disaster does not mean it goes
away. Rather modern political systems, he argues, must respond to disaster, because as he says,
disasters become political not long after it has occurred. The point here is that instead of shying away
from seeing disaster with a political lens, we should embrace it as part and parcel of politics, that way,
we will prepare for it, and it will not take us by surprise (Olson, 2000, p. 154).
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Politics of Oil and Disaster
Researchers (Watts, 2004; Nixon, 2011; Cepek, 2012: 2018; Bond, 2017) in their works have variously
shown that there is a strong relationship between the presence of natural resources, specifically oil, and
the political economy in such countries. Watts (2004) explains that if oil hinders democracy, then there
is need to recognize the central place of the state and oil and how this is connected to “oil-based nationbuilding enterprises that are unleashed in the context of politics that predates oil” declaring as
problematic “much of this resource politics work.” (p. 53). Some of the situations that erupt within
particularly oil states are to some extent shaped by the political economy of the oil, Watts concluded.
Reflecting on the lack of attention given to some emergencies because of its duration, Nixon (2011)
wondered how we can turn such long emergencies of slow violence into stories that will be dramatic
enough (like hurricanes, floods, or even oil spills from huge ocean tankers) to rouse public sentiments
and warrant political interventions, despite the fact that the repercussion from these emergencies “have
given rise to some of the most critical challenges of our time.” (p. 3).
Oil and the political struggle that comes with it brought the people of Cofan in touch with outsiders,
who taught them how to engage in collective actions, thereby empowering them to stand together to
“confront their enemies,” extending their political capacities in profound ways” (Cepek, 2018, p. 241). It
is apparent, from the accounts of these researchers that the presence of oil in a country or community
brings with it a kind of domineering and controlling power that tries to subjugate and cower the
communities, but at the same time engendering resistance and in extreme cases violent acts from the
people of the communities in which this resource is found. For example, Cepek (2012) explained that
the people of Cofan are a symbol of the destructive power of oil… furthermore, the story of oil’s
destruction of Cofan culture and territory conveys a sense of political and analytical closure that
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portrays them “as passive, tragic, past tense figures.” (pp. 398, 400). The Caribbean oil refineries,
between 1950 and 1990, remade the political economy of the region (Bond, 2017, p. 606).
Four points Watts (2004) makes about political economy of oil states are (i) statutory monopoly of
exploitation of the mineral (ii) a nationalized oil company (iii) security agents of the state working with
those of the oil companies and (iv) an institutional mechanism. According to Watts, in 2004 this oil
complex political economy existed in Indonesia, Nigeria, and Venezuela (p. 60).

Policy and Disasters
Policy refers to a position that the government of a society, group, organization, or country takes to
recognize a problem and communicate its intent, stating what to do about the problem or issue(s). It
can be through approaches that are sometimes complicated and vary over time across issues and
sectors. Multiple actors like government, various organizations, lobbyists, especially where it concerns a
specific issue, are involved in policymaking. When discussing policy, some are policy or decision-makers,
those with responsible authority to decide on an issue at hand. This responsible authority could be one
person, or a group of people delegated authority by the government. In most situations, policies happen
within institutions that may be formal or informal (Handmer & Dovers, 2013, pp. 39, 40).
However, there seems to be an intricate link between policies, institutions and politics or the political
structure that invariably determines the quality of policies put in place. Institutional systems and policy
processes influence emergency management and this, in turn, reflects the policy styles adopted by the
government, the society and invariably the interactions with existing political trends and even ideas.
There are three areas (globalization, neoliberalism, and participatory democracy) in which political and
social goals and trends can interact. These interactions may be complex and challenging to understand
and may work in synergy or opposition (Handmer & Dovers, 2013, p. 50).
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Environmental Context
Humans and other lifeforms are heavily dependent on the environment. However, the pollution of
the environment from humans' activity is posing a significant threat to humans and lifeforms in the
ecosystem. This pollution of the environment is in the form of contamination of water, food, and air in
such a way that it poses a real threat to our health as humans, our wellbeing, to the extent of harming
nonhuman nature without any justification (Peirce et al., 1998, p. 1).
Man-made hazards originating from the built environment are sources of anxieties that invariably
result in society's uncertainties, confusions, and helplessness. There exists a "paradox" between the
progress made by humans and insecurity due to the hazards from the environment. It seems that with
the hazards happening consistently and everywhere, people are beginning to accept the notion that it is
impossible to live in a risk-free environment. The challenge people face in the environment is reducing
or eliminating man-made environmental hazards and reducing the impacts of natural hazards on their
communities. In 2000, the United Nations (UN) member states adopted the International Strategy for
Disaster Reduction (ISDR) as a mechanism for ensuring political efforts to reduce natural and man-made
disasters. The ultimate desire is that disaster reduction becomes an integral part of all sustainable
development, environmental protection, and humanitarian policies (Smith, 2013, pp. 18, 19). It is
unclear how many of these strategies, including other follow-up strategies, have resulted in practical
policies and plans protecting communities.
We can not blame environmental pollution on religion, science and technology or social and
economic structures but ourselves. If we must reverse the current trend of environmental degradation,
we have to change the way we live, treat one another and our nonhuman environment well. Consciously
managing our environment not to harm others will require good moral behaviour, which is also known
as environmental ethics. That means addressing the problems of how humans interact with nonhuman
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nature will invariably help us develop the correct attitude towards nonhuman nature (Peirce et al., 1998,
pp. 6, 14).

Social and Cultural Context
Socially speaking, disasters, whether natural or man-made, impact many aspects of the social
structure. The organization of a society is the social structure, which includes the statutes, the roles that
individuals occupy, the formal and informal groupings, how people are organized and vital social
institutions (Webb, 2018, p. 110).
The effect disaster has on the social structure can be traced from national levels to the community,
households, and individual levels. When disaster strikes, several aspects of lives are touched. For
example, financial resources are impacted depending on the size and type of disaster at country levels. It
affects resources that could have been easily used for other aspects like education, creating
employment opportunities instead of redirecting the money to reconstruction. Many people die from
disasters worldwide and other losses arising from injuries, illnesses, loss of homes leading to
homelessness and economic losses. Aside from the losses, there is also the issue of the disparity of the
losses. The situation is not the same in more developed countries and low-income countries. Disasters
drive people into poverty, and many of them end up remaining in it. People also experience mental
health and significant threats to physical health. Many others are subject to stressors that affect
households or even business owners. Neighbourhoods have broken up, and people lack social support.
These social challenges are not just limited to adults. However, children have also had to miss school or
even have their education interrupted, and some institutions within communities or societies like
churches, health institutions and other social welfare organizations become unusually stressed. In some
situations, people experience loss of power, and water supply is affected in terms of availability and
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quality, transportation and other social institutions are affected. Other critical factors are vulnerability
along the lines of the poor, racial and ethnic minorities, and other marginalized groups. Also implicated
are inequality issues due to race, class, gender, and other social stratifications present in one form or
the other in societies or communities (Tierney, 2019, pp. 1-2).

Vulnerability
Vulnerability is a very central term in the social construction of disaster, which refers to how the
weakness of a community or group makes it exposed to harm as a result of their exposure to stresses
linked to the environmental and social change and from the lack of capacity within them to adapt to the
situation (O’Mathuna et al., 2018, p. 160). Even though vulnerability is critical in understanding how
disasters come about and their impact on societies, the term is related to disaster discourse and fused
with areas like "environmental sustainability, terrorism, and social development" (Zakour & Gillespie,
2013, p. 10).
Different factors contribute to vulnerability at different levels. At one level, it borders on resource
depletion, poverty, and marginalization; and on another level, are the different risks produced by the
interaction between internal and external processes and how the people cope with them daily. People's
vulnerability continually changes and increases while their ability to cope keeps decreasing to the extent
that even some people lose hope. The effect is that they are faced with the reality of living with
uncertainty and poverty that leaves them without hope and creeping despair that natural or man-made
disaster makes worse (Bankoff et al., 2004, p. 1). Three components identified as underlying factors in
vulnerability are exposure, sensitivity, and ability to adapt. There is vulnerability wherever these three
exist (O’Mathuna et al., 2018, p. 161). Social processes create unequal exposure to risk making some
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people more susceptible to disasters than others. These inequalities are seen more as a function of the
power relations operating in societies (Bankoff et al., 2004, p. 1).

Resilience and Coping
Resilience and coping with misfortunes are two concepts that are intricately linked. An outcome of a
study in China showed that coping behaviors like avoidance, problem-solving, and support-seeking,
predicts resilience (Docena, 2015, P. 32). The concept of resilience according to Tiernan et al. (2019) was
introduced in 1973 to expand an understanding of the capacity of ecosystems to “persist in their original
state despite external disruptions.” Since then, the term has been used to describe and explain
“adaptive capacities of individuals, human communities and larger societies.” (p. 55). Resilience is about
the ability of a community, a group, or an individual to cope with misfortunes. It is defined by Colten et
al. (2015) as "the ability of a society to absorb the impacts of an external disturbance, to recover and
rebuild itself to a functional state.” Four elements of resilience that the authors mention is (i) the ability
to anticipate events that are disruptive, (ii) the ability to be able to reduce their impacts, (iii) the
community’s ability to respond effectively to the event and (iv) the ability to recover from it (p. 392).
While a lot of definitions exist, a common interpretation that runs through most of the resilience
definitions emphasis the capacity for adaptation in the face of external disturbance, stress, or adversity.
(Tiernan et al., 2019, p. 55).
Coping, on the other hand, refers to recuperating or returning to a previous condition of former
function. That is recovering better than anticipated (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013, p. 55). From the
perspective of people's behaviour, coping is in the context of existing resources and what is expected to
achieve different ends. It involves defence mechanisms, taking care of problems, and handling stress
(Blaikie et al., 2005, coping defined, par. 1). When describing coping, terms like coping capacity and
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adaptive capacity are used in some literature. Coping capacity is defined as “the ability of people,
organizations and systems, using available skills and resources, to face and manage adverse conditions,
emergencies or disasters.” This requires constant awareness, resources, and good management at all
times (UNISDRT, 2009, p. 8). The efforts, cognitive and behavioral, required to manage internal and
external demands that are taxing or that exceeds the resources of a person, refers to adaptive capacity
(Docena, 2015, p. 29).
People need resources like robustness, redundancies, and rapidity to have resilience. Enhancing the
attributes of resources at our disposal affects how they can be mobilized, reducing vulnerability.
Robustness is the ability or strength that a resource possesses to withstand stress and not deteriorate.
This resource is very critical in disasters that are prolonged or need a longer time for recovery.
Redundancy is the degree to which a resource is easily replaceable or substitutable—for example,
having backup batteries for an emergency radio or having more than one association or group that can
provide support, where if one is incapacitated, another is readily available. Finally, rapidity is how swiftly
a resource can be deployed during and after disasters (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013, pp. 55,56). According to
these authors, resilience is an after-disaster process and seems inversely related to vulnerability. It
means that the factors that enhance resilience are likely to reduce vulnerability. There is a strong
correlation between exposure (the extent to which communities, individuals and groups are affected by
the disaster) and resilience. Exposures could include the threat to life, toxic substances, or financial loss.
The extent of exposure can dampen the spirit of survivors, produce a feeling of helplessness, loss of
interest, and discouragement, which can affect disaster victims' recovery period (p. 56).
Interestingly, while resilience is recommended in response to natural disasters, it is discouraged in
response to a technological disaster. The reason is that while natural disasters are recognized "as an act
of God," technological disasters are seen as acts of omission. These acts of omission create a lack of
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social cohesion, conflict, and litigation in the community. It explains why technological disasters are
characterized by the separation of the people and the affected community not being open to people
from outside of the community (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013, pp. 56, 58).
Resilience is about a bounce back to the status quo after a disaster; however, this concept of bounce
back is contested by other researchers, noting that it is more an adaptive process that "emphasized the
notion of development and improvement beyond simply returning to pre-disaster conditions" (Parker,
2020, p. 3).

Social Capital
Researchers have identified social capital as very important in disaster recovery. A detailed study
shows areas where social capital plays a vital role in the disaster process. The research shows that 7% of
social capital focus was on response/impact, 10% on preparedness, 9% on mitigation/adaption, 23% on
resilience/all and 51% on recovery (Rodriguez et al., 2018, p.268). As important as social capital seems
to be, Ritchie and Gill (2007) say that when they reviewed literature in detail, they did not find any
published studies using social capital theory to address the technological disaster. So, it will appear that
most of the research done on social capital relates to natural disasters; however, they did find that some
work done in studying some technological disasters "implicitly or explicitly incorporate many aspects of
social capital theory" (Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 106).
Despite the dearth of articles on social capital about technological disasters, Ritchie and Gill (2007)
emphasize that social capital "is instrumental in comprehending the multifarious impacts of
technological disasters" (p. 103). Social capital, unlike physical capital, is not tangible but is in the
relations that exist among individuals. Two critical components central to social capital
conceptualization are trusts and associations. Trust helps communities or groups to function. Trusts
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refer to expectations (between people, of the institution and social orders) that are learnt either socially
or confirmed socially. On the other hand, associations are central to information, communication, social
support, formal and informal relationships, and networks (Ritchie & Gill, 2007, pp. 106-107).
Social capital can positively affect individuals and communities by bonding and bridging capitals, but
it can also have negative manifestations. Some of the adverse outcomes related to, as an example, the
civil rights movement seeking to involve individuals across diverse social groups, good old boy networks,
ethnic fraternities, the mafia, or the likes (Ritchie & Gill, 2007 p. 111). Despite the conclusion and
positive outlook about the role of social capital in technological disasters, it is vital to give attention to
some observations about the effect technological disasters have on communities and how they affect
social capital. One such observation is the "loss of communality" that results from a technological
disaster that invariably disrupts typical social networks and pre-existing patterns of interactions before
the disaster happened. Divisions among the community believe they have been affected negatively,
either physically or in other ways than those who did not experience any damage. In this kind of
circumstance, rather than unite people in a society, technological disasters may sow division,
disagreements and lack of cooperation which affect the building of social networks and lack of trust
amongst the community and even distrust of institutions and organizations because of the role they
have played in the subsequent events of the disaster (Rodriguez et al. 2018, pp. 44-45). Another
important outcome from technological disasters is the "corrosive community." Such communities have
demonstrated uncertainty, disruption and diminishing civil order, conflicts, apportioning of blame and
responsibility, and seeking compensation. All these confusions damage the community's social fabric
(Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 47).
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The Cultural Context
Disasters can also affect or can be affected by the culture of a society. Culture is a word that is
complex to define. It encompasses the beliefs, ideologies, norms, customs, language, values, morals and
laws, and other elements people have in common that closely bind them. It also connotes the material
products of society, buildings and other structures, monuments and memorials, art and literature
consumable products, and many other tangible objects (Webb, 2018, p. 110).
Culture relates not only to beliefs, buildings, and structures but also to places like the marine
environment. During oil spill disasters, when the marine environment is destroyed, culture is also said to
be destroyed with it as a result of the impact on it (Edward, 2012, p. 197). Take the case of an oil spill
from a vessel that damaged a reef and affected 60,000 sq m of mangrove; even though compensation
was paid for "the reef, mangroves and loss of fisheries," no compensation was paid for cultural losses.
The argument for establishing a link between a people's culture and their marine ecosystem is because
their lifestyle, values, monuments and memorials and associated behaviours are already intricately
woven together with the marine ecosystem. Any damage to the marine ecosystem indirectly impacts
their culture.
There is a strong case for the neglect of culture in the analysis of disaster because, in the mainstream
disaster risk reduction (DRR), not much attention has been given to culture in the process of the social
construction of disaster. It is not only within the people impacted by the hazard that the significance of
culture is missing, but also in the DRR organizations that support disaster risk reduction, relief, and
reconstruction. Factors usually considered in the social construction of disaster are economic, social,
and sometimes political, but even when taken into consideration, the economic and political factors are
not discussed in the context of culture (Cannon, 2015 pp. 1, 2).
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Development Context
Disaster and development are intricately linked. Both are multi or interdisciplinary and are complex
phenomena. While development is a cross-cutting subject, it has a deep and essential root in
understanding aspects of the disaster. Social development is fundamental in contributing to the disaster
theory because the foundation of vulnerability was laid by social development theorists. Vulnerability in
a community relates to failed development and the absence of adaptation to the environment. Three
variables connecting social development to vulnerability in communities are "root causes, structural
constraints, and unsafe conditions" (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013, p. 41). Root causes relate to limited and
unequal assets or resources, prejudices, discrimination, marginalization, and inadequate forms of
government. Structural or dynamic causes relate to issues revolving around socioeconomic status, the
actions of the local, state, and national government and gender roles. Structural and dynamic causes can
also arise from macro-situations like lack of soil productivity due to soil contamination or even lack of
soil inputs like fertilizers, population growth that put pressure on the system, which interact over time
with root causes resulting in or creating unsafe conditions. On the other hand, unsafe conditions are, for
example, situations or issues like "hazardous physical environments, lack of public actions and
institutions, a weak local economy, and inadequate public health" (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013 pp. 44-46).

Community and Disasters
When natural or technological or rapid or slow-onset disasters strike, the community is at the centre
of the event. When the disaster event is over, the survivors in the community are left in pieces. In the
natural type of disaster, the damage is physical and is visible to the eyes. That is not precisely the case
with disasters like gas flaring, oil spills or nuclear meltdowns, which are technological. In these types of
disasters, community reactions and the dynamics that transpire in the aftermath of the catastrophe are
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different. One clear outcome of technological disaster after it happens is the blame game that ensues
and the uncertainty that follows. Ultimately, the community will seek compensation because people's
fault or carelessness causes technological disasters. Different issues emerge in communities that have
experienced disasters (Hoffman, 1999, p. 134), as laid out in the next section.

Issues at Community Level
When a technological disaster happens, five community unique response patterns are "responsibility,
uncertainty, social constructionism, corrosive community, and chronic stress" (Gill & Picou, 1998, p.
796). Damage caused in a technological disaster may not be visible even to experts, creating
uncertainties both in the long-term effects and in the certainty of recovery of the persons or community
involved. The unfortunate outcome of this is that victims are forced to create their definitions of what
has happened, or that is happening. There is no collective definition as is possible in a natural disaster. In
the case of technological disasters, this situation results in disputes because people begin to take a
second look at things happening to them and around them concerning the contamination. It usually
results in litigation. The legal tussle that ensues causes antagonism between the community and the
organizations concerned because of the community's claims and the organization's rejection.
Technological disasters bring about social-psychological problems giving rise to chronic community
stress. There is also insecurity within the community brought about by fear and uncertainty, a
combination of which ultimately results in "social and psychological stress" (Gill & Picou, 1998, p.796 797).
Trust is another critical issue at the community level after technological or natural-technological (natech) disasters. Lack of trust within the community or between the community and outsiders can impact
the community recovery process. The lack of trust is because these disasters disturb the social fabric.
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Failure of the Government and other institutions to fulfil their responsibilities during a disaster makes
the community see them as untrustworthy.

Economic Context
Disasters, whether natural or technological, impact the economy of a community. The impact can be
on livelihood sources depending on the livelihood sources of the communities, the viability of
businesses, and the health and wellbeing of people in the community. Employees in families that are
affected by a disaster can experience reduced work hours or prolonged absences due to extended leave.
It can place undue financial demands on the victims because it is impossible to work, thus losing income.
The extent of the impact on a community depends on its vulnerability and how it can cope with the
disaster (Zhang et al., 2008, p. 43).
Oil spills and other environmental hazards can devastate community households and their
livelihoods. Some households might be able to cope effectively, while others might not be able to, and
they may lose their livelihoods: When an oil spill occurs in an environment, the impact on the economy
can be in three phases. (i) the period while the spill is occurring (ii) the period when the community is
trying to cope as the land is being decontaminated. At this time, households are contemplating their
losses and how to deal with them and (iii) the period after decontamination when the households are
making efforts to rebuild all they have lost to the disaster ((Akujuru & Ruddock, 2016, p. 239).
The economic situation of a community pre-and post-disaster impacts its social resilience because
"economic resilience depends not only on the capacities of individual businesses but on the capacities of
all the entities that depend on them and on which they depend" (Norris et al., 2008, p. 136). Research
has shown that people with less socioeconomic status (SES), most times, experience more severe
consequences psychologically compared to the people of higher SES. Moreover, recently, evidence
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shows that psychosocial behaviours' impact on people with low income is more challenging within the
context of inequalities after disasters. Also, economic resources and how diverse they impact
community resilience because dependence on a too-small variety of natural resources has an upward
variable effect on people's income and consequently a reduction in their social resilience (Norris et al.,
2008, p. 137).

Migration
There is a tendency for people to move to a new environment, either temporarily or permanently,
when their environment is impacted by contamination or other damages from disasters. Migration is a
strategy that people are known to have used when they go through a disaster that has produced
environmental changes (Assan & Rosenfeld, 2012, p. 1047).
Three different categories of environmentally motivated migrants were identified by Boano et al.
(2007) as (a) migrants motivated by the environment, (b) those migrants forced by the environment,
and (c) environmental refugees. This categorization is organized by trigger elements (p. 13). While the
focus of this section is not on examining the theories of migration, it lays out a context for how
migration fits into the disaster nexus. Looking at the categories, one that lends itself to the focus of this
section is (b) the one that refers to migrants forced by the environment in which they live to move.
When disaster strikes a community, several reasons could force community people to move. For
example, people can decide to move from where they live to another if their environment is devastated.
Like the case of devastation from an earthquake, as a result of famine, and flood that might have
ravaged their farmland or in extreme situations where oil spills have contaminated mangroves and
farmlands. Environmental contamination following a man-made disaster could destroy the source of
livelihoods of a community, forcing people to move in search of better farmlands and other sources of
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livelihoods. Disasters are the most implicated in forced migration that involves slow-onset
environmental change. However, there is a need to emphasize that the impact and response from the
people affected reflect different social, economic, and political variables. While in several advanced
countries, people benefit from the public sector generosity and humanitarian relief, this may not be the
case for people from the less developed countries where such support is not readily available within
their countries except where the international communities come to the rescue of such countries. In the
absence of such support, communities are "silently (emphasis mine) uprooted by gradual environmental
change, receiving comparatively little support to cope and adapt and are not recognized as either
refugees or IDPs with the entitlements and expectations that these statuses often bring" (Boano et al.,
2007, p. 16).

Livelihood Issues
Disasters have a direct impact on the livelihood of the communities. Livelihood involves people, how
they live and what they can do. It includes their food, income, and assets (tangible and intangible).
Tangible assets refer to resources and stores, and intangible assets are claims and access. Livelihoods
can also be, in its simplest form, a means by which people gain a living and depend on the availability of
sufficient stocks, food, and cash to provide for a people's need (Chambers & Conway, 1991, pp. ii, 5).
Examining the effect of disasters from the sustainable livelihood perspective is very important to
understanding community economic resilience and vulnerability. Technological disasters can directly
impact community livelihood sources like fishing (especially for those in coastal areas) and farming by
their very nature and occurrence. The sustainable livelihood framework (SLF) concept evaluates the
effect of contamination of the Vaal River on the community's livelihood. Application of the sustainable
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livelihood framework enabled authors to identify critical community livelihood areas that need attention
to ensure that livelihood sources are sustained (Van Riet &Templehoff, 2009, p. 39).

Risk and Disasters
There is a degree of risk connected with every aspect of our lives (Smith, 2013, p. 69). Risk intricately
links to resilience, vulnerability, and hazard. Risk is a complex interaction of vulnerability and hazard.
This interaction of both hazard and vulnerability is what brings about disaster. There can be no risk
where there is a hazard without vulnerability. The converse is also true that there can be no risk where
there is a vulnerable population but no hazard. To effectively evaluate disaster risk requires that we
critically consider the social production of vulnerability (Blaikie et al., 1994, Nature of Vulnerability, Par.
1).
There are seven risks and protective factors that operate to cause an increase or reduction of
disaster effects and ultimately enhance or diminish the process of resilience. The factors revolve around
(i) severity of exposure to the disaster which can be both of the community and the recovery workers (ii)
pre-disaster state of mental health, which can affect the probability of resilient recovery (ii) coping
strategies (iii) community adaptive capacities which is a crucial concept for dealing with vulnerability
and resilience (iv) areas of resources that can support adaptation are economic development (v) social
capital which has to do with the value of social relations to generate collective or economic results (vi)
information and communication which refers to "opportunities for self-disclosure in an emotionally
supportive setting are important for cognitive processing of disaster losses" and (vii) collective action
which refers to "the pursuit of a goal or set of goals by more than one person" (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013,
pp. 57 – 67).
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Psychosocial Stress is a key consideration wherever there is Chronic Technological Disaster (CTD).
Studies are emerging on the possible interactions between psychosocial stress and environmental
hazards. It poses questions on ways to incorporate psychosocial stress considerations into risk
assessment and risk management especially for communities that develop psychosocial stress due to
exposure to CTD (Couch and Coles, 2011, p. s140). One of these emerging studies specifically discussed
the “emerging evidence that suggests that psychosocial stress and toxicants may interact to modify
health risks” (McEwen and Tucker, 2011, p. s131).

Overwhelming Circumstances
Overwhelming circumstances refer to a community inundated or overburdened in the aftereffects of
a disaster. An overwhelmed community is involved in a large-scale societal disaster resulting in a
situation in which the local community is too undone, too devastated, to carry out the burden of relief.
There may be no social capital for the community to draw from, and coping may become near
impossible without the community getting assistance from outside the community. Other elements that
could contribute to overwhelming circumstances can be the vulnerability level of the community before
the disaster occurred, which may affect the community's adaptive capacity and resilience. Such an
overwhelmed community will need a larger community, or even the nation may have to come and
assist, so the community is not impaired permanently. If the community becomes permanently
impaired, there may be no other institution or organizations to help such a community but a larger
governmental unit, which most times will be the federal government. Precautional action a government
can take in this situation to prevent technological disasters is to identify causes of such disasters ahead
of their occurrence to prevent them from happening or at least reduce their severity (Sugarman, 2006,
p. 11, 28). That will require that a proper working disaster management process is in place.
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Disaster Management
Disasters affect individuals, communities, and organizations in many ways. When disaster happens,
there may be displacement of families and the disruption of utilities, businesses, and services. Disaster
or emergency management involves individuals and families, local authorities,
state/provincial/territorial governments, and federal governments. Disaster management involves a
cycle of prevention, mitigation, preparedness (events carried out before a disaster strikes), response,
recovery, and development (events carried out after the disaster has occurred). The cycle explains the
process through which governments, private sector, civil society, and communities plan and reduce the
effect of disasters or react while the disaster is ongoing, and the steps to take after the disaster has
occurred (Khan et al., 2008, p. 48).
The main stages in the disaster management cycle are briefly discussed here. These stages are not as
clear-cut as is being described here. In some literature, prevention and mitigation are lumped together,
while in real-life situations, some can overlap.

Prevention
The main focus of prevention is an action designed to hinder or block a disaster from happening or
to reduce the harmful effects on communities if the disaster happens. In some literature or disaster
management processes, prevention actions are the same as mitigation (Carter, 2008, p. 52). Prevention
of natural disasters is impossible, however with improved technologies (for example, meteorological),
some early warnings can warn communities. Again, not every disaster, natural or man-made, are easily
predictable (Baker & Cormier, 2015, p. 6).
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Mitigation
Mitigation involves actions before a disaster to eliminate or reduce its occurrence probability. In
other instances, these actions help reduce the effects of disasters that can not be avoided (Haigh, 2017,
p. 6). Some researchers mentioned that public education is a critical component of mitigation action
(Harrison & Johnson, 2016; Haigh, 2017; Carter, 2008; Khan et al., 2008). Elaborating on this aspect,
Carter (2008) says, "public awareness and education programs should ensure, among other things, that
disaster-prone communities are kept aware of the risks and vulnerabilities that may apply to them" (p.
195). Mitigation actions are usually part of national and regional plans. The plan's effectiveness depends
greatly on hazards, emerging risks, and countermeasures. A vital component of this phase in the disaster
management cycle is that it shapes public policies and plans that help transform disaster causes or
reduce its effect on people, property, and infrastructure (Haigh, 2017, p. 6).
The first step to the disaster management process is to identify and assess potential hazards by
carrying out a Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Analysis (HRVA) at the various levels where prevention and
mitigation plans need to be developed. The HRVA needs to consider the environment where the disaster
is likely to occur.

Preparedness
The objective of preparedness is to attain a level of readiness that enables relevant organizations to
respond to the emergency through programs that improve the technical and managerial capacity of
government, organizations, and communities. Preparedness is planning how to respond. These activities
strengthen this stage: "response mechanisms and procedures, rehearsals, developing long-term and
short-term strategies, public education and building early warning systems" (Haigh, 2017, p. 6).
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Response
Once the disaster takes place, despite all initial prevention and mitigation actions, there is a need to
respond. Response refers to measures taken immediately after a disaster has occurred. They are
focused on protecting life and property and to take care of the damages brought about as a result of
disaster" (Carter, 2008, p. 231). It also includes efforts to reduce the effects of the hazards created by a
disaster, such as a search and a rescue and emergency relief (Khan et al., 2008, p. 48).

Recovery
The recovery stage immediately follows the response stage. It involves repairs to damaged
infrastructure and property, thus ensuring that those impacted by the disaster are supported with the
appropriate means to restore their livelihoods (Harrison & Johnson, 2016, p. 27). There is no specific
point that providing relief to the community changes to recovery and long-term sustainable
development. Instead, during recovery, opportunities exist to enhance prevention and boost
preparedness, thereby reducing vulnerability. Activities in this stage continue until everything returns to
normal or becomes better (Haigh, 2017, p. 7).

Sustainable Development and Disaster Management
Developmental considerations should be integrated into the disaster management cycle because a
vital goal of disaster management is strongly connected with development by promoting assistance to
sustainable livelihoods, their protection and how they can recover during disasters and emergencies. In
this development-focused approach for managing the disaster, the goal is to decrease hazards, avert
disaster, and prepare for emergencies. The area of disaster management where this integration of
developmental considerations can be best achieved is during mitigation and the preparedness phases of
the disaster management cycle.
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology
Overview
The problem of the Ogoni community centres around the devastation that has taken place in the
community as a result of oil spills. The problem has resulted in confusion and lack of trust in the
community, community members, oil companies, and Government. The community was abandoned and
was not provided with support either by the Government or the oil company. There does not seem to be
any solution in sight. Apart from the proposed clean-up recommended by the United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP) report, there is no concrete plan to rehabilitate the Ogoni people.
There is total neglect of the community by the Government and the oil companies. An oil spills disaster
occurred in Ogoniland, but there is no sign of disaster management actions to help the community
recover. The community is left to fend for itself and to find ways out of the dilemma they have found
themselves. The community lacks the internal capacity (in terms of resources, unity of purpose,
networks) to help itself without any support from outside.
The purpose of this study is to understand the challenges of the Ogoni community from the social,
cultural, environmental, and political perspective based on the existing knowledge of technological
disasters by answering the research questions outlined in the next section and make recommendations
for the rehabilitation of the community and also to recommend measures to be taken by the
responsible institutions within the country to avoid a repeat of the Ogoni situation in future.
In this chapter, I lay out the approach I adopted for this research work, how I collected data, the
tools, and methods that I used to collect the data, how I selected the research participants, the strategy
that I used to analyze the data, the rationale and justification for adopting the approach, the procedure
and I also explained the philosophical paradigm driving the study approach.
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Research Questions
This research sought to provide answers to the following questions from the case of the Ogoni
people.
▪

What was the social, cultural, environmental, and political context in Ogoniland between 1958
and 2020 and how did this shape the susceptibility of the Ogoni people to slow-onset oil spill
disasters?

▪

How have the Ogoni people coped throughout this extended recurring oil spill situation?

▪

How has the community responded to mitigate the oil spill disaster, and how has the duration of
this disaster affected the type of response from the community?

▪

What types of risks did the oil spill pose to the Ogoni people, and how did their vulnerability
status contribute or have been influenced by the types and level of risks?

Rationale
Disasters, whether natural or technological, are social and cultural events. The social and cultural
perspectives of disasters have been explained in chapter two. Understanding how the social, cultural,
and other elements like political, environmental, and economic factors contributed to creating a disaster
is essential. By definition, "disaster is a social disruption that originates in the interruption of the social
system and social relation" (Rodriguez et al., 2018, p. 11). The study of this disruption of a community's
social system and social relation helps us to understand two things (a) how the disaster happened and
how the social environment existing in the community contributed to or has been impacted by it and (b)
how has the disaster impacted the social relations within the community and how has that further
increased the community's vulnerability status. Understanding these things enables us to know the
support to provide to the communities to help them recover from the disaster. Not only that, but what
is learnt from this study will provide information that ensures better mitigation and preparedness plans,
thereby reducing the extent of damage to communities in future disasters.
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This research seeks to evaluate the situation in the Ogoni community through a case study of Bodo, a
typical Ogoni village, by learning from the experience of the people that the technological disaster has
impacted from oil spills. The literature review, in chapter two, discussed technological disasters and how
they impact communities. However, no two disasters are the same; people experience them differently.
Learning from the experience of the Ogoni people, as a result of the oil spill situation, will generate
more understanding of technological disasters in a developing economy, thereby adding to the existing
body of knowledge.

Research Approach
This study adopts a qualitative approach because it sets out to investigate a phenomenon. A
qualitative approach is "emergent, inductive, interpretive and naturalistic" and is applied to the study of
"people, cases, phenomena, social situations and processes" and carried out within their environment to
bring out their experience of the world and the meanings they attach to them (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 312). The
qualitative approach takes ideas from perspectives such as symbolic interactionism, hermeneutics,
phenomenology, and other traditions focusing on understanding rather than predicting. It enables a
detailed explanation of a phenomenon from the perspective of those involved in the experience,
allowing the researcher to understand the creation of social experience and its meaning. Even though
qualitative approaches are less precise than quantitative methods, they are more flexible and
considered better for examining issues like disasters that are complex and somehow difficult to define.
They are also better at creating in-depth understanding, and description of issues and better consider
the social and cultural context (Newing, 2011, p. 52). The qualitative approach also increases the
researcher’s ability to present and describe a complex social system (Baumard & Ibert, 2001, p. 13).
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The qualitative research approach seeks to understand how social experience is brought into being
and how it obtains its meanings. In this paradigm, the relationship between the "knower and the
known" is inseparably connected. It is more concerned with making meaning or understanding through
the inductive reasoning process, the context, and the interpretation of events, with the specific
objective of describing and understanding a phenomenon being studied by capturing and passing across
the participants' experiences in their own words. Open-ended questions enable people to express how
they make sense of the world and share their experiences. It makes it easy for the researcher to
understand and present the world as the participants see it (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 312, 313).
An aspect that is central to determining the research methodology used for this research is my
positionality. The issue of positionality in research has been discussed from different viewpoints by
various researchers (e.g., Gold, 2002; Mariam et al., 2001; Rose, 1997). The continuation of the enquiry
of positionality arising from human geography as an answer to the dilemma of representation has taken
control of the social sciences (Gold, 2002, p. 223). It raises the question of whether it is possible to carry
out value-free research, especially in a research project that uses a case study as a methodology.
For example, there are questions about what it means to be an "insider or outsider" within the context
of research into a particular group under study. Being an insider or outsider carries certain advantages
and disadvantages (Merriam et al., 2001, p. 405). We must know and consider our position and research
participants and ensure we factor this into our study (Gold, 2002, p. 224). While there are challenges with
playing the insider/outsider role, Li (2008) was able to "participate in female gambling culture as an insider
and observing it as an outsider” (p. 100). Researchers are cautioned that depending on the roles played
by the researcher, those being researched and the research itself, and positionality can cause conflicts
because it is not always consistent, but dynamic because when writing about the demarcation of field,
the "we" and the "they" are not fixed. That is to say, being inside or outside does not remain the same
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but, depending on circumstances, could change over time (Gold, 2002, p. 224). The outsiders and insiders
are seen as ever-shifting social locations that are permeable, experienced differently and expressed
differently by the community or group. It means that we must understand that our relationship with the
community is not expressed in general terms but is in a constant state of negotiation and renegotiation
in our interaction every time (Kirby et al., 2006, p. 38).
My background is mixed, shaped by educational studies and my work before a PhD. I started with a
science focus, mechanical engineering, to be precise. I worked in industrial environments for several
years and finally transitioned into training, though still focused on science.
While in the training environment, I became interested in water and environmental sanitation
delivery. This interest led me to do a postgraduate degree focused on water and wastewater
management. I discovered my interest was in providing support to the vulnerable in the society, so I
veered into the development sector where I worked with poor and vulnerable communities, supporting
them to be empowered with the hope that this would lift them out of their poverty situation. So, I could
be described as an advocate for the vulnerable, the poor, and marginalized society.
In 2015, I decided to study for a doctorate, probably because of my previous background, and I was
drawn to social studies. Even though I enrolled for a social science degree, my interest remained in
understanding the plight of the vulnerable, the poor, and the underdeveloped. I precisely wanted to
understand how disasters are socially and culturally created—trying to understand the political,
environmental, economic, cultural, and social factors that make people susceptible to disaster risk. I
wanted to understand from the people's experience how the disaster they were involved in has altered
their lives and made them more vulnerable. What social capital do they possess to cope with the
disaster? Because of my previous science background, I decided to focus on technological disasters,
specifically oil spills.
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I believe that things are not equal in the society we live in. People are incapacitated due to no fault of
theirs. People see things differently depending on the lens through which they observe them. The
quality of the lens with which people see things is a function of many factors, such as their level of
poverty, educational background, level of development, the social support system in which they
operate, and the political environment in which they operate and so much more. I believe one needs to
understand these varied factors to understand people and their perspectives. Coming to this study of
the social and cultural perspectives of disaster, I did not know anything about the concept of the
disaster from a professional point of view. All I knew about the disaster was from the ordinary person's
perspective. It became clear to me that the ordinary person's perspective and understanding of disaster
does not fit into the complexity of a disaster. Despite this fact, I still decided to practice bracketing my
views. That is consciously preventing my perspectives and preconceptions from affecting the qualitative
analysis process I adopted for this study.
I discussed above some beliefs/viewpoints that I came with into this study because the beliefs or
viewpoints we come into our studies with are the "self." Self is described as "an individual's person
viewed from the standpoint of that individual, which may differ from what others perceive from their
distinct standpoints." It includes the researcher's demographic characteristics, perspectives,
preconceptions, lenses, and expectations (Adu, 2019, p. 69). The self is closely linked with what is being
studied, with the data collected and the researcher's participants. The implication of this is that there is
the possibility that the self can influence the research process, including the data analysis, procedures,
and outcomes. A qualitative researcher should know him/herself as a matter of importance. The
researcher should do this by examining his/her views, expectations, and preconceived ideas about the
phenomenon being studied. I attempted to do this in this study by carrying this consciousness with me
into this research, hoping that I will keep myself from affecting the outcome of this work.
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Case Study
This research adopts a qualitative case study methodology because of the nature of the inquiry
involved. It sought to understand technological disasters from the lived experience of actively involved
communities. Qualitative case study methodology allows for exploration of the phenomenon in its
context through a variety of sources, ensuring that issues are not looked at through just one lens but
through different lenses, allowing for multiple aspects of the phenomenon under study to be uncovered
and understood (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 544).
Various considerations came into play when deciding to use a case study approach in this research. It
is essential to determine the unit of analysis and bind the case by using the place and the time or the
activity and time. Also, it considers the context or the definition and the type of case it is, whether it is
exploratory or descriptive or explanatory and determine if it is to be single or multiple cases. Going by
the general guidelines provided, the case study I used for this research is a descriptive, holistic single
case study (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 549). A key benefit of using the case study approach is the possibility
of using multiple data sources, which "enhances data credibility." Potential sources include
"documentation, archival records, interviews, physical artifacts, direct observations, and participantobservation" (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 554). I used the first three listed here in this research.
Unfortunately, due to the limitations discussed in chapter one, I could not use direct observation and
participant observation because I could not physically go into the community being studied due to
security and safety reasons. Data from these multiple sources are converged together in the analysis
instead of being treated individually, strengthening the findings.
This research also fits the case study description because it includes a historical component resulting
from the period it explores, which is 1958 to 2020, and because a disaster from the perspective of slow
onset is the phenomenon of study. To understand oil spills as a slow-onset disaster from the point of
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view of the Ogoni people as a group is critical to generating knowledge that is based on their unique
experience alone and not just on what the world is currently saying about oil spill disasters.

Research Participants and Sample Selection
Due to the nature of the disaster and its effect on the people who have experienced it, the intent was
to find those affected by the disaster under consideration. An environmental hazard initiated the oil spill
disaster in Ogoniland. As a result, my focus was first on people who had something to do with the
environment either in terms of their livelihood, profession, or living or working in that environment.
Communities like Ogoni are dependent on their land, i.e., predominantly farmers. Moreover, because
Bodo, which I used as the case study community, is a coastal community with active mangroves, many
people were involved in fishing, and the mangroves served as a source of income and seafood. The
study also focused on identifying people who have lived in the community for a long time and have a
deep understanding of the cultural, social, and historical life of the Bodo community. I also identified
people with knowledge of the workings of some government institutions like the oil spills regulatory
agency called the National Oil Spills Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA), the National Emergency
Management Agency (NEMA) responsible for disaster management, and the oil company Shell
Petroleum Development Company (SPDC). I also had the opportunity to talk to the youths (though not
the militant ones). While it would have been good if I had spoken to at least one of the militant youths
involved in the agitations in Ogoni communities, it was a significant security risk, mainly because I live
outside the country, which makes me a target for extortion. With the types of people I targeted as
participants for this research, it was possible to understand the oil spills disaster phenomenon in
Ogoniland.
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Ogoniland, the focus of this research, is a community in the riverine area of the Niger Delta of Nigeria
that covers 1,000 square kilometres of the land surface in the South of Nigeria, with a population of
832,000 people (UNEP, 2011, p. 22). The territory is in River State on the coast of the Gulf of Guinea,
east of the city of Port Harcourt. The Ogoni community consists of four Local Government Areas (LGAs):
Eleme, Gokana, Khana, and Tai. Shell Petroleum Development Corporation (SPDC) is the leading oil
company operating in Ogoniland. SPDC flow stations are in Bomu (K – Dere) – 1, Bomu (K-Dere) – 2,
Ebubu, Bodo West, Korokoro, Yorla and Onne in Ogoniland. Even though Ogoniland, in general, is the
focus, this study used Bodo village as a case study population.
As the inhabitants call it, Bodo village or Bodo city is one of the major villages in Ogoniland. Bodo city
sits on the coast of the Niger Delta. It is said to be one of the influential villages in Ogoniland. A case
study carried out in Bodo in 2013 describes it as a village with an estimated population of 65,000 people,
most of whom are farmers and fishermen. The community shares a boundary with Gokana communities
of Kpor, Mogho, and Gbe on the North, on the east, it has a boundary with the Andoni speaking people
of Rivers State, on the west, it borders four communities of the Okrika Ijaw Kingdom, and on the south,
it also shares a border with Ibani (Ijaw) speaking people of Bonny Kingdom. The Atlantic Ocean borders
it, so the sea and the rivers play a significant part in the development of the community. The landmass
of Bodo city is estimated to be approximately one hundred thousand hectares. The community is
located 56 kilometres from Port Harcourt, the capital of Rivers State, and is located between latitude 40
36’ N and Longitude 70 21’ E (SDN, 2013, p. 15).
I used purposive or targeted sampling; a sampling technique often used in qualitative research. It
involves selecting the participants that are most relevant to the research intentionally. Purposive
sampling has been synonymous with qualitative research (Palys, 2008, p. 697). According to this author,
the sampling technique a researcher settles for closely relates to what the researcher wants to achieve
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with the research. When using the qualitative approach, open-ended questions help in eliciting
responses that researchers directly quote. These direct quotes document the depth of the feelings,
experiences, and participants' thoughts about what is happening and the meaning at their levels.
Therefore, purposive sampling is believed to play a vital role in obtaining quality information that
enriches the outcome of a study. The main objective of purposive sampling is to identify and study a
small number of participants and produce a detailed wealth of experience, information and
understanding of the participants studied (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 313).
In addition to purposive sampling, I used criterion sampling. It involves searching for cases or
individuals who meet specific criteria, for example, if they have had a particular lived experience from the
effect of the oil spill on either their source of livelihood, their lifestyle or if their health has been directly
impacted (Palys, 2008, p. 697). Though the sampling for this research focused on men, women, children,
the elderly, the vulnerable (e.g., handicapped), businesspersons, farmers, and labourers, only those
specifically impacted by oil spills were selected as participants. I also selected some specific institutions
related to oil exploration, operations, regulations (including Government) and individual professionals
with a good knowledge of Bodo city.
Key Informant Interviewing (KII) involved individuals with special knowledge, status, and trades or
businesses like farming and fishing. They have information about the community and things happening
therein. Some of this information bordered on history and events that had taken place in the community
prior to the oil spills. My choice of crucial informants was representative. I identified Key Informants
within the institutions linked to the community's oil spill situation. I identified them using the following
criteria identified by Marshall (1996) (i) their role in the community, (ii) their knowledge, (iii) their
willingness: should be ready and willing to communicate their knowledge and (iv) communicability: able
to pass across their knowledge (p. 92).
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Key informants were identified in the following areas: persons with business or livelihood sources like
farming, fishing, trading in various areas; persons with historical knowledge of Ogoniland beyond the
start date of oil production; professionals of Ogoni background working in the community or
government and other works of life. Some of these people have seen Ogoniland without the oil spills
and then with the oil spills and have a good understanding of the changes that have taken place and the
social and cultural perspectives of the case study community. Apart from fitting into the areas listed
above, key informants had lived in the community for not less than five years. About eleven (11) key
informants were identified from the case study community and government institutions involved in
disaster management.

Data Collection
The consideration for selecting data collection tools and techniques in this research was informed by
several experiences from the field where similar tools have been successful in qualitative research. The
strategies I adopted considered that they elicit phenomenological data, i.e., data that represent the
worldviews of the people of the Ogoni community. They involve collecting firsthand sensory accounts of
the slow onset oil spill and related phenomena as they occurred in real life. These strategies are holistic
in that I used them to construct a description of actual phenomena within their various contexts and then
generate from the description of the findings revealing the human belief towards the phenomenon, in
this case, oil spills within the Ogoni community.
I selected one community representing a typical Ogoni community from where I identified the
participants I interviewed. I selected the community on purposive sampling principles, using the following
consideration. It is a coastal community with a vibrant socio-cultural history that has a firsthand
experience of the oil spills that have ravaged Ogoniland by a vital oil facility in Bodo West. Its firsthand
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experience with engaging SPDC in court makes it a good case study of the oil spill pollution experience in
Ogoniland. Identifying indigenes from the community made it easy to connect with people to be
interviewed in the community. This community is one of the influential villages in Ogoniland, with its sons
in high-level political positions in the State level government.
I also collected technical and environmental data from secondary sources of information for this
research. One of such documents is the UNEP 2011 report on Ogoniland oil pollution. Technical and
environmental data were taken from case studies developed in this report. Several Bodo-specific pieces
of literature were also considered as secondary data sources. To carry out the data collection effectively
and reasonably, I collected the following data types.
Baseline data: these are data that present the human context of the research population, technological
context, and program setting. Also collected were data like social, cultural, demographic, and physical
features. Baseline considerations also examined the institutional framework at the community level and
its relationship with other institutions and how these relationships influenced change and stability.
Process Data: these are factual data concerning what happened in the phenomenon of the slow-onset oil
spill in Ogoniland.
Values data: These are information about the participants' values from the communities and government
institutions related to oil spills.
I employed qualitative research methods/strategies that were interactive and non-interactive, as
described below.
Semi-structured interviewing: I used this approach with the key informants and focus group. This
interview technique lies in the middle of the structured and the unstructured interview continuum
consisting of a protocol made up of open-ended questions based on the research study's central focus.
The protocol serves as a guide upon which the foundation is built, allowing creativity and flexibility to
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ensure each participant's stories are entirely uncovered (Knox & Burkard, 2009, p. 567). Open-ended
questions fit targeted key informant-specific knowledge areas. Questions asked touched on the
following aspects. (i) background of respondents and what they did (ii) information about the
community, the people, and their lifestyle (iii) oil spill situation in the community and how it all began;
their personal experience as a result of the oil spill in the community (iv) how they survived through the
oil spill experience in their community (v) understanding of the relationship between the community,
the oil company, and the government (vi) and an explanation of the changes that had happened in their
lifestyle or the lifestyle of the community since the oil spill started.
Interviews were initially to be face-to-face, but as I explained earlier, this could not hold for some
participants, especially those living within the case study community. However, some of the participants
outside the case study community had face-to-face interviews. Interviews of participants in the
community were conducted using the telephone because of access challenges. Participants for interviews
in the case study community were identified with the help of a member of the community who suggested
individuals within the community that fit the criteria used to identify the participants. All individual
interviews were between forty minutes and one hour. Questions were asked by telephone, and responses
were recorded. Participants also had the opportunity to ask the researcher questions at the end. Some of
the questions were to understand the purpose of the research better. I learnt later that they asked these
questions because they still expected that SPDC would pay them more compensation for the spills, and
as such, they view anyone that comes around asking questions about the oil spill as someone that may
have information about future compensation payments. Even though this was just rumours, the villagers
believed it and had expectations that this would happen.
As a result of the switch from the planned face-to-face interview to phone with in-community
participants, I decided to review how telephone interviews compared to face-to-face interviews. There is
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currently little research that has shown or tried to compare these two-interview data collection processes.
Two studies that had looked at the phone versus in-person interviews concluded that the face-to-face
interview had a slight advantage in that it yielded better quality data. The researchers in their study
concluded that social desirability bias is higher in phone interviews than in face-to-face interviews. Despite
these biases, however, they say phone interviews are widespread, and they allow the inclusion of
participants from any geographical area (Knox & Buirkard, 2009 p. 567).
Furthermore, phone interviews provide the participants anonymity without identifying who they are.
As a result of this anonymity, it is easy for the participants to discuss meaningful personal experiences.
Other advantages phone interview provides over the face-to-face interviews are (i) reduction of response
bias in the absence of facial expressions, (ii) allowing those who have writing or reading challenges to
participate in the interviews, (iii) the participants have less fear and so can be forthcoming in participating
in interviews. For example, in the case of this study, participants felt safer talking with me in the privacy
of their homes because of the fear of being seen with a stranger by the radical/militant youths of the
community. The militant groups are at odds with the oil companies and the government, threatening to
deal with anyone seen talking to strangers about the things happening in the community; (iv) also using
phone interviews ensures researcher safety and cost efficiencies; (v) it eradicates response bias that can
come up during in-person interviews because respondents can adjust their response when they read the
reactions of the interviewer; (vi) the quality of the data obtained in phone versus in-person interviews
was comparable and the added costs of in-person interviews unjustified (Knox & Buirkard, 2009, p. 568).
Focus Group Discussions (FGD): This data-gathering technique helped widen the range of responses
elicited from participants due to the increase in the number of respondents. It also increased the number
of participants without a corresponding increase in time commitment. FGD was also used for triangulation
in this research. For example, it was an excellent way to confirm some of the non-sensitive issues during
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the key informant discussions. While the FGD focused on specific subjects related to the phenomenon
studied, I also used it to focus on issues of specific interest to the group, in this case, the youths, to
understand the phenomenon from their perspective. Only one FGD was held for this research. It was with
the youths from the Ogoni communities. It was face-to-face because the youths were from a university in
the city.
Archival and demographic collections are related to written and symbolic records kept by participants in
a social group. Records and written materials produced by or kept by or found in the community made up
the non-interactive source of data. These types of material reveal characteristics of the population under
investigation. They also provided a framework for baseline data (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982, p. 395-396).
Secondary data from existing reports and literature: The United Nations Environmental Programme
(UNEP) produced a comprehensive technical report of about 262 pages. The report covered a survey
carried out in the four Local Government Areas (LGAs) that make up Ogoniland (Eleme, Gokana, Khana
and Tai). The report carried out case studies in nine locations, spread over three LGAs out of the four, that
have experienced repeated oil spills over a period, some as old as 40 years. The report contains detailed
field tests and technical analyses that describe the type and extent of oil spills, including damage already
done to the area and the location of human settlements. This report and other written materials
(Ogoni/Bodo-specific literature) served as a source of secondary data. Information from the cases in the
UNEP report helped focus the technical component of this case study.

Data Analysis and Presentation of Findings
Qualitative data analysis processes are not entirely distinguishable from the actual data collection
process. The understanding that a researcher has about what counts as relevant or essential data in
answering his research questions, the strategies that the researcher employs to collect or construct data
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and the theoretical lens from which the researcher approaches the phenomenon all constitute analytical
processes that invariably influence the data (Thorne, 2000, p. 68).
Qualitative analysis uses either a deductive or inductive approach to analyze data. The inductive
analysis involves techniques that use detailed study of raw data to construct themes and concepts. It
involved reviewing data rigorously and allocating codes to paragraphs or segments of the text as the
concepts unfold. On the other hand, the deductive approach used an organized framework of themes to
code the process. It involved using a "start list" that helped identify concepts and themes (Azungah, 2018,
p. 391). This research employed the inductive analysis approach in conjuncture with description-focused
Coding to analyze the data from this study.
The data analysis process entailed the use of thematic coding procedures. Coding is the process of
developing a summary of information collected from fieldwork. It involved assigning phrases to relevant
and significant information in the data collected to help address research questions. It is a data
reduction process used without losing the meaning behind the received information. It is a systematic
step-by-step process so that the audience will trust the data presented to them. Coding was used in this
research to analyze field data, which mainly comprises textual data from interviews, field notes from
participant interviews, and reviewed archival and secondary documents. The initial process of analysis of
the data from this study was guided by the broad research questions and an inductive approach before
Coding.
Three main Coding strategies for analysis of qualitative data are "Description-focused Coding";
"Interpretation-focused Coding"; and "Presumption–focused Coding" (Adu, 2019, p. 27). Descriptionfocused Coding involved describing relevant excerpts selected and creating a code that represents the
description of the excerpt. It involved describing events, settings, behaviours, experiences, or stories.
Though similar to descriptive Coding, which involves summarizing in a word or short phrase the primary
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topic of a passage of qualitative data, a description-focused Coding strategy, allows the data to speak for
itself without introducing my interpretation into the construction of the codes. A vital characteristic of
description-focused Coding is that it does not require me to interpret or make any inference about the
data. The data speaks directly without bringing in my interpretation or making conclusions due to my
findings. It also allows the generation of more concrete codes; that is, codes generated are as close as is
possible to the empirical indicators (Adu, 2019, p. 28 & 29). In other words, this strategy helped me
present what I found rather than what I thought about the data; hence my background and biases had
less impact on the findings.
Considering the objectives of this research, the nature of the data collected, the ease of use of this
analysis approach and its applicability to this research work, I adopted the description-focused Coding
developed by Adu (2019) as the qualitative data analysis strategy for this research. I chose to manually
code my data because (a) my transcripts were not that much, so it was pretty easy to handle manually
(b); also, because this is my first experience applying coding strategy, I wanted to develop the
experience.
The first step in the analysis process was transcribing the interview data verbatim. The data was then
cleaned to remove unwanted material without tampering with the collected information. I then read
and digested the information to understand the data and get the big picture. Combing through the data
involved a reflexive process while keeping an open mind. Concepts and themes began to emerge
through the repeated reading with the lens of the research questions (Azungah, 2018, p. 391).
To avoid subjectivity when developing the codes, I took out all questions from the transcripts. Next, I
labelled the research questions. A label is a short phrase that describes the research question and helps
develop codes under each research question, leading to the development of themes that address each
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of the research questions. Labelling research questions helps with the organization of the codes. I used
labels I referred to as anchor codes (Adu, 2019, p. 97).
Before beginning the coding steps, I developed a list of keywords from the research questions. These
keywords helped identify what information (from the participant responses) is significant to my research
questions. The process I used for developing the codes involved identifying "significant information"
(empirical indicators) in the data while reviewing the responses. It involved identifying excerpts or
relevant information and then assigning codes to them or creating codes to represent the relevant
information identified. I was careful not to attribute my meaning to the phrase but stated the empirical
indicator. I reflected on the word or phrase to depict the empirical indicator (Adu, 2019, p. 30). In this
way, I generated a phrase representing the statement identified from the response, being careful to
ensure the phrase was not too long, not having more than five words in a phrase, as suggested by Adu.
In writing out the code (i.e., the phrase representing the vital information), I first wrote out the anchor
code or label associated with the research question followed by a colon and then the phrase
representing the code. For example, the anchor code or label: followed by the phrase representing the
code. There were instances where I had to repeat codes when the significant information addressed the
same issues.
Next, I had to categorize the codes that developed. That required first sorting the codes using a
relevant sorting strategy. In this regard, I used the individual-based sorting strategy. This involved (i)
compiling the codes, (ii) arranging them alphabetically, (iii) consolidating the codes, (iv) sorting the
codes and (v) labelling the clusters (Adu, 2019, p. 119). After categorizing the data, I could identify
themes that emerged from the categorizes through sorting. These themes were consolidated and then
used to discuss the findings from the study.
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Presenting the Research Findings
It is one thing to carryout a good data analysis. Equally important is how the data is presented to pass
across the intended information. As I reflected on how to do this effectively, I could not help but
contemplate my audience. I took the advice of Vannini (2019) that a basic lesson in communication
studies is to “adapt your strategic message to your audience.” (p. 14). Knowing the audience, I want to
present my findings to helped me in choosing the strategy to use. Even though this is an academic
research work I wanted to be able to communicate my findings in such a way that the wider public
benefits from the outcome, particularly considering the importance of the area of focus of this research,
disaster. When it happens, disaster affects everyone, therefore in presenting the findings social scientist
must endeavour to reach a wider audience instead of limiting it to the academic circles. There is much a
public audience can get out of a critical social science focused research like this one (Vannini, 2019, p. 3).
One way for communicating social scientific knowledge to a public audience advocated by Vannini
(2019) is by “taking inspiration from some of the qualities of an important social scientific tradition:
ethnography.” (p. 3).
Ethnography as used by the author refers to the detailed investigation of people’s “ways of life, of
culture.” (Vannini, 2019, p. 4). Public ethnography “is research strategically intended for a public
audience” one that extends beyond the academic environment (Vannini, 2019, p. 14). Another way to
describe public ethnography is as research and writing approach that takes into consideration varied
critical contemporary issues. Such research is carried out with an objective of presenting it to the
general public thereby engaging, educating, and moving the public, to whom the work is directed, to
action. (Tedlock, 2005, p. 159). Public ethnography needs to catch the attention of non-academic public
without excluding dissemination through academic outlets (Vannini, 2019, p. 14).
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In adopting the public ethnography writing approach to present my research findings, I took cues
from explanations provided by Vannini (2019) of some habits that make writing too academic and so
excludes the public. I wanted to employ a writing language and style that enables me to catch the
attention of non-academic public through the use of simple, clear, and engaging writing. I wanted to
deviate a bit from traditional academic writing that sounds like a technical report, lacking compelling
narrative, to a story telling approach that draw in readers and compel them to want to read more. I
wanted to give life to their stories by revealing their humanity, their goals, hopes and fears, their
characters, their mannerisms, and idiosyncrasies (p. 44). Another very important reason I adopted this
approach of presenting my findings is to shy away from making my writing impersonal thereby losing my
character and mannerism, my moods and emotion within my analysis and making my presentation very
abstract (p. 45).

Ethical Considerations
Ethical issues are fundamental in research of this nature. Ethics refers to a method, procedure, or
perspective for deciding how to act and analyzing complex problems and issues (Resnik, 2015, p. 2).
Ethical issues apply to research participants as well as the researchers. It involves the standard of
behaviour exhibited towards research participants in the course of research. Beyond that, it can also
include issues of how research data are treated during or after research and include transparency issues.
Some research studies are susceptible, and this can lead to ethical issues. For example, there are
challenges with the role we (as researchers) decide to play in research, as Li (2008) narrates in her work
where she participated in female gambling research in which she initially participated in a covert role as
an embedded researcher. Later on, she had to reveal her true identity because she was concerned with
the psychological effects of her work and the harm it may be causing. It made her begin to think of how
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she could adjust her research role to align with the field's dynamics and social relationships. Li
eventually had to change the role she had assumed to participant researcher (Li, 2008, p. 104).
Specific methodologies can have ethical issues aside from the general ones. The following reasons
suggest why ethical standards are essential; (i) some norms promote the aim of research; (ii) Ethical
standards promote the values that are essential to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability,
mutual respect, and fairness; (iii) Ethical norms help to ensure that researchers can be held accountable
to the public; and (iv) Ethical norms in research also help to build public support for research (Resnik,
2015, p. 3).
To understand research ethics practices in Nigeria, I tried to find out what was available as a
standard. I reviewed research ethics topics from researchers (Adeleye & Adebamowo, 2012; Nwabueze,
2003). The works of these authors show that ethics research is more developed in the health and
biomedical aspects of Nigeria. I found that the official policy ethics document is the National Code of
Health Research Ethics prepared by the Federal Ministry of Health of Nigeria in 2007. As a result of the
gap, I observed in the practice of research ethics in Nigeria, the ethical requirements for my work were
guided solely by the standard in Canada.
The possible ethical issues that I anticipated may arise during this research due to the processes,
procedures, and methods I designed were taken care of. Some of the particular areas of attention in this
research are as explained below. Conflict of Interest is activities or situations that place an individual or
institution in a real, potential, or perceived conflict between personal, institutional, or other interests
and the duties or responsibilities related to research (TCPS 2, 2018, p. 91). Even though my original
birthplace is Nigeria, I am from the middle of the country and have never resided in the south either for
school or for work; I have no familial, professional, or political ties to any community members of Ogoni,
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nor have any of my family members been affected by oil spills at any time. So, a conflict of interest does
not exist.
In recruiting the participants for this research, even though I used an indigene of Ogoni, specifically
Bodo city, to help identify the participants, no undue influence, manipulation, or inducement was used
to coerce them. After the purpose was explained, they agreed to be part of the research, of their own
free will. Each participant or group provided their free and informed consent before the interviews. Due
to the nature of the Ogoni area and the sensitivities by the people to the presence of an outsider that
comes asking questions about their situation, I took time and care to explain that I am not affiliated with
the government or to the oil companies. Even though I did not have direct access to the community, I
had to explain the objective of my study to my contact. It was necessary because he, too, needed to be
assured that he was not doing anything illegal and that by recruiting the research participants, he would
not be getting them into any problem. I made sure I got buy-in before proceeding.
This research did not, at any point, involve any vulnerable participant. According to TCPS 2, a
vulnerable person is someone with a disability or any other situation or even age at risk of being harmed
by another person in a position of trust. It also applies to a situation where a person is in a position of
dependency on others (p. 14). None of these situations apply to this research. The youth group used for
the focus group discussion was above the minimum age of nineteen years by Nigerian standard.
Data from this research will be subjected to privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity. Data will be
archived and made available to Ogoni people if they so desire. The participants' real names were not
used in this dissertation's data analysis. Once my research is completed, the data will be destroyed.
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Chapter Four: Research Findings
When I began my discussion with the people of the Bodo community, I was unprepared for the
outcome. By the end of our time together, I had generated volumes of information that I needed to
understand. In the following weeks, I pored over the transcripts of my discussions with Bodo
community members. There was Martin, a professor at the University of Port Harcourt; Joshua, a
passionate and unique historian; Bony, a school teacher who shuttles between Port Harcourt and Bodo
city; David, an environmentalist, ecosystem restoration specialist, and a contractor for Shell Petroleum
Development Company (SPDC); Pamela, a female farmer; Kenneth, a fisherman; Jay, an ex-SPDC staff
(not from Bodo, but worked for SPDC); Ademola, an oil spills detection and remediation expert; Angela
and Danny, both national emergency management specialists; Badru, an easy-going and knowledgeable
retired government executive (from Bodo but living in Port Harcourt); and a group of youths from
various Ogoni communities who participated in a Focus Group Discussion (FGD). From these
interactions, eight themes emerged. These themes are Oil spill disaster of Ogoniland; Ogoni
communities in the period of oil spill disaster; vulnerability and the risks it poses for the Ogoni people in
the oil spill disaster; cultural, social, economic perspectives and the changes in Ogoni due to the oil spill
disaster; Ogoni community response to the oil spill disaster; Ogoni livelihood issues and coping efforts;
political and environmental context in Ogoni oil spill disaster; and Institutional and systemic elements in
the Ogoni oil spill disaster.

Oil Spill Disaster of Ogoniland, History, Causes and Impact
The story of the Ogoni people reads like a fictional tale. If not for my shared experience as a fellow
Nigerian, I may have been overcome with disbelief. When oil was found on Ogoniland, the joy of the
Ogoni people was likely boundless. I can imagine them saying that at last, fate had smiled down on their
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small slice of earth. The "black gold" had been discovered on their land. Undoubtedly their gods had
favoured them. Surely their situation would change for the better. That was in 1958. Oil was found
commercially in the Bomo oil field, a region within the Gokana Local Government Area (LGA) in
Ogoniland. Not very long after that, oil was being exported from the land of the Ogonis. Martin, an
expert on this historical event, provided insight into the community's mindset. This event was the first of
its kind. It was history in the making. Euphoria seized the people at the thought of progress for
Ogoniland, hope for a better future. Were their expectations high? Perhaps. Of course, they were not
educated in oil production, its impact on their environment, and the impact it could have on their
health. It is unknown whether the community received any information or guidance on the matter.
However, they were sure that the “black gold” was a source of wealth. Wealth is erroneously equated to
happiness, good life, improved wellbeing, and a rise in status.
In no way would the people of Ogoniland foresee, as United Nations Environmental Programme
(UNEP) later explained in its report in 2011, that oil exploration in their land would involve establishing
extensive production facilities or that putting in place these facilities would span three decades. They
also could not possibly know that the exploration and production operations would be by Shell
Petroleum Development Company (SPDC) Ltd. They were oblivious that the operation would be a joint
venture between the Nigerian National Petroleum Company (NNPC), Shell International, Elf and Agip.
Similarly, they were unaware that "land survey, land clearance for seismic lines, the establishment of
seismic and drilling camps, site preparation, infrastructure construction, drilling for oil, and development
of transportation infrastructure" (UNEP, 2011, p. 24) and all other activities could leave sizable
footprints on their environment. It is hard to say what their reaction would have been if they had better
understand the implications of these things in 1958 or shortly after that. From all indications, one can
ascertain that at that time, the community of Ogoni saw that a blessing had come their way. At that
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moment, it was all that mattered. They welcomed Shell and all the other partners with "two hands," as
they say in Nigerian parlance. Culturally, Nigerians take pride in their hospitality, especially with guests
who come bearing gifts. Trust and acceptance are default in a new relationship, so thoughts of spilled oil
and contaminated waterways were likely far from their minds. West of Bodo village, or "Bodo City" as
the people call it, a typical Ogoni community, lies an oilfield, the "Bodo West Oilfield." The
environmentalist, David, spoke of this oilfield located somewhere in the creeks of Bodo. Bodo West, he
informed me, is an island in the southwestern part of the community, where pipelines, like snakes in the
grass, collect oil from different communities in Ogoni to Bodo. These pipelines criss-cross the
community bringing oil through the creeks to the upland.
Several years after, the people of Bodo became acquainted with the reality of oil production on their
land – oil spills. In his office in Port Harcourt, Martin spoke to me about this reality. With staggering
confidence and an unwavering calm, he explained that oil spillage is inevitable in every society where oil
is explored. Subsequent discussions, like small rocks forming cracks against a windshield, betrayed this
demeanour, and soon his passion surrounding the matter broke through. Naturally, I was eager to
understand how and what caused the oil to spill in the Bodo community and the consequences on
society. According to Martin, the oil spills in Ogoniland started in one form or the other right after oil
production and exportation began, becoming more pronounced in 1970 with what was described as the
Bomo Christmas tree oil spill of 1970. The mystery spill is said to have taken place right after the Biafran
war, Nigeria’s devastating civil war. The spill occurred in Ibobo and was called the “mystery spill”
because the operators could not ascertain the cause. Beyond that, there were also the Korokoro and the
Bobo oil spills of 2008, 2009, two massive oil spills in addition to multiple minor spills that occurred in
the Ogoni heartland and offshore areas. From all the accounts provided to me by the people with who I
spoke, it appears the major oil spills in Ogoniland happened in 1970, 2006, 2008, 2009, in addition to
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other intermittent occurrences in between. Between 1976 and 1991, three thousand (3,000) spills were
said to have occurred in Ogoniland. It accounted for about 40% of the spills by SPDC in its operation
worldwide (Nubyy, 2015, par. 2). These were enormous spills.
David, the environmentalist, described the two separate incidents that he witnessed, one of which
was in 2008. According to David, the oil was pumping out aggressively and at high discharge, for about
five (5) weeks, with no action taken to abate the flow. Stunned, I asked David to repeat himself. Surely, I
misheard him. He assured me that I heard him correctly. It was five weeks where the whole riverbank,
the mangrove vegetation, everywhere was soaked in crude, to the extent that people in the community
came to the riverbank to fetch oil. They filled their drums as much as possible, taking care to skim just
the oil as it floated without fetching any of the water underneath.
The very next year, in 2009, there was another large oil spill which, again, flowed for another five
weeks. This second spill is thought to have destroyed the entire ecosystem. The environment could no
longer sustain life; the fauna was destroyed; the fish gradually died. The mangrove slowly decayed. It
took years, David clarified, but eventually, there was nothing left. I struggled to take in this information,
the wanton disregard for the environment and the risk this posed to the inhabitants of Bodo city.
However, the pictures of the damage done to the ecosystem, farmlands, and mangroves in the UNEP
report of 2011 supports David's account of what happened. Figure 1 highlights the timeline of major
spills in Ogoniland based on statements from the people I spoke with. Interestingly, David also
mentioned that these spills were not remediated until 2015. It was a baffling seven years after all the
spills, and the damage to the marine ecosystem before an attempt was made to clean it up.
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of the timeline of oil spills in Bodo based on account of the interview
respondents
Depending on who you talk to, the community people or the oil company, the version of what caused
the oil spills was different. Corrosion, equipment failure, sabotage, also referred to as third-party
interference, aged pipes, burst pipes, and human error were some of the reasons that were suggested
to have caused the oil spills. Badru, an ex-government executive, mentioned that the pipelines have
been in the ground for upwards of 50 years without replacement. While this seems bizarre, it may be
supported by research that shows that a lot of pipelines that have spilled oil in the last several years are
said to be either constructed at least 30 or 40 years ago or even as long as 60 or 70 years ago (Etkin,
1999, p. 7). Also, about 30% to 50% of oil spills are directly or indirectly caused by human error, with
20% to 40% of all spills caused by equipment failure or malfunction (Michel & Fingas, 2015, p. 159).
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However, an interesting point is a difference between the spillages in Ogoniland and those reported by
Michel and Fingas. While Government and Industry elsewhere are working to reduce spills through new
legislation, strict operational codes, operating and maintenance procedures, and training programs to
minimize the potential for human errors, my discussions show that this is in stark contrast with how the
Government and organizations involved in the Ogoniland situation have handled it. So, it is safe to
conclude that the problem is more that of inaction by the government and oil companies involved in the
oil spill situation of the Ogoni people.
The argument made by the oil companies or the government, depending on who you are talking to, is
that a significant cause of oil spills in Ogoniland is sabotage. In the course of my discussion with the
community people, some mentioned a situation they referred to as "Kpo fire." In my conversation with
Badru, the ex-government executive, and Bony, the environmentalist and ecosystem restoration
specialist, they explained that this is the illegal refining of petroleum by Ogoni youths. The youths are
said to illegally tap into the oil pipelines and siphon the crude to their illicit refining sites. This amateur
diverting of the crude is not done correctly, leading to massive spills. While the community people do
not support the practice, they say the youths try to justify their illegal diversion of crude as their way of
benefitting from the oil found on their land, from which they do not derive any benefits. Since the
Government and oil companies failed to improve the communities' wellbeing from the oil wealth
formally, the youths have assumed the role of vigilantes, forcefully taking the crude, refining it illegally,
and selling the refined products, making millions of Naira for themselves. There is the question of
whether, morally or legally, the youths are justified. For example, the frustration-aggression theory
explains a gap between the value expectation and value capabilities of a people, or where there is the
lack of need satisfaction defined by the gap between aspiration and achievement, there is the tendency
for reaction or agitation (Afinotan and Ojakorotu, 2009, p. 193, 194). It revolves around failing to meet a
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person or communities' value expectations. While this is not an attempt to make a case for the youths'
behaviour, it simply shows that this is a possibility.
After learning about this history, I wondered what the implications might be. From their perspective,
how have the communities been affected by these events? In speaking with the community members, I
learned that not only was their health affected, but many people lost their livelihoods. Their cultural
practices, social lifestyle and social wellbeing were also compromised. Neither was their physical
environment and economy spared. The most significant impact may be the lack of trust that erupted
within the community resulting in unrest, suspicion, and hopelessness. Talking with Joshua, the
historian, I understood that children of school age suffer from cough, tuberculosis, sickle cell, herpes,
syphilis, all of which he attributes to oil spills. He argues that they (the community) did not experience
these diseases when he was young. Pamela, the farmer from Bodo, seems to corroborate this, saying
the community experiences a lot of skin rashes, and many people die from other severe illnesses.
Initially, she said, they attributed the illnesses and deaths to witchcraft activities and spells cast on
people. However, as they began to attend clinics, the reason for their diseases and eventual death was
explained to them. They learnt the water they drink is responsible for their illnesses. Since they do not
have clean water available to them, they are forced to drink the polluted water, which is all that they
can find. It is believed that this has been responsible for their current plight. Pamela speaks exclusively
in Nigerian Pidgin English, a vernacular that is used colloquially by many Nigerians worldwide, is still
commonly associated with those with a lower level of education. Since she can only communicate in
Pidgin English, she likely did not complete secondary school. That probably explains why she did not
know about pollution. Pamela exhibits a level of illiteracy and incomprehension that a large percentage
of the people from Bodo and, by extension, Ogoni communities have. It makes them vulnerable, a
potent recipe for disaster.
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As I reviewed local sources of information, I confirmed the veracity of what Pamela and Joshua told
me. Young people claimed the oil spill situation had affected their eyes. They can not look at their books
and read as well as they ought to. They suffer from breathing problems, and children die young. Babies
are premature. People die early. Due to security concerns, it was impossible to go physically to the local
clinics to compare these experiences with actual medical records. Although I could not speak to the
community members face to face, their voices were thick with pain, hoarse with despair. I could
imagine their hearts racing as they struggled to speak about the harrowing experience they have gone
through and are still experiencing today.
Continuing to learn more about the Ogoni people and the oil spill disaster that has ravaged their land
and their health, I resumed the probe to understand what aspect of their lives has been impacted by the
oil spill. Pamela, the farmer, and Kenneth, the fisherman, lamented how the oil spills affected their
livelihoods in their community. Pamela is married and lives in the Bodo community. She said she farms
to assist her husband in taking care of the family, cultivating different crops on a seasonal basis. When it
is the season to grow corn, she grows corn, and when it is the season to grow Okra, she grows Okra. She
explained that initially, she cultivated crops without using fertilizer because the land was very fertile and
productive. However, with the devastation of the land by oil, Pamela started using fertilizer to enrich the
soil. That in itself brought about new challenges. Apart from the extra cost to purchase fertilizer, she had
to do more work on her farm. Because applying fertilizer stimulates the growth of weeds, meaning more
work is needed to weed the farm. Pamela had to hire extra hands to help with weeding her farm. Buying
fertilizers and then engaging more hands to help weed her farm depleted her profit so much that she
could not make ends meet. She laments that the fertilizer is no longer effective on the land because of
the contamination of the land by oil. I asked Pamela if she received any assistance from the Government
or the oil companies to help her deal with the challenges she was facing with farming. She responded
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that nothing had been done except when the courts ordered SPDC to pay compensation for the
destruction of their land. There is no other form of rehabilitation. Pamela does not know how to do
anything other than farming. She grew up watching her mother farm and learned from her. That is how
she, too, got into farming. Unfortunately, her only known possible source of income has been taken
away from her by the oil spill.
I spoke with Kenneth, the fisherman who lives in Bodo, whose livelihood depends on fishing. His
voice ladened with emotion, he told his story. Following his family's tradition, Kenneth dropped out of
school to go fishing, having learned the skill from his father. "Before 2008, I had boats and nets that I
used for fishing" Kenneth said. After 2008, Kenneth's work was seriously impacted by the oil spills that
poisoned the water and killed the fish. As he put it, the spill seriously affected the river enough to catch
no more fish until today unless he goes on a distant journey to a far-off creek. Before the oil spill of
2008, followed by that of 2009 and 2010, he could fish and make enough money to take care of his
family, but "after three years [he] could no longer see the fish." Before the challenges, he would make
N12,000, N10,000 or N9,000 in a day. On a day that "God blesses [him]," he could consistently earn up
to N30,000 per day. Now, Kenneth cannot remember the last time he caught even up to N3,000 worth
of fish. At the time of our discussion, he barely makes N1,000 to N2,000 a day when fishing.
When asked how he has been able to cope, Kenneth mentioned that he had to resort to doing
labour work called “Ogboaja," which pays only N1,500 a day. It is hard labour work, where people help
builders to carry cement blocks, sand, and concrete mix for between eight to twelve hours a day for less
than 4 dollars a day. When asked if he ever received any assistance from the Government or the oil
company in the past, Kenneth said he had never received any form of aid except for the compensation
paid to some Bodo community members. Some community members were paid N600,000 as a one-off
payment. However, they did not remediate the water or land, so he could not go back to fishing. When
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they finished that money, they remained stranded. Since he does not possess any other skills but fishing,
and since he could not go back to fishing because of the polluted water, he can only do the Ogboaja
work, which is not guaranteed.
There were conflicting responses from the community members regarding whether or not they
received any form of assistance. For example, when I spoke to David and asked him if he knows of any
form of support provided to people in the community, he recalled that there was a "clinic" developed
for the women to train them on modern agriculture, also on how to go into agricultural products and
how they can link to external customers. He was unsure how many people were involved in this training
and how widespread it was but estimated that less than 5% of the community might be affected. When I
confronted Pamela with this same question, she said that she had not heard about any such training,
nor had her sister or her friends mentioned anything like that. She was confident that she would have
heard about anything like what David said. David seemed to have a second thought about what he said
about the training provided because he concluded that "there is nothing, nothing is going on, for the
community there is nothing."
The community members made some effort to obtain some form of support. Kenneth spoke about
his experience with his Union. He recalls when his Union requested everyone contribute N500 to bargain
with Shell to assist the fishermen. The fishermen each contributed N500, they wrote down their names
and did everything they told them to do, but nothing came out of this. Till this day, Kenneth explained,
they still have not seen any assistance. This is the plight of the poor; they do not have anyone to fight for
them or stand up for them. They can not even dream because they are sure it will amount to nothing.
The desperation, the anxiety, the lack of hope, and the fear of what tomorrow holds for them places
immense psychological stress on them.
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This loss of the economic source of livelihood experienced by the people of Bodo village is consistent
with the finding by Salako et al. (2012). The authors say oil spilled on either land or water has
consequences for the environment, which can be extensive, including the destruction of wildlife,
biodiversity, fertile soil, air pollution, drinking water pollution, farmland degradation and aquatic
ecosystems damage (p. 146). Economically, Zhang et al. (2008) point out that disasters, whether natural
or technological, impact community livelihood sources depending on their livelihood sources, the
viability of businesses, and the health and wellbeing of people (p. 43). Specifically, Akujuru and Rudduck
(2016) explain from their work that oil spills and other environmental hazards can have devastating
effects on community households and their livelihoods. Some families might effectively cope, while
others may lose their livelihoods (p. 239). Kenneth and Pamela lost their livelihood and fell into poverty.
They did not receive any support or assistance, nor were they rehabilitated. As a result, it has been
difficult for them to recover from the oil spill disaster that befell them so many years now. This situation
has impacted their vulnerability status (O’Mathuna et al., 2018; Bankoff et al., 2004) and, invariably,
their coping and resilience (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013; Blaikie et al., 2005; Parker, 2020).
The community people I talked to, and my review of secondary sources confirmed the extent of the
devastation of the environment of Ogoniland. Observation and examination of photographs of these
devastations reveal extensive damage to the marine environment of Bodo, the groundwater, their
streams, and their farmlands. While this study did not carry out specific social and wellbeing studies, the
lamentation from the community members is consistent with findings from previous studies. For
example, Peirce et al. (1998) say pollution of the environment is in the form of contamination to water,
food, and air in such a way that it poses a real threat to our health as humans, and our wellbeing, to the
extent of harming nonhuman nature without any justification (p. 1). This statement from Gill & Picou
(1998) sums up the atmosphere in the Bodo community. Most times, technological disaster is known to
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create uncertainty related to long-term fear of exposure and the impacts it has on resources, property,
and even health. In addition, this uncertainty includes concerns of restoration and recovery compelling
individuals involved in trying to generate their perception of realities. As a result, disputes usually
emerge between those exposed to the contamination regarding the existence of a problem. Victims may
go as far as engaging the services of experts just to state their case (p. 796). These things happened in
the Bodo community. The community supported by experts filed a lawsuit against SPDC in the United
Kingdom. They won compensation to community members who could provide complete
documentation.

Ogoni Community in the Period of Oil Spill Disaster
During this research work, all the people I spoke to dwell or grew up in one community, Bodo. They
all share, at some level, a common experience of the things happening in the community. Having
acquired a thorough understanding of how the oil spills in Ogoniland started and how they affected their
lives, I shifted my focus to the community itself to understand its dynamics due to the oil spills they have
experienced. Everyone I spoke with demonstrated a good understanding of the history of the
community. I found out, however, that the depth of each person's knowledge varied from that of
others. Speaking with David, the ecosystem restoration specialist, a native of Bodo city, I came to
understand that the Bodo community is "one of the major impacted communities when we talk about
the oil spill in the Ogoni axis." David told me they have just wrapped up the first clean-up phase and
moved into phase two. Joshua, a historian, and an educationist gave me an in-depth understanding of
the history of Bodo. According to history, Ogoni is part of the Bantu stock, and they crossed the
Cameroon mountains. The migration was westward and included the Imo people. They then crossed the
Imo River to settle at a place called Mama. This Mama constituted the Kana pioneer settlement. From
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Mama, the early settlers came and settled at Dai. From Dai, they moved and settled in Gokana, which is
currently one of the Local Government Areas in Ogoniland where the Bodo community is situated.
As Joshua spoke about the history of Ogoni, his voice was laced with pride and excitement. I got the
impression from Joshua that the people of Bodo, and hence Ogoni, are unique and of a rare stock. Bodo
has a rich cultural history and is one of the 19 communities of the Gokana clan. The founder of Bodo was
known as Brigida. From him came the title "Brigida," currently being used by the rulers of the
community, beginning from Brigida one to Brigida the eight. It is said that five men were the initial
settlers living independently of one another at some point which later agreed to come together as one
community. They picked one of the five to be the leader, and this arrangement is what grew to the
current nine communities or dynasties in Bodo. There is a king or the common ruler, referred to as the
"Menebong in council in the local parlance." Implying that he has a council of chiefs who work with him
from the nine different dynasties that bring their representatives together, constituting the
administrative body for the community. This council of chiefs are permanent representatives from
various dynasties who help to keep the paramount ruler in check. A youth organization and some other
associations like the community-based Christian association mediate whenever there is a crisis.
Bodo is a farming and fishing settlement. Bodies of water link the community on the south to Bonny
Island and from the western side of Bodo to Okrika, linking Andonuwase and then up north to other
significant communities of Gokana. The community is therefore strategically located to have farm and
fishing settlements. Bodo has a vibrant cultural heritage tied to its marine environment. David shared his
perspective on some changes he has seen in the trado-cultural lifestyle of the community. He attributes
this to some changes partly by the influx of the Christian religion. David says there was a gradual shift
away from some of the traditional ways of life into Christianity. So, as Christianity became more
assertive, the original tradition became weaker. These changes have become drastic in the last ten
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years. He talked about the loss in the people's livelihood, which made people poor and frustrated. When
the source of livelihood became lost, the people were no longer keen on themselves. It became difficult
for them to even think about their culture. As this trend continued, David explained, people began to
lose interest in traditional and cultural activities. Within a couple of years, people no longer thought of
them. People became more focused on life-threatening issues that have arisen because of the
devastation of their environment and the consequences that came with it.
The people of Bodo are patriotic and committed to their community. You could hear this in their
voice as they spoke about their community in loving and caring tones. To the average Bodo person,
theirs is the best community in Ogoniland. Joshua, the historian, someone I came to regard as a patriot,
said that his community is the most populated, most influential, and one of the largest. Speaking with
such pride, he said the first Pilot from Ogoni was from Bodo. The first medical doctor from Ogoni, Dr.
Parker, is from Bodo. The first secondary school in Ogoni, constructed in 1966, was established in Bodo.
Looking back to what he describes as the good old days, Joshua recollects that what most of the
community needed was within its reach. For example, there was plentiful yield of Cassava and Yams,
which were the staple food crop. There were palm trees, and the animals were all there. The fish and
other creatures were also there in abundance. Joshua reminisces about the time where tigers and lions
lived within the vicinity. They would come to hunt goats and then run back into the forest. That was
immediately after the Nigerian civil war. Most wild animals have been chased away due to the pollution
of the environment by oil spills and gas flaring. Still reflecting on the recent past, he spoke about trees in
the mangroves where parrots build their nests and lay eggs. He remembers that they (the youths then)
would climb those trees to get to the chicks. Joshua believes his grandparents might have taken them as
pets. Present-day Bodo, he said, is currently devoid of all these natural spectacles because of the
changes brought about by the oil spills and the gas flaring. Continuing, Joshua lamented about the sorry
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state of the current Bodo community. The fishermen are suffering, and consequently, there is an
increase in the crime rate in the community. Returning to land and their "idle minds become the devil's
workshop." Not only that, but those without jobs may envy the community members with white-collar
jobs. Eventually, for some, this envy becomes transferred aggression. The pervasive poverty in the
community is taking its toll on the community.
There are other concerns within the Bodo community. The oil spill brought about suspicions, lack of
leadership trust, and other forms of confusion. There were also allegations of fraud levelled against the
community leadership. They are said to take sides with the oil companies by conducting backdoor
bargains with them when there is any conflict between them and community members. Bony, a
schoolteacher, said there is no trust. He mentioned, for example, that one cannot trust even their
"brother" to complete a project on their behalf because he is afraid that the person will "eat" the money
given to aid in project completion. So, rather than let one person syphon the money, people agree to
share the money among themselves, instead of completing the project the money is meant for. At least
that way, they believe they have received their fair share. I reflected on what Bony said and wondered
what must have pushed people to arrive at a place where no one is concerned about the "common
good" rather what people think about is themselves. No one wants to be their "brother's keeper" any
longer. It runs contrary to the popular concept of "social capital" during a disaster. In the Bodo
community and the larger Ogoni, technological disaster has had the opposite effect.
The group of Ogoni youths I interacted with confirmed some of these things. For example, youths
have been known to confront the community chiefs, accusing them of receiving money from Shell and
refusing to dispense the funds to the community. These confrontations often result in the youths
disturbing the community's peace in protest, destroying and damaging property in anger. The youths,
mostly university students, said they grew up knowing that there was peace between and within the
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communities, but that is no longer the case. They lament that when they were small, their parents used
to take them home to the village from the cities where they lived, but because of the insecurity in the
community, they no longer travel to the village. This internal squabble and suspicion of each other give
the oil companies opportunities to operate unopposed. David and Bony refer to this as a "divide and
rule" strategy. Explaining further, David said SPDC has tried to penetrate the community dividing them
against themselves. Now the unity, that synergy that was there before, is no longer present. This divide
and rule tactic led to the death of the activist "Ken-Saro-Wiwa and many others." They challenged the
Government, and the oil companies on behalf of the Ogoni communities and the Government executed
them. This divide and rule tactic is also used to block complaints from the people from leaving the
community.
Traditional leaders, like all leaders, are expected to care for those they lead. They should not operate
in their personal interests or with only their benefit in mind. In the Bodo community, this was not the
case. It was more a story of failure and disappointment in their leadership. Kenneth, the fisherman from
Bodo, described his traditional chief as behaving like a boy, saying he did not care about anybody but
himself alone. Badru said, "there is no chief in Bodo that will make a decision, or give an order, and it
will be binding." Part of the reason for this is the conflict between the traditional heads of the
community and the Community Development Committee (CDC) set up by the Government in each
community. According to Badru, the chairman of CDC and the traditional leader of the community are
not in agreement. Therefore, if the traditional chief, as head of the community, gives an order that is not
in synergy with the CDC Chairman, it cannot happen. Those are not the only issues with traditional
leadership in Bodo.
There are also internal scuffles and disagreements between the traditional leaders themselves. There
is often a clash between the ruling families. Badru said Ogoni has the highest number of first-class
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traditional rulers in the whole of Rivers State. In Kana, one of the four Local Governments alone, there
are three, Gokana has one, Tai has one, and Eleme has one. So, there are six traditional rulers in the six
kingdoms in Ogoniland in the 4 LGAs. So, succession becomes an issue when any of these leaders die.
Badru gave an example of his uncle, one of the traditional leaders. He died more than two years ago, but
they have not been able to find a successor for him due to internal squabble. The Government usually
intervenes to decide who should be the next on the throne, but this introduces politics. Who is finally
installed will not be accepted by the other contesting parties, who will refuse to submit to his rulership?
So, one can appreciate how deep and well-spread this “cankerworm” is in Ogoniland. Even
institutions set up to help the communities, like the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), is
dominated by the bourgeoisie, whose interest is to fill their pockets. "There is a lot of corruption going
on," Badru declared. Joshua, the schoolteacher, and proprietor from Bodo, described Ogoni people as
the "goose that lays the golden egg." He relates this statement to the fact that Ogoniland (the goose)
provides the money that runs the engine of the Nigerian economy (the golden egg). However, the goose
does not seem to benefit from the golden egg. There is a bone of contention centred around this idea of
being the "goose that lays the golden egg."
One such area of the clash, as Joshua explained, is Ogoni's demand for a 13% derivation formula,
which the respondent said has become 2% and 3%. According to Joshua, the Government claimed that
they (the Ogoni) were greedy. Joshua, however, contends that Ogoni is not being greedy, arguing that at
least Ogoni should be given something substantial to cater for their development. He does not think
that is too much to ask. Joshua believes that there are many things the Government of Nigeria could do
to make the people of Ogoni happy; unfortunately, nothing has been done. In particular, Joshua is
worried that "the whole place is like a volcano. It is like a human volcano, and one day it can erupt." I
reflected on the current scenario in the Ogoniland, the confusion, the militant activities by the youths
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where people are kidnapped at will, the banditry, the growing level of crime, insecurity, and lawlessness
in Ogoniland. I wondered if the "volcano had not already erupted." Its lava flows slowly but steadily,
creating social disorder and a lack of peace in Ogoniland. The tell-tales are present for all to see, and
statements like Joshua’s may be a shuddering indication of worse things to come.
Continuing, Joshua declared that there is a level of poverty within the community deep down. In my
discussions, I could hear the anguish of the people, like Pamela the farmer, like Kenneth the fisherman,
like Badru, the teacher from Port Harcourt, and the youths in the focus group. If only the Government or
the oil companies had done something to make the people happy. However, failure to assist the people
caused a deep distrust between the government and the people of Ogoni. For the ordinary person
within the confines of Ogoni, they have concluded that they do not have a government. The community
emerging from the above is similar to the five community unique response patterns when a
technological disaster happens "responsibility, uncertainty, social constructionism, corrosive
community, and chronic stress" (Gill & Picou, 1998, p. 796). At least four of these, uncertainty, social
constructionism, corrosive community, and chronic stress, are visible in Ogoni. The issue of corrosive
community described by Gill and Picou (1998) specifically mentioned a deterioration of social
relationships resulting from fear, anger, apprehension, confusion, conflict, and stress that characterize a
social milieu of uncertainty (p. 797). It is a very glaring example of the current state of Ogoni
communities. This corrosiveness has created issues in the Bodo community, destroying the desired
social support structure it needs to come out of the effects of a technological disaster like this one. Even
though Cline et al. (2010) argued that if people disagree on important issues, they can still end up
providing social support to each other at times of crisis. That is not visible in the case of the Bodo
community, my focus case study, as several discussions in subsequent sections and chapters will show
(p. 3, 4).
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The lack or absence of support from the Government, oil company to the community has resulted in
a high level of distrust between the government, the oil company, the communities, and invariably
amongst the community themselves. David describes the relationship as tripartite, saying that the
Government, communities, and oil companies should be connected and move in synergy.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. David sees the role or duty of the community as opening up and
accepting the multinationals to come on their land to operate. As the oil company operates, it should
demonstrate corporate social responsibility. That is what companies are to do for their host
communities where they are working.
Similarly, the Government receives taxes from multinationals and is expected to develop the
communities where the resources are extracted. The Government is the one that gave the license to
the multinationals to come and operate in the communities. David concluded that the Government has
failed to support the communities. Even though the communities expect the multinationals to come and
help them directly, they (the multinationals) do not see that as their responsibility. Badru, the exGovernment executive from Bodo, observed a lack of rapport between the oil companies and the
communities. Instead of the multinationals directly relating with the communities, they hide behind the
Government or use NGOs to interact with them. As a result, instead of having a mutual relationship, the
companies and the communities now have what Badru refers to as a "mortuary relationship." The result
of this unfulfilled expectation of the people, or in other words, the failure of Government, is the crisis
that developed, an uprising. The people, exploited and marginalized for too long, rose against the
leaders.
After this uprising, about three to four years ago, David, the environmentalist, said Shell signed a
Global Memorandum of Understanding (GMOU) with the communities where it operates. The
communities were split into clusters called "GMOU clusters." It was developed as an action plan for
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correcting some of the past flaws and as a re-entry strategy into Ogoniland if possible. David explained
that a certain agreed sum of money was paid annually into a trust fund account to develop the
communities. The communities were to look inwards and decide what they wanted to use this money to
do to meet their needs. However, David said that the multinationals have not been responsive. Since
2014 no contribution has been made. Bony confirmed the GMOU story and said he was a beneficiary of
the program. The program sponsored him to do an online Post Graduate Diploma training from
Liverpool University in the UK. About ten youths benefitted from this online program. They (the GMOU
program) also provided them with laptops and modems. Badru confirmed that the program also paid
West African Examination Council (WAEC) exam fees for some Ogoni students who could not afford it.
That was about three years ago. Badru has, however, not heard about the program again after that.
The Bodo community has never been the same since the oil spill disaster that it experienced. There
is a correlation between the effects of the oil spill in the community of Bodo and what Albert et al.
(2018) say. According to the authors oil spill impacts the social and cultural lives of people who
experience them, and organizations' activities produce changes that invariably impact the wellbeing of
the communities carrying out their activities. Oil spilled near or in vulnerable communities has affected
the environment, culture, traditions, local economy, norms, values, and ways of life among communities
(p. 1056). Oil spills have also caused violence and restlessness among the youths and other people of a
community. That has happened and is still happening in Bodo, a community in Ogoniland.
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Chapter Five: Research Findings
Vulnerability and the Risks it Poses for the Ogoni People in the Oil Spills
Disaster
Reflecting on my interactions with my Ogoni friends, I contemplated what could have so exposed
them to the hazard of oil spills. Perhaps vulnerability could be a contributing factor. In my analysis, this
theme emerged: vulnerability and its risk to the Ogoni people. Vulnerability is both central and
fundamental in the disaster construct. It is the situation where the weaknesses of individuals, groups or
communities leave them exposed and susceptible to harm as they face environmental and social
changes from either natural or technological hazards. As a result of their vulnerable state, these people
cannot adapt or cope with the threat that confronts them. The level of a vulnerability existing before
exposure to a hazard determines the extent of the risk to an individual, group, or community in the
event of a hazardous occurrence (O’Mathuna et al., 2018, p. 160). Different factors contribute to
vulnerability both pre-and post-arrival of the hazard that fuels the disaster. Such factors are resource
depletion, poverty, and marginalization (Bankoff et al., 2004, p. 1). The level of development is also a
critical factor that causes vulnerability in a community. Three variables relating to development and
vulnerability are “root causes, structural constraints, and unsafe conditions” (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013,
p. 41).
Secondary sources provide clues as to the state of the people of Ogoni pre- oil production, the
subsequent exploration, and the eventual spillage. In reflecting on these factors, the expression "there is
no smoke without fire" began to make sense. Ogoniland had a well-organized social system before the
invasion of the British Colonialists in 1901. It was described as having the largest land area with thick
forests and was known as the home of food. The people were known as "good fishermen and farmers"
(Amanyie, 2001, p. 9). Amanyie stated that the problems of Ogoniland began in 1901 because it refused
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to sign the treaty that would subject it to European rule. The subsequent war that followed "destroyed
the fabric of Ogoni society" (p. 10).
The British forcibly conscripted Ogoni into the Nigerian nation, and "in the circumstances, the
interest of the few and weak such as Ogoni suffered" (Amanyie, 2001, p. 10). In a similar explanation
Watts (2004) said the indirect rule imposed in the 1900s, began a period of political change… that
“economically marginalized the multi-ethnic communities of the Delta” (p. 58). Such was the state of
Ogoniland when oil was discovered in 1958. So, it would seem that pre-oil discovery and processing, the
social fabric of the Ogoni community was compromised, the community was already marginalized within
the newly constituted Nigerian nation. As a result, it was already vulnerable because it did not have a
voice and control over its environment. The discovery of oil in 1958 brought high expectations of a
better life and wellbeing. The expectations were never met. The people sank deeper into
underdevelopment and poverty. That was the state of the people when the oil spills began. The picture
painted by the land inhabitants described people living under overwhelming circumstances due to their
vulnerability. The community situation is desperate. Speaking with concern, his voice ladened with
emotion, Martin, the University Professor, mentioned that the land of Ogoni is heavily polluted. Despite
this, the farmers were still working the land, even though the yield was poor. Martin feels that this
shows the extent of desperation in their situation. The people do not have anywhere to go, so they
adapt to the detriment of their wellbeing.
Pamela, the farmer from Bodo, confirmed Martin's statement that the Ogoni people live in
desperation. She mentioned that because they could not find any other source of drinking water and do
not have the means to treat the available water (that is if treatment of the oil-polluted water is even
possible), they drink the polluted water as it is. When there is no other option, Pamela said they must
quench their thirst with what is available. It is a chilling reality to conceptualize if the sharing was not by
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the people experiencing it themselves. Martin, the Professor from Port Harcourt, a Bodo indigene,
mentioned that the community people are resigned to their fate because the bottom line is that they do
not have any other option. With the Government not responding promptly and effectively, they do not
have any other way or place to go. The community is limited in their options due to systemic issues.
Martin cited examples of the justice system in the country, which he described to be not robust. He
declared that if people wait to get justice, they will die waiting for it. He attributed this to the corruption
in the judicial system.
Joshua, the schoolteacher, remembers a comment vividly from Chinua Achebe, an author who made
a mark in Nigerian literary circles in the 1970s, the famous author of "Things Fall Apart." Referring to a
part of that book, Joshua said things fall apart; they have put a wedge in what holds us together, and
then the people are falling apart. The people are suffering, in anguish, and in poverty because they can
not make ends meet. In frustration, he concluded that they were now "heading towards Armageddon."
The schoolteacher from Port Harcourt, Bony, referred to the situation as the "survival of the fittest." In
this situation, he told me, everyone is on their own. Pamela, the female farmer from Bodo, speaking in
pidgin English, said that one had to do whatever one had to do for things to be better for them. Pamela,
referring to her situation when we spoke, said it is better to just go to the farm than to stay at home
doing nothing anyway. Reconsidering her statement, she then said sometimes it might even be better to
just stay at home since farming is no longer viable. Although these comments came at different times, a
sense of shared hopelessness echoed loudly through their thoughts. I could feel the pain, anger, and
frustration in their voices as they spoke about the situation and their experiences. As an outsider, I
struggled to contain my emotions at specific points as I contemplated the level of abandonment of these
people.
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The people of Bodo continue to live with uncertainty. Kenneth, a fisherman (or rather, an exfisherman) who is now out of the fishing business due to the polluted waters had this to say. Responding
to what he has done with his boats and fishing nets, he said the boats and the nets are still intact. As far
as Kenneth is concerned, his attitude is that if he catches Fish, that is fine, but if he tries and does not
make a catch, that is fine too. It is clear from Pamela's similar statement earlier that they are resigned to
what life deals them. Life in Bodo, at this time, is a struggle for the community members. David, the
ecosystem restoration specialist, told me that one irreparable damage this has caused to the community
is the loss of transfer of skills between parents and their children.
The children of fishermen, and even farmers, who lost their source of livelihood, can not continue
with the fishing or farming practice any longer. Those who do not have any other skills or source of
income try their hand at "petty trading" but, the challenge is acquiring the capital to go into trading.
Some decide to go into carpentry; however, the challenge is the lack of money to buy the tools they
require and learn the skills. Moreover, even if one successfully learns a trade, it is not easy to find a
place to work with the skills they have picked up or find an employer to hire them. This cycle of struggle
eventually pushes people into crime. They begin to steal and become involved with other criminal
activities when they can not make ends meet. According to David, unemployment, hunger, and anger
increase, petty stealing, and other related criminal activities. Ademola, the oil spill detection and
remediation expert, narrated a story of a situation in Bayelsa (not in Ogoniland) to buttress the local
community's indifference to the oil spill situation and its impact. He noticed that the community people
were deliberately diverting spilled oil to their land. When they were cautioned about eating from soil
contaminated with oil that it can lead to cancer, a chief in that community said, "which one kills faster,
hunger or cancer?" It is like he was saying this is a case of the "devil's alternative" as Forsyth (1979)
explained, "whichever option I choose, men are going to die." (p. 401). This state of frustration,
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helplessness, and surrender they have found themselves in is unmistakably visible from my discussion
with those in the Bodo community.
The people of Ogoni live perpetually, daily, with the hazard and pollution that has ravaged and
devastated their environment, subjecting them to abject poverty. Since they do not have anywhere else
to go, they try to adapt to the circumstances they have found themselves. Martin said, "they adapt in
such a way that it costs them their health because they virtually eat contaminated produce from such
contaminated land." UNEP (2011) reported that "people are drinking water containing "Benzene,
butene, toluene, with a concentration over 900 times above the permissible limits set by the WHO" (p.
11). A choice that at first glance may seem suicidal but seems to have become the new lifestyle for the
people of Ogoni. The people now live with the health consequences of their forced lifestyle, with no sign
of help on the horizon. According to Martin, the situation is complicated. Ordinarily, help should have
come from the government, but that is not possible because of the conflict of interest that now exists,
he said. Martin explained that "we have a situation whereby the government that is supposed to
regulate is also an investor, and so it makes it complicated." A conflict of interest arises because the
government cannot regulate itself, let alone control the oil companies in a process that they are fully
involved.
I spoke with Angela and Danny, both from the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), a
Federal Government organization responsible for coordinating emergency responses. My talk with them
revealed that there had not been any form of rehabilitation offered to the Ogoni people since these
spills. It is not clear why NEMA has not made any attempt at rehabilitating the communities of Ogoni.
The same NEMA has rescued communities that suffered natural disasters like floods, drought, and even
community clashes. Could it be that the slow or gradual nature of the oil spill and the pollution from oil
activities does not make it fall squarely within NEMA's definition of disasters or an emergency? That can
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not be the case because Angela classified disaster from NEMA's perspective as "a single disruption of the
functioning of society causing widespread human, material (CDC, 2021, n.p) environmental losses which
exceed the abilities of the affected society to cope using its resources." Looking at this definition, it
would follow that the situation in Ogoni qualifies as a disaster because, from all indications, the oil spills
have caused widespread human, material, and environmental losses in the Ogoni community. These
losses have exceeded the capacity of the Ogoni people to recoup. It, therefore, defies my logic that
NEMA has not responded to the disaster situation in Ogoni. All of those I spoke with were unanimous in
the understanding that no assistance has come to the community. It appears as if the people are left to
fend for themselves. The only form of assistance that seems to be under consideration is the clean-up
effort, which just began after a long international outcry. Of course, nothing is being said about the loss
of social and cultural identity, source of livelihood, psychosocial impacts, and trauma that the
community has experienced. The question that lingers in the minds of the Ogoni people, and mine, is
how they will come out of this situation. Can the people of Ogoni recover from this disaster? Despite the
development of the International Strategy on Disaster Reduction (ISDR) by The United Nations in 2000
and its adoption by all Member States (including Nigeria), communities like Ogoni remain unprotected.

Cultural, Social, Economic Perspectives and the Changes in Ogoni Due to Oil
Spills Disaster
My interactions with the people revealed very clearly that Ogoniland is very rich in culture. The
average Ogoni person takes great pride in their culture and unique social environment. Joshua, the
schoolteacher, and proprietor resident in Bodo, was very conscious of his people's uniqueness, and he
did not hide it in his discussion. He spoke about it with glowing and naked pride in his voice. A more
significant part of the Ogoni culture and lifestyle is interwoven with its marine environment. This
concept of ties of people's cultural and social lifestyle to their marine environment is consistent with
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what Edward (2012) found in his research, which I discussed in chapter two. Martin, the Professor from
Port Harcourt, who happens to also be from the Bodo community, is exceptionally versed in the cultural
practices of the land. He described some of the cultural practices that were very active before the oil
spills, but now are no longer. I wanted to know if Martin had noticed any changes in the social and
cultural lifestyle of the people of Ogoni over the years that could be a result of the oil spills. He said
there had been changes over time in terms of cultural festivals and even social interactions without any
hesitation.
One example Martin readily provided was the cultural practice of celebrating the new yam festival,
which is very prominent. One of Martin's colleagues briefly interrupted us, and as he chatted with this
person, I looked around. Martin's office was large but sparsely furnished. While I feasted my eyes on the
environment of his office, mauling over what I heard so far, Martin returned to our conversation
smoothly, picking up effortlessly from where he left off as if there was no interruption. So prominent, he
said, and essential, that the deputy paramount ruler of Bodo, who is also considered the chief priest of
the community, is the custodian of this cultural event. During this festival, the community people cook
yam, pound yam, and cook soup. Martin explained further that people would be eating yam in different
forms in every compound you enter. This cultural practice is no more. Another important cultural
practice of the community affected directly by the oil spill is the Ogbonja cultural festival. It is an annual
festival where the women in the community come together to cook, and they invite the men to go and
eat with them. At its climax, the women move to the stream to bathe. Unfortunately, they can no longer
bathe in the stream due to the pollution. That is the extent to which the oil spill has impacted their
culture.
In Ogoni, there is an event called the Koagba festival, which translates to, "you are sending the old
year away." According to Martin, before December 31st, every household finds items that they do not
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want to take with them into the new year. They assemble the items, and at midnight on December 31st,
they move out in groups, in pockets, with each person carrying the old items shouting in their local
dialect, “Afakaba lale oh wan gba ah wagbadun, wan gba ah wagbadun." Meaning "old year should go,
and the new year should come, old year should go, the new year should come." Reaching the
waterfront, the women dump the old items and then move into the creek to fetch water to bathe. To
the community, the water symbolizes the newness of life. So, the people are sending away the
difficulties of the old year to make way for what they hope will be a new way of life, a fresh breath of
air. Again, the polluted creek has truncated that culture. I felt my emotions begin to swell at the thought
of the disappearance of such meaningful cultural practices.
Another fading cultural practice that Martin discussed is the community fishing party. According to
Martin, every three years during the equinoxial tide (extremely high tides), the local fishermen come
together, contribute nets or other fishing items in their arsenal, and focus on a lagoon-like section of the
creek called dobun, in local parlance. Dobun is the community fishing ground. It is fenced and boasts an
extensive mangrove within which the community members enter to fish. The elevated salt
concentration of the sea water usually drove Fish into the "nooks and crannies" of the mangrove forest
towards the people, resulting in a bumper harvest. Martin said that men, women, children, boys, and
girls would come out to fish. This practice filled the people with a sense of togetherness.
Interestingly, as they sit on the waterfront, waiting for the tides to recede and for the fishing venture
to begin, pockets of fires are started on the waterfront. People sit there, eating dry Corn or Fish they
brought from home. Elders use this opportunity, the waiting opportunity, to tell the young ones stories
that have been preserved in their tradition orally fostering the transfer of the oral storytelling tradition
within the young. Since the Bodo oil spill of 2008, the community fishing party has not occurred because
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Dobun is not yet clean. Martin was so vivid and detailed in his recounting of the community fishing
parties, and this exciting tale pulled me in.
David, the ecosystem restoration specialist, shared his own experience of some of the changes in
Bodo. He spoke about the community's way of life and how the oil spills affected it. He told me that the
Bodo ecosystem is an estuary where fresh and saltwater converge. When the water receded, freshwater
came from the ground; natural water sprang up from the riverbed. Explaining further, David said the
people would rush in to fetch water at this point. They drank this water because it was one of "purest
sources." Everyone in the community went there to fetch or use the water for washing and other needs.
However, all of that was destroyed by the spills. Everybody had to depend on the water from dugout
wells. Badru, the ex-government executive from Bodo, said that as a young boy growing up in Bodo, he
used to fish and pick Periwinkles and Crabs in what he referred to as the “chikoko mud." It was a trendy
thing then, according to Badru. As he put it, “you can’t be a young man in the house and your mother,
your parents go to buy periwinkle or go to buy crab or go to buy vegetables.” Badru told me that years
later, when he returned to Bodo and saw the devastation that had taken place, he asked if this was the
same place, he used to visit to catch crab? The whole area had become battered and black. It was
covered with oil. He no longer saw periwinkle, no longer saw a crab, and worse of all, the mangrove was
gone. The presence of the mangrove and the palms provided habitation for the seafood. So, Badru
concluded, this practice is no more because the mangrove has disappeared. In his own words, "what you
now see is like a desert in the sea."
Bony, the teacher, living in Port Harcourt, confirmed what Badru said about changes to the way of
life of Bodo community people. He said when he was small, there was a place called Dodibo. When he
was in primary school, he went there with his net to catch Fish and crabs, which he would eat right
there. He also recalls visiting a place called Elumu lemachi bopo. One did not need a boat to visit Elumu
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lemachi bopo. They just walked through the water, catching Fish along the way. He also spoke about
picking periwinkle in the mangrove and cutting from the trees to make firewood, both of which could be
sold. "However, because of the oil spills that happened some years back, the place is…."
Bony could not complete the statement, instead in a ladened emotional voice, he said, "I do not
know, I do not know." The frustration in his voice was palpable through the phone, even without seeing
his face. Martin, the University Professor, also from Bodo but living in Port Harcourt, referred to the
extinction of his community's social and cultural practices as "un-acculturation" taking place in Ogoni
communities because of the "influx of people from other works of life into those indigenous
communities." He explained that most people come into the Bodo community with their lifestyles and
culture. The oil spills also affected a practice referred to as "scaffolding." This is a practice where, as a
growing child, young people join their parents to go fishing. The primary responsibility of those who
tagged along with their parents was to bail out water from the boat. Still, while doing that, they also
watched and learned from their parents as they fished. Through this process, there was the transfer of
fishing skills down through the family lineage. With the devastation of the water through oil spills,
Martin said, fishing has stopped, and the fishing methods preserved in families are now lost.
Martin also referred to what he called the "weeding cooperatives." He described this as a practice
where young girls form working groups, travel from one farm to another, weeding for others. This
practice has also disappeared because there are no longer farmlands in the communities. Social
pollution is the phrase Joshua used to describe the situation where the women in Bodo "break
boundaries" instituted by the community. By breaking boundaries, Joshua was referring to Bodo women
intermingling with outsiders, thereby destroying what he referred to as the "social purity" of the Ogoni
people. He is convinced that the women are doing this, going against the custom due to poverty in the
land and their need to survive, thereby destroying what he referred to as the "social purity" of his
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people. When I thought he was finished, Joshua added that as far as he was concerned, the product of
the union between an Ogoni woman and a non-Ogoni person is not considered an original Ogoni person.
In his own words, "there are some qualities of human beings that are being produced due to some of
the visitors that can not be described as the original Ogoni man." Sitting in my uncomfortableness, I
understood the question of whether this statement is right or wrong to be irrelevant. It was his
experience, and therefore, it was to be respected. Joshua also spoke about "social disorganization,"
which he claims has led to the breakdown of law and order, cultism in the community, and the loss of
respect for elders due to the "craze for money" by the younger generation. There is also social
confusion, economic disorganization, and cultural decline in everything his community is involved in
currently. Due to the "craze for money," Joshua explained further, educational standards have dropped.
There is a lot of exam malpractices because people hope to buy their way through education. He said his
prayer is that his community, Bodo village, can return to the status quo, but he believes that is
impossible.
In a separate interaction, Kenneth, the fisherman, said he grew up seeing his father fishing, and that
is what he dropped out of school to do. He had been involved in the fishing business for six years before
everything went wrong for him. The experiences Martin, Bony, Joshua and Kenneth, shared as the
impact of the oil spills on Bodo community culture, social lifestyle livelihood are consistent with earlier
studies by Albert et al. (2018), who show that oil spilled near or in vulnerable communities have been
known to have impact not just on the environment but on the "culture, traditions, local economy,
norms, values and ways of life among communities” (P. 1056). The community members I spoke with
did mention other cultural practices, like rogbojo, reigboro, the disanigbu, and the amanigbo fraternity,
which are primarily cultural plays by men and women, that have come to extinction. There are also
practices like "Okpokorima masquerade” and group cultural dances that were predominant in those
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days but are no more. Exploring these memories, David, the ecosystem specialist, recalled that it was a
lot of fun back in the day. Growing up, he noticed that these practices started dying down.
While the thought of losing all these cultural practices was not a palatable experience, the people I
spoke with, both on the phone and in person, spoke about the memories with mixed emotions. For
those in person, one could see smiles on their faces as they remembered how they were growing up.
Still, that expression quickly soured as they remembered the current situation. It was a collection of
"bittersweets" ("a pleasant but including or marked by elements of suffering or regret." - Mariam
Webster Dictionary) memories, it seems. Bony, the teacher, spoke about "Agiri," a cultural masquerade
when he was young, and the Vikanu and Tete. Bony explained that to be a member of some of these
cultural groups, you were expected to register and undergo training. After some time, the groups would
emerge to display their skills. Adding to the rugged and intriguing tales, Pamela, the farmer, described a
cultural practice she claimed still exists within the Bodo community. For instance, if, say, a woman was
married in the morning, and her husband died that same afternoon, she is never allowed to remarry. It
does not matter how young she is, and whether or not she has a child, she can no longer get married. By
this tradition, the woman is expected to remain unmarried but continue to bear children, for her late
husband, through her interaction with men. Surprisingly, as Pamela mentioned, this practice has not
been affected by changes brought about by the oil spill or the influx of Christianity. I also spoke to some
youths from the Ogoni communities who talked about the loss of respect for elders. According to the
youths, when growing up at home (Bodo), they learned respect from the grassroots. They greet the
elders meticulously; they do not disrespect them. That has "been part of my life till growing up," one
youth said in response to a question about changes they have noticed in the community.
As a result of the oil spill, farming space in Bodo has shrunk. It has economic implications. For
example, Pamela, the farmer, said she now has to hustle to make enough money to cover the cost of her
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farm inputs like the Corn and Okra, which she bought with cash. She said she could no longer take what
came from her farm home because everything had to be sold to recover the money put into the farm. A
one-off compensation was paid to the people of the Bodo community after the community took SPDC to
court in the UK, and the company agreed to an out-of-court settlement. By agreeing to pay
compensation to the community of Bodo, SPDC in effect accepted responsibility for the oil pollution in
Bodo. Even though SPDC maintains that it has not done anything wrong, it is an indictment. Community
members were interviewed to determine what they had lost so they could use that to quantify the
measure of the value of the compensation in monetary terms. SPDC and the community of Bodo arrived
at an agreed sum of money to pay, per head, as compensation. From all indications, the compensation
paid to the community did not make much difference to their economic status. Badru, the retired
government executive, said that his community had added only a few houses from when he was young.
That is his measure of how poor the community is. He used himself as an example; he worked for thirtyfive years but could not build a house in his village until recently. He said, "so, you can imagine how long
it took me to become a man,” using finger quotes around “a man.”
According to Badru, the cause of poverty in Ogoniland is the continued absence of oil activities in
Ogoniland. He believes this is responsible for the poverty in the area. SPDC oil operations in Ogoniland
ceased in 1993 when the company was driven out of Ogoniland by the people. Badru drew a comparison
between other communities outside of Ogoniland like Bonny, where Shell and Agip operate, Omoku,
where much activity is underway by Agip and Elf. He claims that his counterparts from the Bonny axis
are economically better off than himself because active oil activities create economic income for the
people. Essentially, his contemporaries in Bonny are not struggling because the oil activity in these
communities empowers them economically. The people of Bodo are facing economic realities. Badru
gave an example that, before now, when people go to the village from the city, they could get Fish and
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foodstuff like garri, which they bring back to the town. However, the shocking thing is they have to buy
these things from the city to give the people in the village. In Bodo, farming no longer occurs at a
comparable scale, and fishing has ceased entirely. Despite all these, Badru said he sees a positive trend.
He said that there had been an increase in commerce over the years. As he explained it, the Bodo he
grew up in was not commerce-oriented but community-based. People did not hire labour for their
farms; instead, friends came to farm for each other. However, today, people have to hire labour for their
farm work, which he attributes to a commercial mentality.
The aftermath of technological disasters is the issues that come with them, as Gill and Picou (1998)
identified. One glaring issue that has emerged from the Ogoniland oil disaster is the social vices. The
different people I spoke with identified fraud, divisive tactics, bribery and corruption, increased crime
rates, and clashes as some of the social evils that have come up in their community due to the oil spills.
Specifically, Joshua, the schoolteacher in Bodo, lamented how "some greedy community chiefs" try to
monopolize scholarship forms so that it does not reach the "poorest of the poor." Continuing, he
claimed that the chiefs also take sides with the oil companies against the community, partaking in
backdoor deals. He also spoke about divisive tactics; the oil companies and the Government resort to
the extent that community complaints do not go anywhere. On the issue of bribery, Joshua said that the
oil companies easily bribe the community leadership. In turn, community leadership refuse to forward
complaints from the community members. This behaviour results in a vicious cycle of confusion that
gives rise to crimes. David, the ecosystem specialist, confirmed what Joshua said regarding the SPDC
attempt to penetrate the community leadership ranks and the community in general, dividing them
against themselves. The unity and synergy that used to be among the leadership and the community are
no longer there. It is now a kind of divide and rule game.
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Pamela, the farmer from Bodo, confirmed that malpractices are going on among the chiefs in the
community. She described a situation where everybody is more concerned about themselves. If not
outrightly impossible, it is challenging to interact with the chiefs or know what they are up to. Pamela
said that when any assistance comes to the community, the community members do not get to see
these things because the community chiefs intercept them. The reality, Pamela said, is that the
community leaders are more concerned about themselves and their immediate families. The corruption
in the system has not helped matters because it is "fueling illegality." As Joshua pointed out, the illegal
oil refining business by the youths is only possible because the security forces take bribes. What is in
existence now, Joshua said, is that gangsters are always on display because they control the oil route
and the bunkering route.
Certain factors gave rise to the things happening in the Ogoni communities, especially where
community members had confirmed these things were not present when they were growing up. A
culprit that one can point to, as established by the community members, as the cause of the increase in
crime rate is the loss of income by the fishermen and farmers. The land and the waters are polluted
beyond any immediate remedy. Those who want to fish cannot, and the farmers who want to farm
cannot. David provided a very vivid example. He said there are instances where community members
have products they are nurturing on their farms. Close to its maturity, the owners of the plantain may
arrive at the farm one day to discover the product is no longer there because thieves have stolen it.
Petty stealing and other related criminal activities have also increased due to the hunger, anger, and
idleness accompanying unemployment. Sometimes there are clashes when government personnel visit
the community with security personnel. It further strains the relationship between the community, the
oil companies, and the Government. At this stage, the situation in Ogoni communities appears like a
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vicious cycle. The oil spill in Ogoniland instigated some domino events, which were touched on in this
chapter and upcoming chapters.
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Chapter Six: Research Findings
Ogoni Community Response to Oil Spill Disaster
Every situation, whether positive or negative, elicits some form of response. From my interactions
with the people of the Ogoni community in Bodo, I could see that theirs is no different. I learned much
from experiences they shared with me: the social and cultural challenges, impact on their lifestyle, their
relationships, and the historical context. While I perceived there may have been some responses or
reactions from the Community, I was unsure what that might look like. So, I decided to discuss with my
Bodo friends to understand from their perspectives how they responded to these spills as individuals
and as a community. A critical response to the effects of the oil spills on the Ogoni people was
relocation. While discussing the overwhelming circumstances that the Community faced in chapter four,
a key focus was their frustration and desperation. They were ready to do anything to survive. This
desperation led some Ogoni people to relocate. "As I talk to you now, most of our people have travelled
to Cameroon so that they can survive," said Kenneth.
While it looked like relocating was straightforward, it was not without its challenges. When I asked
Kenneth why he had not relocated, he remarked that his family disapproved of leaving for Cameroon
like the other fishermen. His family understood that if he left for Cameroon, it was unclear what they
would eat, how they would survive while he was away. David, the ecosystem specialist, affirmed what
Kenneth mentioned. In the pursuit of survival, David indicated that fishermen who had nothing else to
do were forced to migrate. They relocated to southern Cameroon, especially the fishermen, because
they could not diversify their source of livelihood. They had no option, nowhere else to go, David
explained. He further explained that the fishermen could not go out to the cities, so they migrated to
other fishing settlements in the neighbouring communities like Okrika, Highland, Calabari area, and
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mainly Cameroon, creating a convergence between the Cameroon and the Bodo people. It was a mass
“move to greener pastures,” David said, a better alternative than the situation where few others
decided to remain in Bodo even in abject poverty, sustaining themselves by labouring or depending on
associates or relatives to provide for them. I thought to myself, how long will such assistance last?
Badru, the retired government executive from Bodo who lives in Port Harcourt, described this
migration and relocation differently. He believed that more and more people were leaving the villages
and coming to town to look for work because the fishing and farming activities in the communities did
not pay much. Bony, the schoolteacher, on the other hand said that Bodo is a village, not a city, so he
does not see the likelihood of the people moving. Where would they move to? The cities? As far as he's
concerned, they cannot go to the cities. Alternatively, what most people do is to move to Cameroon.
That is mostly fishermen. In the same vein, Bony observed that some women move from Bodo to the
neighbouring communities, like Bamguia in Tai LGA in Ogoniland. Most of the communities in Tai were
not affected by the oil spill, so they have farmland available. Bony mentioned a family he knows that
goes to Tai LGA, to a place called “Onne camp” to farm. Relocation or migration as a response to
environmental pollution is not a new phenomenon. As I mentioned in chapter two, Assan & Rosenfeld
(2012) suggest that there is a tendency for people to move to a new environment, either temporarily or
permanently, when their environment is impacted by contamination or other damages from disasters.
Migration is a well-known survival strategy after a disaster that has resulted in environmental changes
(p. 1047). The experiences of the people of Bodo are therefore consistent with what has happened in
other situations.
When a community experiences a Chronic Technological Disaster (CTD) like the one experienced by
the Bodo community of Ogoniland, different reactions can ensue from the community. The responses
vary and may be positive or negative. This response from communities after a CTD has been referred to
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as a coping response (Couch & Coles, 2011, p. 143). Martin, the University Professor, described the
community attitude even under the circumstances they found themselves in. He said the community has
long reported oil spill incidents to the oil regulator and the National oil spill detection and response
agency (NOSDRA). As I understand it, even though SPDC has no longer been operating in Bodo since
1993, oil spills were still occurring because the pipelines passing through Bodo were still actively
conveying oil. These were the pipelines that leaked. In the absence of SPDC on the ground, the
community demonstrated positive attitudes by calling the attention of the necessary authorities to
damages observed. The other aspect of response that Martin shared with me is that the community has
made efforts to protest the oil spills and the pollution of their environment. They still talked about it and
insisted that their environment be cleaned. However, Martin was quick to add that the communities
were limited by the system on how far they could go. Martin specifically mentioned the flawed justice
system.
Addressing my inquiry on the community response, Badru, the retired government executive,
informed me that the Bodo community is helpless because the community leaders who should speak for
them are not always available. Most of them live in Port Harcourt, the State capital, and only visit the
Community periodically or attend meetings. Therefore, the absence of an active, reliable, and
dependable leadership was a handicap that impacted their ability to respond in their situation. Badru
also opined that the Community's relationship and distance with the Government were contributing
factors that further influenced their response. In keeping with the standard practice in Nigeria (which is
that everything depended on who you knew in high places), Badru explained that for a community with
people in Government, their response to issues was different from the communities that did not have
people in Government. That notwithstanding, the Bodo community took SPDC to court and won, with
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compensation paid by SPDC. According to Badru, the Bodo community was on the verge of obtaining a
judgment against SPDC when SPDC accepted responsibility and proposed a settlement out of court.
Badru explained that the Bodo community was assisted by a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
called the Centre for Environment, Human Rights and Development. One of the central persons in the
NGO happened to be from the Bodo community, Badru said. He was an expert in marine ecosystem
management and restoration, so he took it up and established contact with an international law firm
specializing in cases like this one. So, that was the response of the Community, Badru concluded.
However, it is essential to reiterate that the court case between Bodo and SPDC was not in Nigeria but
the United Kingdom. With the level of corruption in the Nigeria Judicial system, it is not clear if the case
would have been quickly resolved as it was in the UK. Based on various records available, Bodo
Community took SPDC to court in the UK in April 2014. The full trial was slated for May 2015. However,
it would appear that the two parties agreed to settle out of court. In January 2015, SPDC decided to pay
fifty-five million British Pounds to the Community. Those who met the criteria to receive the payments
in Bodo received about Six Hundred Thousand Naira each which is equivalent to One Thousand and
Seventy-One Pounds by today’s conversion rate. David emphasized that SPDC accepted responsibility for
the spill, admitting that it was a flaw on their part. That was the 2008 and 2009 spill where up to
300,000 barrels of leaking oil destroyed 1,000 hectares of mangrove swamps and channels, wrecking the
predominantly fishing Community's livelihoods (Meyer, 2014). Aside from agreeing to pay
compensation, SPDC also decided to clean the environment.
As part of their reaction to the destruction of their land by the oil spill, the people of Ogoni decided
to send SPDC away from their land in 1993. This meant an end to the SPDC operations in Ogoniland.
SPDC’s account of what transpired is that the Movement for Survival of Ogoni People (MOSOP), an
organization established in 1990, and led by the late activist, Ken Saro-wiwa, began campaigning for
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greater control over oil and gas resources on their land, for economic development, and autonomy over
their affairs, including cultural, religious, and environmental matters (Shell, n.d, par. 2). MOSOP
demands, according to the SPDC account, were summarised in their 1990 "Ogoni Bill of Rights," which
were primarily political and addressed to the Nigerian Government (Shell, n.d, par. 2). As a result of this
agitation, eventually SPDC was given a 30-day ultimatum to produce US$6 billion in royalties from past
oil production and US$4 billion for alleged environmental damage or leave Ogoni land (Shell, n.d, par. 2).
Twenty years after SPDC stopped operations in Ogoniland, Badru indicated that he is not comfortable
with the continued absence of Oil activities in Ogoniland. During our conversation, he informed me that
he thinks it is time for Ogoniland to move from confrontation to engagement. He believes it is better to
dialogue than to be confrontational; otherwise, how can Ogoni benefit from the oil in the "remaining
days" that oil will be available? It is perplexing to hear Badru speak of the oil reserves of Ogoni as if
there are "only days" left. Still, this is the urgency he attaches to the need to end confrontation and
engage in dialogue with SPDC. SPDC, on its part, said it has been calling for reconciliation with the Ogoni
people ever since, even though violence against its staff and action targeting its facilities was what
forced them to pull away from Ogoniland in 1993 (Shell, n.d, par. 3).
Badru’s concern is that Ogoni is fighting a war that is not beneficial. While it is fighting, other
communities with oil installations are actively cooperating with oil companies and prospering. His
argument: rather than Ogoni people going to these different communities that are doing well and
begging them for cleaning or driving jobs, it would be better to allow SPDC to come back in to
commence its operations instead of keeping the installations locked up as they are currently. While
Badru’s argument and concern are interesting, I doubt he would get any followership in his Community
of Bodo due to the current corrosive environment. Although seeking peace can be positive, the question
is the readiness of the people to embark on that journey. At the same time, the aftereffects of the
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environmental damage linger in the land and their memories. How would the lack of trust and suspicion
between the people, SPDC and the government be repaired? Badru does not have a ready answer to
these questions either. Divergence of opinion is not uncommon when there is a technological disaster.
Some responses or reactions from the communities can be tagged negative because of their impact
on some aspects of the Community. Bunkering is a common practice in the Niger Delta as a whole and
Ogoniland in particular. Bunkering "encompasses all acts involving oil theft, including diversion and
smuggling of oil and unauthorized loading of ships." (Mangan, 2015, par. 4). A common practice in the
Ogoni community involved tapping into active oil pipelines. The oil was then syphoned through the
tapped point and transported elsewhere to be refined locally. Badru spoke to me about the bunkering
that went on in Ogoni. He mentioned that there are two types: illegal and legal bunkering.
According to Badru, legal bunkering is not in the refinery but the diversion of petroleum products
from the direct source. To explain further, he provided an example. Let's say an oil tanker was loaded,
and it was meant to go to a particular filling (gas) station. Instead of taking it there, it is diverted
somewhere else. In the case of illegal bunkering, Badru continued, the perpetrators divert the crude oil
and refine it. When the crude oil is refined, there are only two products: 80% diesel and 20% fuel. This
was alarming information. I asked if this was worth all the risk these people took to do this. Badru’s
response was, "sir, enough is a small word, ask me whether they make sustainable quantity. It is a
sustainable way of life now." Badru declared that the boys have so much money, which allows them to
buy guns to challenge anybody.
My review of other sources confirmed Badru’s information. Every day, oil companies in Nigeria lose
between 300,000 and 400,000 barrels to illegal theft. Theft accounts for roughly 15 percent of Nigeria’s
2.4 million barrels per day (Mangan, 2015, par. 3). Even though this is an illegal operation, what Badru
said next surprised me. According to Badru, people, like filling (gas) station owners, would purchase the
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refined product from these illicit producers. Security operatives stationed to catch these offenders turn
a blind eye because the boys give them bribes. According to Badru, there are specific days that they
move their products. Coincidentally, the day I talked with him happened to be the evacuation day. On
this day, all security operatives will be resting and be collecting returns from the guys. Speaking with
community members, I realized that it is not possible to talk about the illegal bunkering in Ogoniland
without mentioning “Kpo fire.” The word does not look or sound like an English word. Those I spoke
with did not say if this is an Ogoni word. However, while speaking to Badru, I understood that the phrase
came from the sound that occurs during the illegal crude oil refining process. But precisely what is "Kpo
fire”?
By Badru’s definition, Kpo fire is the local illegal refining of petroleum products. It has also been
defined as an explosion resulting from local refining technology and as a local word used to describe fire
incidents during illegal refining of crude oil or breakage of fuel pipelines (Daminabo et al., 2017, p. 10,
13). However, defined, this is a harmful practice that impacts human health and causes injuries and even
death. It also increases environmental pollution when extracting the crude from the pipelines and
during refining. The explanation provided by Badru of how the illegal local refining is done supports this
point. They seem to have the required technology to pierce into the pipeline. Then they lay lines of
pipes of their own, diverting the oil to their refining points. Refining involves the use of local raw fire.
They throw fire into the crude inside drums, instigating an explosion. That has become big business in
the Niger Delta, particularly in Ogoniland. It is the most significant business, and everybody is
patronizing them, Badru concluded. Those who consume the product of the illegal refining complain of
the quality of the products. Vehicles that use the products are damaged because of the quality. Yet,
people are compelled to buy these illegal products because the regular source of fuel (gas) does not
have the fuel and kerosene. Tragically, there have also been cases of the explosion of stoves that made
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use of kerosene produced from Kpo fire. Ademola, the oil spills detection specialist, described it as "one
of the problems of a dysfunctional society.".
According to Ademola, people's lack of access to petroleum products, poverty, and greed, all of
which are social issues, combine to cause this problem. Once illegal refining began, people discovered
that, even if jobs were available, this was far more lucrative than any other job they could take on, so
they were determined to persist. So far, no amount of force employed by law enforcement and security
personnel has been able to stop the practice. Things fall apart; indeed, the centre can no longer hold.
Anarchy dominates. It seems to have become a free for all society. There is no control.
Not everyone is attracted by this quick money, however. When I spoke with some youths from
Ogoniland, I was intrigued and wanted to understand what pushed them away from the same line as
their counterparts involved in this illegal refining business, making quick money and "getting rich." The
answer from one of the youths was that he could not confine himself to the village because of fast cash.
He knows the importance of education and, so far, it is not just all about the money. Another youth told
me that the money made by the youths in the village is illegal and is not sustainable. He is confident that
when he completes his program in the university, he can live a good, sustained, and fulfilled life in
comparison. Unfortunately, not everyone shares these youths' perspectives. Research has shown that a
technological disaster gives rise to what Rodriguez et al. (2018) describes as a corrosive community, one
that demonstrates uncertainty, disruption and diminishing of civil order, conflicts, apportioning of blame
and responsibility, and seeking of compensation. They conclude that all these confusions damage the
Community's social fabric (p. 47). Based on the gathered information, it seems that the people of Ogoni
are living in a corrosive community. Another reaction from the Community that Ademola referred to
was vandalism. He described a situation where people who lost their source of livelihood would resort
to carrying out illegal activities, breaking pipelines, knowing that they would be awarded the contract to
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clean it up. He mentioned that this was especially common amongst the community chiefs. They are
also the ones who clean up when their farmlands are impacted. Ademola also mentioned the practice in
some communities where instead of cordoning off the oil spilled, the people were using hoes to direct
the flow into their land, unaware of the health implications of the oil.

Ogoni Livelihood Issues and Coping Efforts
Merely saying that Ogoni people lost their livelihood sources is an understatement. It is total
devastation. You only need to read some of the findings from the UNEP report of 2011 to understand
the extent of destruction that has occurred in the life of the Ogoni people and how that has impacted
their livelihood. This is not an attempt to sensationalize the situation, though it may sound and read like
that because the case of the Ogoni people is so unbelievable. Perusing the extent of the devastation,
one cannot help but wonder how the people have been coping. A couple of statements from the UNEP
report findings may be an excellent place to start. UNEP's investigations found that the contamination in
Ogoniland is very widespread, and it impacts many parts of the environment. Most of the oil spills in
Ogoniland are washed by the heavy rains into farmlands and the creeks. As the oil reaches the root
zone, crops die and as the report stated, "this is a routine observation in Ogoniland.” (UNEP, 2011, p. 9).
The pollution of the soil due to the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons in the Ogoni communities is
said to be extensive on land, sediments, and the swamps. The report mentioned that "the soil
contamination exceeds Nigerian national standards," which are laid out in the national environmental
guidelines (UNEP, 2011, p. 9). The UNEP report goes on and on with more gory details of the devastation
to land, creeks, mangroves, and sediments, all of the crucial areas that support the livelihoods of the
Ogoni people. It is like stripping people of their life support system and still expecting them to live. From
the information gathered in this work, the story of the people of Ogoni could be likened to someone
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attempting to squeeze water from a stone, in need of a miracle. Alas, that is currently out of the reach
of the people of Ogoni.
Farming and fishing are the primary livelihood sources of the majority of the Ogoni people. In his
account of the occupation of the Ogoni people, Amanyie (2001) also mentioned tapping and distillation
of palm wine, boat building, blacksmith, mat, and pottery making (p. 2). A tiny number are said to be
civil servants and traders. In my discussion with the Ogoni youths, they explained that agriculture had
been their primary source of livelihood. They specifically mentioned fishing and farming. From what
they have seen and experienced, the oil spillage has affected a lot regarding fishing and farming. In fact,
all agricultural products have been impacted. David, the environment, and ecosystem specialist drew a
correlation between the Ogoni people losing their source of livelihood and how it affected other aspects
of their lives. He mentioned that when the people lost their source of livelihood, they were no longer
keen to even think about their culture and other things that they had been indulging in over the years.
Gradually they shifted away, and after four to five years, they realized they had forgotten about those
things, probably because they were more consumed with how to survive by making ends meet, rather
than focusing on what they may have considered trivial things. According to David, being predominantly
fishermen and farmers, when the spills came, the people could not go fishing or farming again. The main
challenge became how to make ends meet, because as he expressed in the local parlance, "man must
wack," meaning a man has to eat. As a result, David continued, it is essential for the fishermen and
farmers who lost their livelihood sources to look for other alternative sources of livelihood. Some of
these people went into petty trading, others into carpentry. Even if these alternatives were not
satisfactory, they just had to find ways to make ends meet.
Some of the fishermen and farmers wanted to either remain in the areas of livelihood where they
already had skills and felt more confident in, or, because they could not find alternative sources of
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livelihoods in their community, they decided that the best option for them was to migrate to other areas
to continue doing what they do best. David told me that the fishermen migrated to other fishing
settlements in the neighbouring communities like Okrika, highland, Kalabari areas, and mainly to
Cameroon because there is this closeness between Cameroon and the Bodo people. Not in all the cases
did those who lost their source of livelihood move to continue their fishing or farming businesses.
Kenneth, the Bodo fisherman I spoke with, stayed in Bodo. He did not move because he did not get his
family's permission, mainly because he did not have money to leave behind for them to feed with while
he was away. So, Kenneth had to remain behind in Bodo to seek an alternative livelihood. When we
spoke, Kenneth mentioned that he had been involved in non-skilled labour work on construction sites,
where he earned just about four US dollars by today's standard.
Even these jobs are hard to come by because they depend on construction work being done in Bodo.
Pamela, the farmer, on the other hand, had no alternative job to go into. She remained with her
husband and family, hoping a miracle would "drop from the sky" someday. Maybe and just maybe, that
miracle will eventually come. But in the meantime, the people are struggling to cope with the stress and
trauma brought about by the devastated environment. Unfortunately, not all were so fortunate to move
to search for better prospects. Without opportunities for finding alternative livelihood options, some
were resigned to fate, or so it might seem. One of the youths testified about his uncle, who was a
fisherman. According to him, his uncle had to stop going for fishing expeditions because there were no
more fish. All the fish had died, so his uncle's source of livelihood was no more. Now, he sits at home
doing nothing, which has negatively affected him. This situation is not limited to the fishermen alone.
Another youth from the focus group also said his cousin was a farmer who harvested much from her
farm and sold them. However, due to the spill, she can no longer farm, and with nothing else to do, she
now sits at home doing nothing.
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There is another dimension to coping that I have discussed so far. If, as Blaikie et al. (2005) said,
coping can be seen from the perspective of the manner that people behave in the context of existing
resources and within the extent of what is expected in a situation to achieve different ends and that it
involves defence mechanisms, ways of taking care of problems and methods of handling stress (coping
defined, par. 1), then this dimension that the people of the Community spoke of, even though seemingly
negative, could still be categorized as coping. Regarding those who lost their livelihood in the delta area
of which Ogoniland belongs, Ademola, the oil spills detection and remediation specialist, informed me
that some of them resorted to carrying out illegal activities, like breaking pipelines bunkering and illegal
oil refining. Some resorted to kidnapping and taking oil company staff hostage out of anger for the way
their environment had been destroyed and getting benefits from the oil that they feel they had been
denied by the Government and oil companies. Of course, these actions cannot right the prior injustices. I
doubt that any attempt at logical persuasion can appease the people of Ogoni, considering the
sufferings and deprivation to which they have been subjected.
Even though I dwelt so much on the livelihood sources, how they were impacted, and the actions of
those affected to remedy the situation, other issues affected the Ogoni people's livelihood sources.
Pamela, the farmer I spoke with, talked to me about the challenges she had with her farm. One of such
challenges Pamela mentioned was the problem she experienced with farm input. As the soil began to
get stressed, Pamela said she resorted to fertilizer to enrich the soil's nutrients. Pamela, who learned
farming from her mother, recollects that the ground was very fertile when oil spills had not impacted
the land. They did not need fertilizers, and the harvest was outstanding. However, with the use of
fertilizers, other problems emerged. The use of the fertilizers brought more expenditures, but they also
resulted in too many weeds in the farms. With more weeds, Paulina needed to hire extra hands to help
with the weeding of the farms, resulting in additional costs, all of which ate further into her profit
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margin. Also, because she did not have any training, she told of the fertilizer burning her crops due to
the heat, resulting in no harvest from the farm. The other effect of the reduced profit from the farm
meant Pamela could not have food to take home from her farm as usual when things were going well
because of the need to sell off everything to ensure generating enough money to offset the cost put into
the farm. Pamela was involved in seasonal farming; she farmed different crops depending on the
season. The seeds used in each season, she bought. Pamela had to hustle for money to buy the seeds
she planted. She informed me that she received a loan from the local community meetings she belonged
to and paid this back with interest. At some point in our talk, Pamela could no longer hide her
desperation. She asked me if I would be getting them more money as I asked all these questions? I said
no, of course, and explained to her as I did at the beginning that I was just a student carrying out a
study. Even though this was a phone conversation, I could picture her reaction, as she remained silent
for a little while before speaking again.
I also spoke with Kenneth, the fisherman from Bodo, to understand how his livelihood sources were
impacted by the oil spills, the challenges he encountered, and how he was able to cope. One does not
need to carry out trauma or mental health study to see that the story of Kenneth and Pamela contains
traumatic experiences. Kenneth described the unfolding of events in his fishing practice. When the 2006
oil spills happened, Kenneth said when he went fishing, he carried kerosene or morning fresh soap with
him to wash the sticky oil from his body after fishing. It was because the riverine areas were polluted
with oil. He compared that time with now after several other oil spills had happened and the oil had
sunk deep into the riverbed and the "poto” (mud). All the “Ngala" (the fish eat) had died. When this
happened, all the fish left. They could not crossover any longer because there was no food for them to
eat, and even if they managed to come over, the oil in the water drove them away. Kenneth recalled
that between 2008 and 2010 is when the mangrove got heavily polluted, and the fish disappeared. That
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is how Kenneth's source of livelihood became extinct, of no fault of his. The situation became so dire
that Kenneth, who during the good days could catch fish worth up to N30,000 a day, could no longer
catch fish of up to N1,000 in a day. Kenneth reacted like any other person whose source of livelihood
has disappeared. He decided to look for an alternative to keep body and soul together. Kenneth found a
daily paid, a labour-intensive job in a building construction site that paid only N1,500, about four
Canadian dollars a day, by today’s exchange rate. He declared that this was better than catching fish
under the present circumstances. Even this low-paying job was not readily available. While Kenneth took
to doing labour-intensive work, David informed that others like Kenneth went into petty trading and
carpentry. Although it was not satisfactory, they had no alternatives because David told me they had to
find a way to make ends meet.
Faced with livelihood challenges, the people of Ogoni reacted in different ways. The natural thing (so
it seemed to me) was to look for alternatives. It isn't easy to guess why people faced with livelihood
challenges decide to react the way they do to not be a psychologist. David believed that when people
were jobless, they became unhappy, hungry, and the next thing was for them to get into a life of crime
instead. People began stealing, and criminal activities increased. Some people from the same
Community chose to move elsewhere to look for a source of livelihood, and others decided to take lowpaying jobs. Others turned to a life of crime. It is difficult to predict human response to trauma.
Something that intrigued me was how David drew a correlation between the loss of livelihood and the
changes in culture. He has noticed in the past ten years that, as people lost their livelihood, their
preoccupation shifted to struggling to stay alive to the detriment of anything else. As mentioned earlier,
as part of their response, the Ogoni Community took SPDC to court in the UK, and they were
compensated to the tune of N600,000, which by today's conversion standard would be about Can$1,446
per household. This compensation was paid to the Bodo community in the year 2015. By 2019, the
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money, it seems, was finished. The land, the mangroves, and Bodo's waterways were not remediated, so
the farmers that lost their livelihoods could not return to their source of livelihoods. Since no one has
come to the aid of the Ogoni people, they cannot do anything but wait in the hopes that when the
remediation is complete, they can return to their livelihood source. It will take between twenty-five and
thirty years for the remediation of the Ogoni polluted environment to be completed (UNEP, 2011, p. 12).
It begs whether Kenneth, Pamela, and others like them would still be alive at that time to have their
livelihood sources restored to them. Even then, they probably would be too old to go back to their
livelihoods. It seems then that these men and women may have been condemned to their current
situation unless things change for the better, or as was mentioned above, a miracle appears.
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Chapter Seven: Research Findings
Political and Environmental Context in Ogoni Oil Spill Disaster
So far, I have outlined my discussions with some knowledgeable Ogoni community people in the last
three chapters. The stories they shared of how things unfolded in their community paints a disturbing
picture. As I listened to these woeful tales, I thought surely there must be some underlying factors
responsible for escalating the situation of the Ogoni people. As discussed in the introductory and the
literature review chapters, prior research has shown that disaster is a complex phenomenon; several
elements cause a disaster. The last three chapters have touched on a good number of these elements.
As my discussions continued, I wanted to understand if and how political and environmental elements
influenced the creation of the oil spill disaster in Ogoniland.
Ogoniland is divided administratively into four Local Government Areas: Eleme, Gokana, Khana, and
Tai. Six kingdoms came together to form Ogoniland with one paramount ruler (UNEP, 2011, pp 23-24).
Local governments are part of a state structure, to put this in perspective. The State to which these four
Local Governments Areas of Ogoniland belong is Rivers State. The State is governed by an elected
governor, a judiciary, and a legislature, while elected chairmen and a legislature govern the Local
Government Areas with councillors. In principle, these two administrative organs are supposed to be
independent of each other to an extent. In reality however, that is not the case. In practice, the
Governor has firm control over the Local Government Chairman. There are also traditional leaders at the
community level who govern the communities. Such is the political structure. Joshua, the school
administrator, and teacher living in Bodo, gave me further insight into the composition within the
structure at the lower level. Gokana Local Government has about 13 native communities. Kana Local
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Government has about 200 communities (Kana is divided into Wokana, Tekana, Badi), Tai Local
Government with nearly 22 communities, and Eleme Local Government has about ten communities.
David, the environmentalist, and ecosystem specialist, talked to me about what he termed "the
political angle" in the Ogoni saga. He said if you have somebody from your community who is a
commissioner or a high-ranking person in the State or Federal Government, then such people can help
bring projects or assistance to the community from the Government. David gave an example with a
project to build a town hall, construct a few kilometres of road to the community, or maybe get some
support from the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC). What David described is a familiar
scenario in the Nigerian context. These are some of the practices that have hindered uniform progress,
fairness, and equity in the system, because it allows those with the right "connections," as it is
sometimes referred to, to have access to State and Federal level resources to the detriment of the
"weak and poor" who do not have these connections. What David described is a kind of power play in
the system. For example, the reference to Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), this is an
organization that was set up to offer a solution to the socio-economic needs of the Niger Delta area and
to facilitate the rapid and sustainable development of the region that is economically prosperous,
socially stable, ecologically regenerative, and politically peaceful (NDDC, 2020, par. 1). One would not
expect an organization with such a lofty and clear vision to be influenced by connections or "who you
know syndrome." Alas, that is what David was alluding to in his discussion with me. So far, I have
painted a picture of a process that is political and seems corrupt; that does not mean that disasters are,
or should be, void of politics or political interference. On the contrary, researchers (Schneider, 2018;
DeLeo, 2018; Klinenberg, 2015) agree that disasters are political events because they attract the
attention of political leaders.
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Furthermore, the political context in a society plays a very central role in how a disaster, whether
natural or man-made, is managed. That is because politicians are the leaders and decision-makers in
society. How they respond in a disaster situation has a significant impact on the general outcome of the
disaster. Managing disasters can be an integral part of Government responsibility within political
systems. When a disaster occurs, citizens or communities expect Government agencies to distribute
resources and essential services to the needy. In such circumstances, people will usually turn to their
government because it has the necessary resources to address their needs. Indeed, people will always
look to their political leaders to help them understand disaster situations and guide them in dealing with
them. Therefore, how the political leaders and Government organizations respond is critical to how the
community or groups recover from the disaster (Schneider, 2018, pp. 551, 552). This is the lens being
applied to the Ogoni situation to understand how the people perceive the role different levels of
Government played in response to the oil spill disaster that befell them. Speaking about some changes
that he has observed, David mentioned that Bodo was blessed because the first set of men from the
community extraction was involved in frontline politics, making it one of the frontline communities in
Ogoniland. He specifically mentioned that the secretary to the Rivers State Government and one of the
State level commissioners were from the community at some point. As a result, they helped bring the
best of Ogoni into Bodo. They helped keep the Bodo community at the forefront, still maintaining it.
However, I reflected on David's explanation that despite this privileged position, one could not say that
the Bodo community was better off regarding the response or interference it received from the
Government to deal with their oil spill crisis. I began to wonder what could be responsible for this
discrepancy.
I gathered that there was no agreement within Ogoni communities between the leadership. Badru
spoke of this conflict that existed between community chiefs and the Community Development
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Committee (CDC): If the chief gives an order and the chairman at the Local Government Area or the
chairman of the CDC are not in agreement with the chief, what the community chief request cannot
happen. Secondly, suppose both parties find themselves on opposing sides of a political divide. What the
chief is demanding cannot occur.
To have a good understanding of the political structure at the community level and possibly the pinch
points that resulted in conflict, Badru provided this explanation. In a typical Niger Delta community,
there are chiefs, and there are also compound heads. That was the situation before the State
Government initiated the CDC in the 80s or 90s. With this new set-up, each community has a chairman,
which is different from the traditional ruler or chief of the community. The CDC community chairmen
are political appointees designated as the social heads of the communities. Their primary responsibility
or function is to ignite or facilitate developments at the community level.
In contrast, the chiefs of the communities concern themselves with the matters of rulership.
Typically, the village or compound heads were not part of the CDC. As such, the membership of the CDC
became politicized. People in the community wanted to be in the CDC because the Government dealt
with the CDCs more than the traditional local leadership, which governs the community. The CDC has
become the de facto liaison between the communities and the Government. Suppose an LGA chairman
or, for instance, the Governor visits a community. In that case, the first person to look for is the CDC
chairman. He is the one that would receive the Governor and their entourage and take them to the
community chief. It is the CDC that sorts out any issues. As the advanced team of the Governor,
whatever we wanted to discuss, we only relate with the CDC, Badru said. Badru confessed that he does
not know whether CDCs are recognized in the constitution adding that since politics returned from 1999
to date, the configuration of the political landscape has changed drastically. He mentioned that the
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chiefs had a disadvantage because they are traditionally chiefs. Most of them are poor, and as a result,
they do not have much control over some of their rich subjects.
Badru told me of an instance in Ogoniland, where a decision was taken that Ogoni should boycott the
election in 1992, 1993, and 1994 elections. They had said Ogoni would not participate in the elections
because of the Ogoni bill of rights for which power had been given to Movement for the Survival of the
Ogoni People (MOSOP). So, MOSOP, with the support of the community, decided that there would not
be elections. However, some chiefs friendly to the government convinced them to ignore what
happened in the community, saying that Ogoni would participate in the elections. This situation led to a
revolt in the community. The chiefs, who took sides with the Government, were ostracized, labelled as
traitors, and pushed out of their communities.
Further research pointed to this period when the revolt happened in Ogoni, and some chiefs were
found dead. The government accused MOSOP of killing the chiefs. In the subsequent judgment, Ken
Saro-wiwa, the then MOSOP leader, and others were executed. Because of Politics, the Government
identified some of the chiefs loyal to it and gave them more prominence and more recognition than
those that did not show the same loyalty. The ones deemed not loyal were termed as opposition by the
Government. Earlier I referred to the place of political elements in the management of disasters. With
all that I have learned concerning the oil spill situation in Ogoni, it is clear that politics has been involved
in the issues; however, it has been predominantly negative. It is not clear if the Government understood
its role in ensuring that Ogoni social, cultural, environmental, and economic wellbeing are restored. The
gap is quite notable. Jay, the ex-SPDC staff, shared the experience of Ogoni youths who travelled to
Abuja (the capital city of Nigeria) for a peaceful march. These youths had likely never been to Abuja
before this time. In terms of experience, they may not have known much about what exists in other
parts of the Country outside of their devastated domain. Jay spoke of the reaction of the youths when
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they saw the beautiful bridges in Abuja, which stood above land instead of water. They probably
thought back to their region, where there was plenty of water, but no bridges. He said they felt let down
when they returned to their dilapidated environment. They said, “our money is being used to develop
Abuja when we have nothing.” They saw themselves as the “goose that lays the golden egg.”
Immediately after that march, Jay continued, they went wild, and many things ensued following that
march.
The situation discussed above raises the issues of Resource Control, which has been a critical political
point of friction for a long time in Ogoniland. There is a perception of inequity, Jay said. The Ogoni
people believe that their oil is being used to develop Abuja and other cities in the Country, especially the
northern parts, while nothing is being done for them. I could not help but empathize with the unsettling
effect this has on the people, and as I interacted with them, it was difficult not to feel their pain. While
the people's claim may seem like an overreach, the failure of the political leaders to play their role and
ensure the needs of Ogoniland are adequately taken care of may be a solid contributor to this reaction.
Jay, the ex-Shell staff believed the youths' response was meant to draw attention to themselves. When
they speak about Resource Control, they talk of their region and the need to be taken care of
infrastructure-wise. Directly, they were saying there are oil pipelines in their land, and they believe they
are supposed to benefit from it. But that is not the provision of the law, Jay retorted. The law has a
different requirement for oil found even on one’s father’s land. He argued that it is different from the
United States (US). However, the youths did not want to accept that, and they questioned how oil found
in their land would belong solely to the Government. Jay, who had worked for SPDC in the Niger Delta,
informed me that correcting these impressions is part of the enlightenment he and his colleagues did
when he worked with SPDC. The enlightenment was to let community people know the legal
implications of the oil situation. The lawyers told them that all anyone owed was surface rights and
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nothing below, but the people never really accepted that. According to Jay, those things caused the
communities to react the way they did. They were expressing bitterness at a resource on their land that
they did not benefit from.
As discussed in chapter two, these are policy issues and should be appropriately addressed. Policy
refers to a position that the government of a society, group, organization, or country takes in
recognition of a problem and communicates its intent by stating what should be done about the
problem or issue(s). That is achieved through approaches that are sometimes complicated and vary over
time across issues and sectors (Handmer & Dovers, 2013, pp. 39, 40). There is no indication that these
policy discussions or engagements are happening in the region or Nigeria as a whole. An attempt by
MOSOP to engage the military Government in the past went awry, with MOSOP and the Ogoni
community at the losing end. The usual practice in policymaking is that multiple actors like the
government, various organizations, lobbyists, especially where it concerns a specific issue, are involved.
When speaking on policy, there are those referred to as decision-makers, those with responsible
authority to make decisions concerning a problem at hand. This responsible authority could be one
person, or a group of people delegated authority by the Government (Handmer & Dovers, 2013, pp. 39,
40).
There may be missing links in terms of proactive efforts by the Government at the State and Federal
levels and a representation issue on the part of the Ogoni communities. I say this because, rather than
making a visible effort to engage with the Ogoni on policy decisions that can help resolve the impasse
brought about by the oil spills disaster, the Government has shown insensitivity to the people’s plight.
The infighting, lack of unity within the Ogoni community leadership seems to have been responsible for
the community being unable to effectively engage the Government. In fairness to the Ogoni community,
this is not for lack of trying. While discussing with my Ogoni friends, I could see an attempt for the Ogoni
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community to find a voice through what I have since termed "the MOSOP experiment." MOSOP is an
organization set up through the elite Ogoni community organization called KAGOTE, an acronym
developed from the names of the four local governments that make up Ogoniland. KAGOTE is a decision
body of the Ogoni people. The Ogoni bill of rights emerged from this organization (Amanyie, 2001, p.
55).
MOSOP was founded in 1990. It has the mandate "to struggle non-violently for the political,
economic and environmental rights of the Ogoni people,” and with the motto, “freedom, peace and
justice” (Amanyie, 2001, p. 56). MOSOP, it seems, was meant to be a voice for the Ogoni people.
However, when I spoke with my friends, there were conflicting perspectives on the organization's
effectiveness. While speaking to David, the ecosystem specialist, I felt that MOSOP does not represent
Ogoni people, especially Bodo. When asked about MOSOP, David seemed to hedge about while
responding. Even though this was a phone call, I felt his hesitation. I imagined he even might have been
fidgeting. When he finally spoke, he said MOSOP did not span across all communities in Ogoniland.
Instead, from what he has seen, it is a function of the community. Specifically for the Bodo community,
he continued, there is nothing, no expectation from MOSOP. In Bodo, there is a division because two of
Bodo's prominent sons were killed by MOSOP. Since that happened, people began to distance
themselves from whatever MOSOP did. Few individuals in Bodo still seem to think well of MOSOP. Still,
the majority no longer see MOSOP as any group that can fight for them, David said.
David informed me that for the few times he had been in meetings with MOSOP, he discovered that
the organization was seriously struggling to get support. Unfortunately, they did not succeed because of
the apparent lack of transparency in their leadership. For example, the MOSOP president was expelled
in December 2018 and refused to vacate the office or even conduct an election. As a result, there were
already parallel MOSOP organizations set up. According to David, all agencies are still dealing with the
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person who has been the leader even after being expelled. He was not sure why this was happening but
suspected that the ousted president had agreement with those patronizing him. David is not the only
one that complained about the failings of MOSOP. Badru, the retired Government executive, also had
issues with the modus operandi of MOSOP. He was concerned that MOSOP did not seem transparent in
its dealings. He cited the failings of MOSOP as it regards the UNEP report and the proposed Ogoni cleanup. As far as Badru is concerned, he expected MOSOP to enlighten the communities ultimately. The
community needed to know what to expect at different times and various clean-up stages. His reason
for this suggestion is because of a misconception among the Ogonis. They believe that the clean-up
exercise means money to share and give to them. Badru thinks the clean up plan should be carefully laid
out and segmented to the community, outlining what will be done at month A, month B, month C
progressively for the next 20 to 35 years; the clean-up is expected to last. However, he complained that
MOSOP has not come down to community involvement in this process. I mauled over what Badru
suggested. It occurred to me that this might have been part of the missing pieces in the preparation of
the Ogoni people for oil production in their land. How much enlightenment did they have to prepare
them on what to expect? Information about what to expect in projects of this nature is critical in
preparing the people and reducing their vulnerability. So, what can be ascertained from Badru is that
the same mistake is being made again.
Badru’s suggestion, I realized, went beyond this. He was also concerned about the opportunities that
a good understanding of the process could provide for the Ogoni people. For example, he envisaged that
there might be some stages where trucks and other forms of transportation will be needed in this
process. Different stages where there will be a need for shovels, wheelbarrows, etc., will be required.
Essentially, suppose the people were aware of these needs. That allows them to see how they could get
involved at the different stages of this work and prepare to take advantage of them. People could decide
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at whatever stage they would like to participate in over the 20 – 30 years that this clean-up operation
would occur. Badru’s main concern was that MOSOP had not done this in the communities. He worried
that the initial clean-up contract had passed, and no Ogoni person would be able to participate again.
This is because MOSOP failed to do what they are supposed to do.
MOSOP was supposed to be a community organization that would give a voice to the Ogoni
community but, that noble objective was not achieved because of the toxic politics within its ranks and
outside the organization. So, the Ogoni community still does not have a voice, nor does it have the
required leadership to move forward in its pursuit of justice. Jay, the ex-SPDC staff, provided a context
for the relationship between SPDC and Ogoni community and how MOSOP toxic politics interfered.
According to Jay, there had been a very cordial relationship between the Ogoni and SPDC. He
remembered that the Ogoni chiefs came to SPDC offices because their gates were open. The chiefs
would come to sit and talk with SPDC regularly. Some of these chiefs were awarded contracts that had
to do with the oil locations in their place, things like cleaning the site, planting trees and grass around
them, and other activities. However, Jay continued, many other things happened with the late Ken Sarowiwa’s agitations. MOSOP came up with the Ogoni bill of rights, a political document produced to
agitate the Ogoni people towards self-government. This document had ample political undertones. As
Jay stated, SPDC looked at it and saw it was not something they should interact with, so they avoided it
until matters escalated to where they had to pull out of Ogoniland. Jay described how Ken Saro-wiwa
played on the psyche of the people. He would summon the Ogoni people to the town square. When he
saw them, he (Ken Saro-wiwa) would weep and say, “look at how they are trekking and riding rickety
bicycles when they should have been driving big cars.” In this way he played on their sentiments. Ken
Saro-wiwa talked to the people to the point of antagonism. They felt that they did not have all the things
they desired because of the oil produced in their area.
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The youths I spoke with wondered why the Federal Government was not doing anything about the
situation despite the official presentation of the Ogoni bill of rights. They asked if the Government sees
the Ogoni struggle as not necessary. As far as they were concerned, the entire country benefited from
the resource on their land, but there was no compensation; nothing was being done for them. This
outcry was directed at me. Somehow, these youths thought I had the answer, but unfortunately, I did
not, though I wished I did. The Ogoni situation is a complex one. I perceived that there might be more
yet below the surface. Jay told me of the disinformation tactics that MOSOP was involved in. He
explained that MOSOP would take a picture of an oil spill that they had set ablaze, send the pictures to a
media house in the UK or US, or even to The Hague, saying SPDC has caused environmental degradation
in their area. When the foreign journalist came, Jay continued, they requested to see the devastation in
the Niger Delta. That was when Jay still worked for SPDC in its communication department. He would
take the foreign journalist in a helicopter and fly them all over the Niger Delta. According to Jay, the
foreign journalist would ask him where the devastation was at the end of the tour because they did not
see anything from the air. So, some of those reports, especially from the international media, were
highly exaggerated, Jay concluded, to create the impression that there was a disaster in Nigeria. They
wanted to create an image of exploitation, but they saw that that was not the case when this foreign
media came in. There were some instances where things like that were happening, but they were
minimal, Jay confessed. According to Jay, not all foreign or local media were mischievous. Some
outstanding companies were doing excellent objective reporting. If people caused the spill, they would
say so. SPDC had evidence of pipelines that were cut, that is, hacksawed, he said. Jay argued that SPDC
could not build pipelines and then hacksaw them. For what reason? Not only are the pipelines
expensive, but it is also difficult and expensive to lose oil. So, why would SPDC want to spill the oil? So,
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he concluded, SPDC had this kind of evidence to show to the world that mischievous persons were
causing these problems.
The extend of environmental devastation of Ogoniland by the oil spill is adequately documented in
the UNEP report of 2011. The report is a study independently carried out by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and requested by the Federal Government of Nigeria. It reveals the
extent and nature of oil contamination in Ogoniland (UNEP, 2011, p. 8). The report was very detailed,
involving 4,000 samples that were analyzed. Samples were from 142 groundwater monitoring wells,
with soil extracted from 780 boreholes on Ogoniland and more than 5,000 medical records. The report,
contrary to the defence from SPDC that they were carrying out remediations whenever oil spill
happened, UNEP field team found contamination that was “present 40 years after an oil spill occurred,
despite repeated clean-up attempts” (UNEP, 2011, p. 9). If SPDC had been cleaning the contamination as
they claimed, I thought, this would mean their standards are inferior. Otherwise, how can one explain
an oil spill remaining in the soil for such a long time? The stories told by the people from the Bodo
community support this evidence of large-scale contamination on Ogoniland from the report.
Martin, the Professor from the University in Port Harcourt, explained, "the land is heavily polluted."
David specialized in environmental management and ecosystem restoration, so he can tell a devastated
ecosystem from an undamaged one. He described the Bodo community as one of the significantly
impacted communities when speaking of oil spills. He also described it as a devastated ecosystem. In its
summary of findings, UNEP described the pollution of Ogoniland as extensive on land, the sediments,
and the swampland. In one of the Ogoni community's sites, they observed an 8cm layer of refined oil
floating on the groundwater from which the community wells are charged. Oil pollution in a substantial
number of intertidal creeks and the mangroves have been denuded of leaves and stems, and the roots
are coated in a bitumen-like substance sometimes 1 cm or thicker. Due to artisanal refining, there has
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been a "10% loss of healthy mangrove cover or 307,381 m2." UNEP warned that if left unchecked, this
would lead to irreversible damage. That was in 2011, about ten years ago. Fish farms established close
to the creeks have seen their businesses ruined by layers of floating oil. Furthermore, the wetlands are
entirely degraded and at risk of disintegration (UNEP, 2011, pp. 9, 10).
As I reviewed this information, I wondered, if these do not amount to devastation, what else does?
This information supports Martin and David’s description of the situation of the Ogoni people as
devastation.

Institutional and Systemic Elements in an Oil Spills Disaster
Institutions are critical to the successful management of disasters. Institutions are organizations
within a society that play a crucial role in disaster management. The types of institutions involved in
every society and what they are called may vary from one society to another. In most countries,
institutions involved in disaster management are at Federal, State, Local Government and Community
levels. Others are private sector organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). Some
international organizations do not fall into any of these categories but play a critical role in supporting
disaster management in countries (Nepal et al., 2018, p. 2). These are usually external organizations
that support and work with the local institutions. Based on my research, I understood that the
emergency management institutions in Nigeria fit the description above. They are at three levels:
Federal, State and Local Government. At the federal level is the National Emergency Management
Agency (NEMA). This organization also operates at the State level and is called State Emergency
Management Agency (SEMA). There is the National Oil Spill Detection and Remediation Agency
(NOSDRA), the Ministry of Environment (MOE), the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), oil
companies, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs).
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I spoke with Angela and Danny, both staff of NEMA. It would seem that NEMA, a Federal
Government agency, plays a coordination role for the emergency management sector in the country.
Regarding how the emergency management organization is structured, Angela informed me that NEMA
has operational and zonal offices around the country. They have about six zonal offices and about 16
operational and territorial offices. One of the zonal offices is located in Port Harcourt (PH) and
represents South-South. While chatting with Danny later on, he mentioned that NEMA has the following
departments: planning, search and rescue, disaster risk reduction, finance and accounts, human
resource, relief, and rehabilitation. Danny also mentioned that States are mandated by law to set up
State emergency management structures to be prepared because disasters or emergencies happen in a
local government area within a State.
NOSDRA is the other federal institution involved in oil spills management. Established in 2006, it has
the mandate to “co-ordinate the implementation of the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP) for
Nigeria in accordance with the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and
Cooperation” (UN, n.d). I had the opportunity to speak with Ademola, an oil spills detection and
response expert, about his organization. He informed me that NOSDRA, being a federal organization,
has a responsibility to coordinate the oil spill events in the country. NOSDRA, by the law that set it up,
has about twenty-five stakeholders cutting across Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) that it
works with within the country. Ademola continued, NOSDRA has a board that includes statutory
representatives from diverse ministries like defence, finance, NEMA (part of the contingency plan), the
Nigeria Army, Navy, Airforce, immigration, Customs, DPR, and the Ministry of Petroleum Resources, as
contained in the act.
Shell Petroleum Development Corporation (SPDC) was a key institutional player in the Ogoni oil spill
disaster. SPDC was responsible for the oil facilities in Ogoniland. According to Jay, the ex SPDC staff,
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SPDC’s oil production in Ogoniland is “only 4%” of Nigeria's total SPDC oil production. When Jay
mentioned this, I did not know what to make of it at first. However, as I reflected more on the
significance of those statistics, some questions came to mind. Is it because the quantity of oil it produces
from Ogoniland is insignificant compared to its total production that SPDC ignored its operations in this
area, such that this level of devastation could occur? Did SPDC not care because, even if the Ogoni oil
activities closed up, as indeed it did in 1993, it would not affect SPDC and NNPC’s overall profit margin?
What is the significance of the “only 4%”? As Jay told me, SPDC has a strong presence in Port Harcourt,
close to the field operations. Some of the top management is spread between Abuja and Port Harcourt.
Jay said the Managing Director and all of their board stay in Port Harcourt. SPDC consists of a production
department (which is one of the critical areas), exploration (which searches before the production can
present what they have found), engineering (who support the production and exploration work), human
resources, communication, and utility sections. Explaining further, Jay told me that these departments
helped SPDC find hydrocarbons and to produce them effectively and safely. The communication team,
or what is currently known as sustainable community development, works directly with the
communities. Those are the people who worked with Ogoni.
The role of the sustainable community development team post-1993 was to engage the community
opinion leaders, traditional Government, the youths, and women from that zone. They used to provide
community assistance. They introduced a staged plan to implement sustainable community
development at one point. What that means, Jay explained, is that they go into these communities and
perform “participatory rural appraisal," during which they would find out the community’s needs,
creating a wish list of sorts. Then they would adjust this list based on budget and provide whatever
assistance they could. According to Jay, even when SPDC pulled out of Ogoniland, they continued with
the sustainable development of communities in those areas, providing things like scholarship and social
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interventions applicable to other areas. This information from Jay seemed to contradict the view of the
community people.
The impression one gets from talking with Jay is that the SPDC was diligent in helping the people of
Ogoni. However, when speaking with the community people, they mentioned that they did not receive
any assistance from either SPDC or the Government. For example, the ecosystem specialist, David, said
that he sees the relationship between the community, oil companies, and Government as tripartite. The
three are supposed to be connected and move in synergy, each carrying out its responsibility. He
described the community's responsibility as opening up, accepting, and allowing the oil company to
come and operate on its land. At the same time, the oil company is to go and work on the community
land and carry out corporate social responsibility in return. David said he understood this to be what the
oil company is supposed to do for its host community where it is operating. David however questioned
this whole idea of corporate social responsibility because SPDC argued that it is not its responsibility to
carry out any form of development in the communities because the Government gave them their
licence, it (SPDC) pays tax to the Government in return. Therefore, SPDC expects the Government to
take care of the communities' development. Unfortunately, the Government has failed because it does
not do that. This failure to meet the Ogoni people's needs led to the crisis when they rose up, saying
they had been exploited and marginalized for too long. David concluded that the Government does
nothing, and the oil company (SPDC) argued that it is the responsibility of the Government to take care
of the communities. The little that the oil company was supposed to do as corporate social
responsibility, it has failed to carry out, so as far as he (David) is aware, SPDC has not done anything, he
explained. To bolster his earlier point, David declared that if you visit the Ogoni community, you can
barely point to anything substantial that you can say has been invested as a corporate social
responsibility that the oil companies have done. With mounting frustration, almost to the point of
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screaming, he took this argument further, saying the responsibility of the Government is to develop its
communities, including other places. Still, the Government is not doing that, nor have they ever done
that.
I turned my attention to examining what NEMA did. Angela, an officer from NEMA, told me that
their mandate is to manage disasters in Nigeria through the collaborative efforts of other stakeholders.
She said this is geared towards the efficient and effective prevention of catastrophe. The organization is
also involved in preparedness, mitigation, and response. It formulates and implements policies, carries
out research and forecasting, analyzes data, and monitors and evaluates. NEMA's primary function is
coordination. In this function, the organization determines who has what, who is where, and what each
can bring to address the challenges that communities involved in emergencies face. NEMA is not a first
responding agency itself, Angela clarified. It coordinated other first responding stakeholder agencies to
respond to disasters and emergencies effectively and efficiently across the Country. I thought that
NEMA sounded similar to the Federal Emergency Management Authority (FEMA) in the USA, the Civil
Contingencies Secretariat in the UK, the Public Safety Canada in Canada, and other familiar bodies.
While not comparing the efficiencies of these organizations, as the apex disaster management
organizations in their respective countries, they occupy similar levels of responsibilities. Angela added
that so long as it causes damage to the functioning of society, NEMA comes into play, or if it supersedes
the coping capacity of that area. However, if the situation is within the coping power of the community
or the State it happened in, they can use their resources, NEMA doesn't come into the picture. Angela
emphasized this last statement again, explaining that this is because there are State Emergency
Management Agencies (EMAs) at the State levels and the Local Emergency Management Agencies
(LEMA) at the Local Government level. That tells me that NEMA has an extensive reach in Nigeria and is
strategically positioned to address the needs of disaster victims. The principle of the community's
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"capacity to bear the challenges" also seemed laudable. However, how that is determined is not clear to
me. What is clear to me is that the devastation that communities in Ogoni seemed to have been through
and are still going through at the time of this research is beyond their capacity to cope. Yet, NEMA had
not visited the Ogoni communities when this study was carried out. Angela confirmed that NEMA had
not visited Ogoni, nor had it identified and sent a relevant organization, local or international, to visit
these oil spill victims, despite the solid relationship with NOSDRA and the capabilities she mentioned
that NEMA has in the oil-producing areas.
In its coordination role, NEMA seems to work closely with some Federal Institutions. One such
institution is the Federal Ministry of Environment. According to Danny, NEMA works directly in synergy
with the Federal Ministry of Environment to conduct Environmental Impact Assessments. He also said
NEMA has undertaken and will continually conduct assessments, like rapid assessments, vulnerability
capacity assessments, and other assessments to check if emergencies impact areas or highlight areas
prone to disasters or other hazards. From time to time, the Agency, through the department of
planning, and the GRS unit, including other units in the planning department, carried out vulnerability
capacity assessment and other rapid assessments. The responsibility for carrying out these assessments
was that of the planning unit of NEMA, which works closely with other units in the Agency. At the same
time, departments like search and rescue took care of psychosocial, social, and health-related aspects of
emergencies, Danny informed me. While it has all these roles, Danny emphasized that NEMA expects
that when a disaster happens, it is the responsibility of the State that the disaster occurred in to
respond. When the State can not cope with the challenge, it reports to the Federal Government, who
instructs NEMA to come to the victims' assistance. Bringing this to the case of Ogoni, Danny informed
me that NOSDRA is meant to be the first responder. If NOSDRA needed the help of NEMA, it would need
to forward the request to the Federal Government, who will mandate NEMA to handle the situation. I
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pressed Danny further, asking about people who lost their livelihoods due to the oil spill that devastated
their farmlands, the streams, rivers, mangroves, and the ecosystem. Danny was insistent that it still was
the responsibility of NOSDRA to bring such a situation to NEMA because they would not know about
what had happened otherwise.
To buttress his point, Danny provided an example of a situation at another time and how it was
resolved. According to Danny, during the insurgency in the northeast and the impact of the activities of
the Boko Haram (a local terrorist group operating in the north of Nigeria), most of the people lost their
means of livelihood and their properties. The outcry was so much that reports were written by the
relevant government and recommendations made. On hearing these, the Federal Government set up
commissions to determine how these people could be rehabilitated and how their homes could be
rebuilt. These assertions by Danny raised questions in my mind. Was there no outcry from the Ogoni
people? Of course, there was. The Federal Government also made efforts to reconcile the Ogoni people
and SPDC. From what we see today, the peace process did not succeed. The World Council of Churches
(WCC) wrote an open letter to the then-president thanking him for appointing Reverend Father Kukah
(WCC, 2005, para. 7). However, it would seem that all of these efforts and more still did not bring any
solace to the Ogoni people. It leaves me to wonder if there is not more to this than meets the eye. Are
there deeper political intrigues? How sincere was the intent of the Government to assist the Ogoni
people? Why was NEMA never mandated or instructed by the Federal Government to go into Ogoniland
to provide the much-needed rehabilitation that would speed up recovery of the Ogoni communities?
Was this an oversight or deliberate neglect of the Ogoni communities? Unfortunately, this research
cannot answer these questions within its current scope.
The other key player in the management of oil spills is NOSDRA. Ademola mentioned that going by
the act of NOSDRA, it is the regulating body and the framework of implementing the National Oil Spills
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Contingency Plan in Nigeria. Going by the explanation provided earlier by Danny of NEMA, NOSDRA is a
first responder in any oil industry emergency, especially oil spills. That means that NOSDRA would be at
the forefront whenever there is oil spillage, either from the headquarters in Abuja or through its zonal
offices. That is not the case in the Ogoni situation.
Moreover, part of NOSDRA's role is to ensure proper monitoring of the process. NOSDRA must
ensure the area has been cleaned and then issue a certificate before saying every site awarded has been
cleaned. If NOSDRA were to find out through analysis that many parameters are still not reached, the
cleaning organization would have to go back and clean up the area again until the standard is met. As I
chatted further with Ademola, the specialist in oil spill detection and response, he began his discussion
by looking at what he considered an apparent gap in the impact assessment in the environment sector.
Currently, the Federal Ministry of Environment (FME) has responsibility for Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) in oil and non-oil sectors. However, when it comes to monitoring the assessment
outcome, the leaders in the sector concerned, for example, NOSDRA for the oil sector, are not involved.
According to Ademola, after the EIA has been conducted, impact mitigation monitoring has been carried
out, and the project has been commissioned, follow up more or less stops there. Ademola felt strongly
that the outcome of the EIA ought to be transferred to the agencies, so they continue to follow up to
ensure that whatever mitigation measures are recommended are followed throughout the project's life
cycle. There is also the issue of post-spill impact assessment. Ademola mentioned that this is already
enshrined in the NODRA act in addition to what he referred to as damage assessment. The challenge
was that the required follow-up was not completed.
I could not help but search to see if there is any record of an EIA carried out in Ogoniland, in the
public domain, by SPDC before their work began in Ogoni in 1958. While I found a site where SPDC
boasted that it abides by the law in Nigeria, saying, "we complete Environmental, Social and Health
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Impact Assessments (EIAs) for all our development projects, in accordance with Nigerian Law" (Shell,
n.d., par 1), the earliest EIA was done in 2014, and the latest was in 2020. Why did SPDC not say if,
before 2014, it carried some EIAs in the Niger Delta? Is it because there were none done? Or is it
because there was no regulating institution in Nigeria at that time? The Ministry of Environment
responsible for EIA was established in 1999. NOSDRA was established in 2006, and EGASPIN, the sector
law for regulating oil operations, was enacted in 1991. The temptation is to conclude that SPDC did not
have any law to adhere to or compel it to carry out EIA when it began operation in Ogoniland in 1958,
and so it did as it pleased. Unfortunately, I could not clarify this information from SPDC due to
bureaucratic bottlenecks (I can not talk with SPDC until I clear from DPR, and DPR refused to approve my
request).
What about SPDC? What was its role in Ogoni? Jay tried to explain this to me. Jay said he
remembered the Federal Government directives that SPDC should not develop the oil region because it
is the Government's responsibility and its Country. The government openly told SPDC that it
(Government’s) responsibility is to develop the Ogoni communities. SPDC's role is to pay its taxes, pay
levies, get its licenses up to date, go out to operate, find and extract the oil. The government can look
after its people. So, Jay concluded, he would say that SPDC was very involved in Ogoni. He believed that
if DPR does not permit SPDC, it is expected that SPDC should not interfere in Ogoni's development.
Although initially surprising, this wore off quickly because some Ogoni community members had alluded
to this fact already. Jay told me that the failure of SPDC to adhere to this directive would mean the
government or DPR would recover whatever monies SPDC had spent developing the communities. So, it
seems that SPDC's role, from Jay's account, is first, stop spills whenever it happens and do the clean-up,
including those that occurred when they were not operating in Ogoniland. For example, Jay said, in
Yiola, the people had removed the bolts from the pipeline. The well was falling off, but when SPDC got
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to know about it, it had to order the bolts from America and go to the field to manage it. SPDC was
forced to shut the well down to stop that spill. So, SPDC, Jay continued, was still very conscious of the
fact that if it did not arrest those kinds of spills, it would cause massive damage because if those
hydrocarbons were allowed to escape to the air, they would form gas clouds that could ignite at the
slightest lightning during rainfall. While it is not my place to dispute information provided by Jay, I could
not help but reflect on his comments in contrast to a rigorous two-year assessment by UNEP, photos,
comments by the people of the Ogoni community that I spoke with, and other key stakeholders. All their
discussion with me contradicted most of Jays' position. That is not to say SPDC did not do what Jay said
they did, but it clearly shows some discrepancies that this research work could not investigate further.
I turn my attention to looking at some of the systemic issues that came up during this research in my
interactions with different sources of information and people. As I explained in chapter two, systemic
failure, from the point of view of society, is the failure of elements or components of a society that,
through a cascading effect, can cause failure in other components or elements of that same society,
eventually allowing hazards to have a severe impact on the inhabitants of the society. Furthermore, the
effect on society's inhabitants is the disaster and the situation it creates. At the same time, the failure in
the components or elements refers to failures in institutions, politics, policies, and communication, as it
concerns managing disasters (Ahrens & Rudolph, 2006, p. 209). One thing that was very clear from
Angela and Danny's account about NEMA's role in managing disaster within the country is that in theory
(i.e., the things NEMA says it does or something written in documents), NEMA and other institution's
roles seem very clearly laid out by acts, regulations, and guideline documents but how much of that was
put into practice? For example, Danny informed me that the National disaster response plan (NDRP) has
stipulated in the service support areas which role or what is expected of each organization or Ministries,
Department and Agencies (MDA) when it comes to an emergency or a disaster. Also, Danny continued,
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the search and rescue epidemic and evacuation plan states which organization handles which
emergency, which organization is the lead agency, which organizations are the support organizations
when it comes to a particular emergency or disaster. Those seemed like concise and straightforward
statements. With statements like these and many more, it is clear that it is not that the policies,
regulations, guidelines, or principles are not there to guide the proper workings of the disaster
management system in the Country, but there may be hiccups in policy execution, institutional and
political aspects, the actual implementation of these well-written and thought-out principles, or an
absence of monitoring and compliance that have created systemic blockages. One other pointer to the
systemic challenges in the oil sector is what UNEP described as the overlapping of authorities and
responsibilities existing between some ministries. An acute lack of resources within key agencies has
severe implications for environmental management on the ground, including compliance and
enforcement (UNEP, 2011, p.9).
Aside from the issue of overlapping authorities and responsibilities, UNEP, in its report, identified five
vital Institutional problems that are causing blockages within the oil sector. According to what it found,
the Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN), a
document used to regulate the environmental standards in the oil sector, “is internally inconsistent with
regard to one of the most important criteria for oil spill and contaminated site management." (UNEP,
2011, p. 11). The report also stated that DPR and NOSDRA differ in the interpretations of EGASPIN,
resulting in the closedown of the remediation process well before contamination from spills is
eliminated and soil quality is restored to achieve functionality for human, animal, and plant life. A third
issue the report mentioned is the lack of qualified technical experts and resources. The report cited the
situation of NOSDRA that has no proactive capacity for oil-spill detection and depends on the oil
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industries for logistical support (UNEP, 2011, pp. 12). When I spoke with Ademola, who works with
NOSDRA, he confirmed these issues raised by the UNEP report.
In addition, Ademola, the oil detection and response expert, told me that they are careful to do
anything that will adversely impact the oil sector because the government will frown at it. He declared
that this is one of the challenges NOSDRA is facing. For instance, they cannot tell SPDC to stop
production for one day because it committed an infraction. Ademola emphatically stated that could not
happen. So, these are some reasons why follow-up is lacking, he said. He also spoke about the lack of
will from the government to put in place measures that can ensure that the oil and gas companies are
regulated the way they should be from an environmental point of view. From what Ademola said, I
understood that the government is the blockade to proper compliance and enforcement in the oil sector
of Nigeria.
Ademola explained that the government, rather than playing the role of a regulator, has also decided
to be an active investor in the oil industry. So, it has resulted in the failure of regulation within the oil
sector. Ademola was vehement on this issue, saying DPR ought not to regulate the petroleum industry's
environment sector, in line with current global practice. There is nowhere where a sector regulates itself
from an environmental perspective in the whole world. In the same vein, Martin, the university
Professor from Port Harcourt, loudly decried the nonchalant attitude displayed by the international
organizations when they came into Nigeria. His grudge is that these multinational corporations have
standard policies that guide their work in so many countries worldwide. As he put it, "how come the
transnational oil corporations that have their global policies behave differently in Nigeria with their
subsidiary?" It still boils down to a failure in the compliance and enforcement system in the sector, clear
evidence of systemic failure. Failure of the institutions to enforce compliance to the beautifully written
policies has resulted in a devastated environment and ecosystem that has impacted the health, culture,
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wellbeing, and livelihoods of vulnerable community people in Ogoniland and other parts of the Niger
Delta. That is the domino effect that was mentioned earlier.
Joshua’s concern is the social disorganization that has led to the breakdown of law and order in the
community. Joshua also spoke about how organizations like NDDC and most of these other
organizations and institutions set up to help the communities are dominated by the bourgeois in the
Nigerian system. Therefore, there is a sizable amount of corruption, making things less likely to work out
as they should. David, the ecosystem specialist involved in the current clean-up, said there were no
monitoring systems and no standard environmental protection agencies when some of the spills and
discharges into the environment took place. Systemic failure does not seem to be limited to the broader
governance or institutions, but it seems to have permeated to local level traditional leadership
institutions. Traditional leaders can no longer provide the protection for their people. David also
mentioned that when SPDC set up a system, the GMOU system, the system was not responsive at the
community level. Even though it was set up with good intentions, it just did not work as it ought to. In
the case of the GMOU, David said that since 2014, no contributions had been made to it, and even when
they were made, they were intermittent.
Of course, it is no surprise that the people could not feel the impact with such inconsistencies.
Another system failure Badru spoke about was pipeline lifespan and poor maintenance of pipelines.
Badru argued that considering Nigeria is in the tropics the expectation is that if a pipeline needs to stay
30 years, for example, in other regions before they are replaced, it should be replaced earlier here, say
maybe 20 or 25 years. However, over the years, the pipelines in Ogoniland had not been replaced. By
my calculations considering when oil production commenced, this would be almost 50 years. This is a
case of poor maintenance culture. Again, not surprising that some of the causes of oil spillages were
traced to pipeline old age and corrosion.
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Badru also spoke about regulated and unregulated processes in the Ogoni situation while describing
systemic issues. For example, oil is currently refined officially. He referred to it as the regulated process,
but there is also the illegal refining of oil within the same system and that is thriving without anything
being done about it. There is legal bunkering and illegal bunkering, a clear pattern in the Nigerian
system. The legal and the illegal, the regulated and the unregulated, thrive side by side. I realized that
this is a trademark of a dysfunctional system. Ademola described this issue of regulation, or not, as a
lack of will from the government to put in place measures that can ensure that the oil and gas
companies are regulated the way they should be from an environmental point of view. This lack of will
sounded familiar. The term “political will” is used constantly in the Nigeria society. From speaking with
Jay, the ex-SPDC communication guy, I understood that the government enforced their rules; their rules
were obvious. According to Jay, the government did not want any spills. They want organizations to
operate responsibly. Organizations should produce hydrocarbons safely and responsibly.
Jay said these are all clear in the mandate when they approve any oil-producing mining lease and oil
prospecting license for the corporations. Those things are embedded, he explained. The government
sent people on secondment from DPR to see that the organizations conform to standards. As Jay told
me, SPDC was conforming to its group standards. Jay continued that if SPDC found that the local
standards were very low, they went higher than that to ensure that the water was safe enough to come
to the environment. So, the government was there to ensure that the SPDC conformed to the standards.
This was quite confusing as it was contrary to what I heard from the community people or what I read
from the UNEP (2011) report, which was solely focused on the Ogoni oil spills and heavily indicted SPDC
of negligence, or from the court case that the people of Bodo brought against SPDC for which they were
awarded vast sums of money as compensation.
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These conflicting statements made me further resolve to hold the interactive forum that brought
together crucial oil sector stakeholders and some Ogoni community people, hoping that some of these
inconsistencies would be ironed out.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Recommendations
Summary Discussion
In this research work, I set out to answer the four crucial questions listed below
▪

What was the social, cultural, environmental, and political context in Ogoniland between 1958
and 2020 and how did this shape the susceptibility of the Ogoni people to slow-onset oil spill
disasters?

▪

How have the Ogoni people coped throughout this extended recurring oil spill situation?

▪

How has the community responded to mitigate the oil spill disaster, and how has the duration of
this disaster affected the type of response from the community?

▪

What types of risks did the oil spill pose to the Ogoni people, and how did their vulnerability
status contribute or have been influenced by the types and level of risks?

From the introduction, where I laid out the problem, through to the literature review, where I tried
to provide a grounding in ongoing scholarship to support this work and the findings, a picture has
emerged that confirms the statement that disasters are human creations.
A crucial part of my study focused on understanding the contextual elements, such as social, cultural,
institutional, environmental, economic, political, at play in the Ogoni oil spill disaster and describing
through the Ogoni communities' experience how these elements shaped their susceptibility to the oil
spill disaster that ravaged their environment. It is evident from the study findings that politics and the
political interference, failure of institutions and policies, and socio-economic factors all contributed to
creating the oil spill disaster in Ogoniland. These contextual elements contributed to the complexity of
disasters seen from the perspective of intersecting processes and events (Oliver-Smith, 1999, p. 20).
The institutional and policy context of the technological disaster in Ogoniland was discussed with key
stakeholders in the oil sector and community representatives. The findings showed clearly that the oil
sector in Nigeria has in place very unique and crucial emergency management institutions at the three
levels of government. These institutions have a strong backing of a sector policy document like the
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Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN). As discussed
in the literature review, "institutions and their roles and responsibilities" are essential in disaster
management. Where there is no adequately constituted institutional structure that is well-articulated,
this can create obstacles to effective coordination of disaster response activities. That is because the
responsibilities of institutions managing disasters are fragmented. It is a clear indication of the
ineffectiveness of the institutional structure for managing and mitigating disaster (Nepal et al., 2018, p.
2).
Though policies exist and so many institutions with clear mandates, the systems did not work due to
systemic failures. For example, there is the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), a federal
organization set up to manage disasters with zonal and state offices all over the nation and the National
Oil Spills Detection and Remediation Agency (NOSDRA) with expertise in detecting oil spills and
remediating spills when they happen. NOSDRA is the institution that is supposed to enforce legislation
and ensure compliance. However, it has shown itself to be a “toothless bulldog” (Lilian, 2012, pp. 4)
because it has not been able to control what is happening in Ogoniland in terms of oil spills. The
Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN) exist and
empower organizations like Department for Petroleum Resources (DPR) and NOSDRA. However,
Ogoniland has not felt the impact of this legislation in their situation. A review done on the EGASPIN
shows that “transparency and accountability in interpretation and implementation remain very weak.”
(Olawuyi and Tubodenyefa, 2018, p. 8). From the point of view of the adequacy of policies, though Acts
empowers the institutions, the overarching oil sector policy document EGASPIN has its flaws that were
complicated by the conflict between crucial institutions responsible for operationalizing the document's
content. The study found a conflict between NOSDRA and DPR on the interpretation of certain sections
of EGASPIN. That apart, both NOSDRA and DPR (both government institutions) are incapacitated by the
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government's conflict of interest, now acting as both an investor and a regulator in the oil sector.
Enforcing legislation is very difficult; for example, none of these two institutions can decide to shut
down the oil company, SPDC, if it contravenes the policy or defaults because that will affect its proceeds
from the investment it has in SPDC.
These systemic issues affected the capabilities of the institutions to perform. The concept of
capability points to resources and assets that an institution or a people or community can access to cope
with the shock they have experienced and to be able to recover from the disaster. This capability is from
the point of view of vital elements like Institutions, human resources, policy for effective
implementation, financial, technical resources, and leadership (Kusumasari & Alam, 2011, p. 761). The
failure of institutions has a close link with the existing governance structure. A failure of institutions also
means the failure of governance. This depends on the failures of its components or elements
constituting a systemic failure, and these failures can enhance the creation of disasters, mainly manmade or technological disasters (Ahrens & Rudolph, 2006, p. 209).
Socially and culturally, the study found total devastation of the social and cultural lives of the Ogoni
people, to which no solution has been found, nor is there currently any efforts from the relevant
institutions in the sector to rehabilitate and restore them socially and culturally. The organization of a
society is the social structure, which includes the statutes, the roles that individuals occupy, the formal
and informal groupings, how people are organized and vital social institutions (Webb, 2018, p. 110). This
study of Ogoniland found that the social structure (including all its parts) has been destroyed due to the
oil spill disaster. An essential ingredient in a community’s resilience and coping process, social capital is
absent in Ogoni communities. The study found a lot of factors contributing to the loss of social capital
within the Ogoni communities. One significant factor is the divide and rule tactics used by the oil
company and the government to create divisions within the communities. The elders can no longer play
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their roles of representing the community members. The social organization MOSOP, which attempted
to be a voice for the Ogoni communities, was silenced and thrown into confusion so that they could no
longer represent the communities. This study indicates that there may no more be any social capital for
the community to draw from due to the suspicion, lack of trust, and some other anti-social behaviours in
the community. Invariably Coping may become near impossible without the Ogoni community getting
assistance from outside. Culturally, the study found that most of the cultures of the Ogoni people,
especially those close to the marine environment, are intricately linked to the marine environment. The
devastation of the ecosystem, the marshes and the mangroves eradicated most of the people's cultures.
The Ogoni community is already overwhelmed by this disaster, creating a situation where the local
community is too undone and devastated to help themselves.
The study also found that politics had a massive impact on the Ogoni people. The link between
government and the damage that takes place after disasters is one that scholars have recognized (DeLeo
2018, p. 69). In the case of the Ogoni people, the government at the three levels failed to come to the
aid of the people. The study found that the Ogoni people are overwhelmed with the situation caused by
the oil spill disaster. People have lost their livelihoods and can not find replacement income, resulting in
migrations to other communities for farming and fishing. Not only that, but others who are more
desperate have resorted to illicit oil bunkering and refining activities. These illegal activities have
contributed to worsening the oil spills and pollution of the environment.
Environmentally, the findings show the massive devastation of Ogoniland, which has affected their
livelihood, economy, social, culture, and health. All of these have impacted the well-being of the Ogoni
people. Except something drastically happens very soon. The picture glimpsed from my discussions with
the Ogoni people and experts in the sector spells doom for that community and others like it. While it
came out very clear, from this study, that the social fabric and the culture of the Ogoni people have
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been destroyed, the extent of damage done and how that has impacted the psychosocial well-being of
the Ogoni people was not investigated further. Reading about how disasters of different kinds,
especially technological disasters, have psychologically and mentally affected people, it is safe to say
such effects may be in the lives of the Ogoni people. However, the impact on the people viz the failure in
the system, the frustration, the disorientation, and risk it has brought to the Ogoni people need further
investigation to understand the depth of the problem.
These elements discussed above impinged on the existing vulnerabilities and underdevelopment in
the communities to create social, cultural, health and livelihood issues that further complicated, and I
dare say, created other disasters which this study could not explore because of its limited scope. It
would be interesting to understand how the oil spill disaster in Ogoni translated to a hazard for other
disasters.
Part of the findings from this study shows that the Ogoni people have tried to cope in their unique
ways. However, positive coping is a function of resilience. These two go hand in hand. Resilience is the
ability of a community, a group, or an individual to cope with misfortunes. While coping, on the other
hand, is recuperating or returning to a previous condition of former function. That is recovering better
than anticipated (Zakour & Gillespie, 2013, p. 55). This study has shown that the Ogoni community has
not coped well because of their vulnerability status and the lack of help from outside. Instead, the
frustration and inability of the community to do anything led to a negative response which I discussed in
detail in the findings section. The indications currently are that the Ogoni community can be pushed
over the edge if their livelihoods are not restored or strengthened through recovery and development
activities. That is a common feature of slow-onset disasters that results cumulative impact due to
several recurring or past events (Ocha, 2011, p. 3).
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The oil spill in Ogoniland, whether due to equipment failures or sabotage, poses a significant risk to
the people of Ogoni on many fronts. As discussed in the findings chapter, there is the risk of losing their
cultural and social identity. There is also the considerable risk the environmental pollution poses to their
health, the extent of which at this stage is not clear because the health institutions have not done any
evaluation. Further study may be necessary to investigate the health implications of the oil spill on the
people of Ogoni. The devastation of their environment has also affected their livelihoods. The
mangroves and water bodies they depend on for fishing, collection of seafood, and some of their
cultures have been destroyed, and so have their ability to continue to fish. Their farmlands have been
devastated in the same vein, and they can no longer farm on their lands. The lack of income this has
caused has affected their economic status and introduced uncertainties. Without help from anywhere,
people are not sure what to do. It is like being condemned without any hope. People have turned to
social vices that further complicate the situation in trying to survive.
As a component of this research, I organized a forum that brought together experts, professionals,
academics, and representatives of Government institutions to brainstorm on how some of the factors
like political, Institutional/policy, communication and livelihood environments contributed to the impact
of the oil spills of Ogoniland on its people. Specifically, the assembled group of experts/practitioners and
academics attempted to answer some basic questions organized into four themes, Political,
Institutional/policy, Communication and Livelihood issues. At the end of brainstorming session, the main
expectations were that some pertinent and critical issues would be identified/agreed upon and some
practical suggestions/ways of avoiding such situations in future or even currently would emerge. Some
of the outcomes from this forum are summarised below as part of the conclusion to this study and
contributed to this dissertation's recommendations.
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There was a consensus within the sector professionals that there has been so much focus on the
environmental damage to the detriment of the people's health. Despite the 2011 UNEP report findings,
nothing has been done in the health area. The findings show there has been atmospheric pollution, and
every Ogoni person has been overwhelmingly exposed to volatile organic gases embedded in
hydrocarbon compounds. However, all that is being discussed is ecological damage, restoring the water
bodies, restoring the aquatic life, and restoring terrestrial bodies. As Fred, a medical practitioner, put it,
hospitals within Ogoni and the health centres are still in deplorable states, and even some that appear
to be upgraded have no contents. There is currently no centre for toxigenic screening, and the health
centres can not do basic investigations. Though the recently established Hydrocarbon Pollution
Remediation Project (HYPREP) by the Federal Government has carried out a couple of medical
outreaches in Ogoniland, the experts believe these kinds of interventions can not solve the problem we
have on the ground. The problem we have on the ground is beyond one run-off medical outreach event.
Emphasizing the urgency of the situation, Dr. Fred said in Bodo, Gomu, Edre, Gbe and round all the
communities there is altered air quality, general skin irritation, rising incidence of cough, people are fast
ageing, people are becoming weaker and weaker, and there are apparent changes in reproductive ability
because of their health conditions.
Another aspect the experts identified is that the Ogoni youths are not engaged, so they have taken
the laws into their own hands, doing things that should not be done. There is a strong perception or
understanding of total negligence from the Government treating the Ogoni issue with levity. Discussion
among the sector experts also revealed that the Government plans to establish modular refineries to
take care of the current artisanal refining. The experts think this is not the right way to go because if the
regulatory institutions we have at the moment do not have the requisite capacity to monitor the
indigenous oil companies and the transnational oil corporations to ensure that their operations are
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within the ambit of international best practice, creating pockets of modular refineries in the creeks of
Niger Delta will lead to multiple transports of crude oil leading to increased oil contamination issues.
The average Ogoni man depends on his environment. However, according to Professor Manuel, the
ecological process has been dislocated, giving rise to opportunism among the organisms, so we have an
organism preponderance in the area. He said it would take time for the restoration of the ecological
process. The big concern is that what would become of the average Ogoni man who is a fisherman who
depends on the environment in the interim?
Communication was another vital component brought up at this forum. There is a total breakdown of
the formal and non-formal communication in Ogoniland, Professor Idoko, a communication expert, said.
The people of Ogoni are entirely detached from the government of the day. For example, there is a
collapse of the elder youth relationship. The opinion leaders, at some points, were seen and referred to
as “vultures.” As already discussed in the findings of this study, the elders are said to have become so
selfish. What concerns them are things that will come to them as benefits, from the oil companies or
Government agencies, more than the needs of the communities they ought to be speaking for.
There is a severe communication disconnect between the opinion leaders of the communities and
the communities themselves. The indigenous political structures began to align more with the oil
companies and government agencies to the disadvantage of the communities. As long as political power
still resides in the hands of a section of the country, the north, which does not regard the other section
that produces the nation's wealth, the current crisis may most significantly not reduce. As Professor
Manuel stated, there was always a communication gap between the Government and the people at
every stage, in all approaches, and on Ogoni issues. He argues that if there are still feelings among the
people that they are not carried along in the clean-up exercise, that portends danger because, in the
first place, it has taken levels of activism for Government response to arrive at this point.
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The forum of sector professionals, academics, representatives of Government institutions came up
with outcomes that summarise the findings from this study, but beyond that, provided some significant
recommendations for the way forward.

Study Recommendations and Conclusion
•

The forum of experts, professionals and academics recommends that the health institution be
directed to declare a state of emergency around the health of the Ogoni people. There is a need
to urgently carry out comprehensive toxigenic screening and psychosocial evaluation to
understand the actual extent of damage to the physical and mental health of the people as a
result of the oil spills.

•

Some of the existing institutions are critical to ensuring total rehabilitation of the Ogoni people
and restoring their livelihoods. It is recommended that Hydrocarbon Pollution Remediation
Project (HYPREP) work closely with the youth, labour, and productivity Ministry to create all
kinds of alternative income sources. The national orientation agency should also be brought in
to create a value reorientation in the Ogoni people to correct or restore social and cultural
values that were affected due to the damage to the environment.

•

One of the findings from the 2011 UNEP report is the quality of the methods that have been
used in the past years for restoring the environment in the Niger Delta. It is recommended that
HYPREP work with academia to continue researching the area of restoration, remediation, and
environmental monitoring to perfect the techniques in this part of the world.

•

Two critical areas found in this study to have contributed to the devastation of the Ogoni
environment are equipment failure due to poor maintenance, and oil pipeline vandalization. It is
recommended that the oil companies are compelled to replace very old pipelines as a matter of
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urgency. Also, they should be made to step up security around their facilities to prevent further
vandalization that can lead to other spills. That will require them to maintain and update the
state of their monitoring technology for monitoring their pipelines. Whenever any of their
facilities is tampered with, they can receive immediate real-time feedback to respond quickly.
That means they have to step up surveillance of their pipelines as a matter of urgency.
•

To sustain the gains of environmental restoration in Ogoniland, the Government must deal with
the issue of artisan refining that includes pipeline vandalization through its security apparatus.

•

Restoring the Ogoniland environment as recommended in detail in the UNEP 2011 report is a
high priority and should be continued. However, attention must also be given to the Ogoni
people who lost their sources of livelihood: fishing and farming because of the devastation of
their marine environment and farmlands. It is recommended that the Federal Government,
through the relevant institutions, should develop a very robust, holistic, sustainable package
that is intentional at addressing the Ogoni situation. This Ogoni development masterplan should
be a comprehensive package that must be preceded by a detailed evaluation of the situation on
the ground.

•

The findings from this study and the UNEP 2011 report indicate a failure or lack of formal or
conventional communication and informal or nonconventional communication in Ogoniland.
There is a severe lack of trust and suspicion between the Ogoni people, the oil companies, and
the government. As discussed in the finding chapters, there is also suspicion, a lack of trust and
respect for elders within the Ogoni communities. Part of this problem is due to intermediaries
between the people and the oil companies and between the people and the Government
instead of direct interactions with the people. Such approaches give room for exploitation by
the middlemen. Middlemen like community chiefs are in power positions and misuse this power
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to exploit ordinary people. From now on, participatory communication must be encouraged in
future projects of this nature, especially in a non-transparent system like in Nigeria. That will
disrupt the existing hegemonic structure of communication, which is to the detriment of the
vulnerable community people.
•

Another critical finding by the UNEP 2011 report and discussion with some Government
institutions in this study is the lack of proper funding of government institutions who play a
crucial role in preventing and responding to disasters. A clear case is one where NOSDRA, a
Government institution responsible for detecting and remediation of oil spills, has to depend on
the oil companies to convey them in their helicopters to the oil fields to monitor, inspect, or
even enforce compliance to policy and regulations. How confident and transparent can they
then be in enforcement and compliance? It is recommended that the Federal Government of
Nigeria increase funding to its institutions at the forefront of disaster prevention and response
to ensure they can carry out their functions confidently.

•

The oil production in Ogoniland is under a joint venture called SPDC, operated by Shell. It
consists of the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), a Federal Government-owned
institution with 55% share, Shell owns 30%, Elf 10% and Agip 5%. There is an apparent conflict in
the enforcement and compliance program of the oil sector because the two organizations that
claim to play that role, NOSDRA and the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), are both
100% federal institutions. A finding from this study revealed that NOSDRA oil detection and
remediation experts could not stop SPDC’s production even for a minute if they contravene any
aspect of the policy (EGASPIN). It is recommended that the Federal Government of Nigeria
remove itself from direct involvement in the upstream oil investment and operations.
Otherwise, there will be a total failure of the policy, enforcement, and compliance program to
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the detriment of the country's vulnerable people. The implication of not taking such a step,
challenging as it may seem, is that oil spill disasters of Ogoniland and other parts of Niger Delta
will continue because of failure to enforce compliance with policy and regulations in the oil
sector.
•

Politics and the political terrain in Nigeria are very toxic, exploitative, segregating and
hegemonistic. Power is in the hands of the political class, which for a very long time in Nigeria
has been in the hands of a section of the country, which unfortunately does not harbour the oil
reservoirs. Even when the conscious effort seems to be made to put structures like NDDC with
clear mandates to develop the oil production areas; and indigenous socio-political structures like
MOSOP are supposed to be a voice for the poor and vulnerable community’s political
environment stifles them from fulfilling their mandates. A total overhaul of the political
structures in Nigeria, right from the federal to community level, from north to south and east to
west, is required. I realize that is a challenging and uphill task, short of a revolution.
Unfortunately, this study cannot recommend a revolution approach.

Disasters, especially technological ones, are human creations. This study can confidently come to this
conclusion because of its findings. The oil spill in Ogoniland and the environmental and ecosystem
devastation that has taken place did not happen in one day. It was gradual and cumulative over close to
fifty years. The vulnerable people of Ogoniland have suffered for a long time with minimal support from
the government or the oil company (SPDC). This study being an academic one was limited in its scope
and time. There will be the need for more focus studies to understand some of the issues that this study
has unearthed. The limitations notwithstanding, this study has answered the questions it set out to
achieve, though more questions have emerged. It is also clear from the outcome of this study that the
problems discussed in chapter one is yet to be addressed. While action seemed to have commenced
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through the clean-up exercise, it is slow, and there is still a long way to go. UNEP predicts between 25 to
30 years to achieve a good clean up. With the systemic and political challenges identified during this
study, I sincerely hope that the Government will have the will to stay the course during this long period
to complete the clean-up. For the Ogoni people, the struggle and the wait for help continue.
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